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Wireless networks promise ubiquitous communication, and thus facilitate an array of applications that positively impact human life. At a fundamental level, these networks deal with compression and transmission of sources
over channels. Thus, accomplishing this task efficiently is the primary challenge shared by these applications. In practice, sources include data and video
while channels include interference and relay networks. Hence, effective source
and channel aware resource allocation for these scenarios would result in a
comprehensive solution applicable to real-world networks.
This dissertation studies the problem of source and channel aware resource allocation in certain scenarios. A framework for network resource allocation that stems from rate-distortion theory is presented. Then, an optimal
decomposition into an application-layer compression control, a transport-layer
congestion control and a network-layer scheduling is obtained. After deducing
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insights into compression and congestion control, the scheduling problem is
explored in two cross-layer scenarios. First, appropriate queue architecture for
cooperative relay networks is presented, and throughput-optimality of network
algorithms that do not assume channel-fading and input-queue distributions
are established. Second, decentralized algorithms that perform rate allocation, which achieve the same overall throughput region as optimal centralized
algorithms, are derived.
In network optimization, an underlying throughput region is assumed.
Hence, improving this throughput region is the next logical step. This dissertation addresses this problem in the context of three significant classes of
interference networks. First, degraded networks that capture highly correlated channels are explored, and the exact sum capacity of these networks is
established. Next, multiple antenna networks in the presence of channel uncertainty are considered. For these networks, robust optimization problems that
result from linear precoding are investigated, and efficient iterative algorithms
are derived. Last, multi-cell time-division-duplex systems are studied in the
context of corrupted channel estimates, and an efficient linear precoding to
manage interference is developed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Communication networks are highly complex systems that are designed
and developed through multi-disciplinary work ranging from device-physics to
application-software. The salient engineering principle behind the synergetic
coexistence of all these disciplines is the layered architecture leading to increasing levels of abstractions. For instance, the physical-layer interprets the
communication medium as a point-to-point memoryless channel to transmit
information. The network-layer simplifies the network as a graph consisting
of bit-pipes to route packets, while the transport-layer uses the notion of flows
to control rate or congestion in the network. All these abstractions are conceptually simple and moderately effective for wired data networks.
Today’s networks, both wired and wireless, despite the fact that these
are primarily designed for data and voice, transfer massive amounts of video
traffic including real-time streaming. Traffic forecasts predict that the fraction
of video content being transferred is steadily growing along with the tremendous growth of overall traffic. For example, Cisco Visual Networking Index:
Forecast and Methodology, 2009-2014 [2] reports the following in its global
video highlights:

1

“Internet video is now over one-third of all consumer Internet traffic, and will approach 40 percent of consumer Internet traffic by the
end of 2010, not including the amount of video exchanged through
P2P file sharing.
The sum of all forms of video (TV, video on demand, Internet, and
P2P) will continue to exceed 91 percent of global consumer traffic
by 2014. Internet video alone will account for 57 percent of all
consumer Internet traffic in 2014.”
Since video traffic is fundamentally different from data and voice, these forecasts necessitate the development of rich-enough abstractions suited for designing networks that carry video. This will enable the re-design of network
architectures and protocols to account for and exploit the properties of the
source (video). We call such an approach source-aware resource allocation.
While zooming in on wireless networks, the inherent distinction from
wired networks is the underlying shared wireless medium for communication.
Due to extensive research in wireless over the past few decades, researchers
have somewhat mastered the art of reliably communicating over a point-topoint wireless channel. Despite all the research efforts, there is limited knowledge about the fundamental limits of wireless networks. This is due to the fact
that the wireless medium is shared, which invalidates the simple abstraction
of a graph consisting of bit-pipes. In other words, these wireless links interact (or interfere) in potentially complex ways through the wireless medium,
which is typically captured through physical-layer models that involve all (if

2

not subsets of) nodes in the network. The maximum achievable data-rates
under such sophisticated physical-layer models are studied in network information theory literature. While moderate advances have been made in this
area, a complete characterization as in the point-to-point case [113] does not
exist to date. Thus, understanding the maximum achievable data-rates of different channels, especially interference networks, is one of the crucial steps to
design more efficient wireless communication systems. In real-world networks,
the interference issue is worsening as a result of decreasing cell-sizes1 along
with aggressive frequency reuse. In parallel with studying optimal communication schemes, for immediate applicability in these real-world networks, it is
beneficial to have low-complexity schemes that require limited channel state
information (CSI). We call such an approach channel-aware resource allocation.
Source and channel aware resource allocation, like traditional2 resource
allocation, (adaptively) operates a network at different operating points based
on the network state (e.g., channel conditions) and the load (i.e., backlog)
in the network. There are well-established methodologies for designing such
algorithms, but, in general, these techniques are not successful in two separate aspects. First, very little is known about applying existing techniques
to cooperative networks. The main challenge in addressing this is the cou1

In cellular networks, smaller cell-sizes result from increasing macro cell density and/or
deployment of pico and femto cells.
2
By traditional resource allocation, we refer to allocation of orthogonal resources such as
time-slots and frequency-bands.

3

pling between cooperative achievable schemes and queueing, which are often
studied separately. Next, there is limited knowledge in designing completely
decentralized (or distributed) algorithms without compromising throughput,
i.e., without reducing data-rates. Such algorithms are applicable in wireless
local area networks (WLANs) and ad hoc networks that lack centralized infrastructure. Thus, overcoming these limitations, along with being source and
channel aware, would result in a powerful end-to-end solution for addressing
a majority of the challenges in ad hoc, cellular and relay (wireless) networks.
This forms the underlying theme of this dissertation.
Next, we provide an overview of the specific problems studied in this
dissertation. This can be logically subdivided into two (related) topics: (i )
network architecture, and (ii ) interference management.

1.1

Network Architecture: Overview
Majority of existing network architectures and protocols are optimized

assuming pre-compressed and packetized data [110]. For video, this assumption of data packets abstracts out one of the key aspects - the lossy compression problem. Hence, in addition to source-rate, an abstraction of sources like
video would at least require (average) distortion resulting from compression
of sources. For such source abstractions, we develop a new framework for network resource allocation that stems from rate-distortion theory [10]. One of
the main results obtained using this framework is the decomposition of the
resource allocation problem into an application-layer compression control, a
4

transport-layer congestion control and a network-layer scheduling. We show
that this decomposition is provably optimal for the class of concave objective
functions. Then, we derive new insights from the developed rate-distortion
framework by focusing on special cases, in particular, congestion control for
binary sources and optimal resource allocation for multiple access channels.
In the above decomposition into layers, the component that is heavily
dependent on network-type (e.g., infrastructure-less, centralized, cooperative)
is the network-layer scheduling. The backpressure algorithm introduced in
the context of stable operation of networks in [119] can be viewed as a dynamic solution to this problem. This algorithm and its extensions apply to a
wide-range of networks including multi-hop networks and perform throughputoptimal scheduling (and routing). However, very little is known in applying
this in the context of cooperative networks. The main challenge is that an
abstraction of the physical layer coding using coupled data-rates is insufficient
to capture notions such as node cooperation in cooperative relay networks.
Consequently, network-stability analyses based on such abstractions are valid
for non-cooperative schemes alone and meaningless for cooperative schemes.
Motivated from this, we develop cooperative queueing architectures
that bring the information-theoretic (cooperative) coding scheme together with
network-stability analysis. Our cooperative queueing framework does not constrain the system to any particular achievable scheme, i.e., the relays can use
any cooperative coding strategy of its choice such as amplify, compress, quantize or any alter-and-forward scheme. We consider the demanding scenario
5

when coherence duration is of the same order of the packet/codeword duration, the channel distribution is unknown and the fading state is only known
causally. For this scenario, our main contributions are two-fold: first, we
develop a low-complexity queue-architecture to enable stable operation of cooperative relay networks, and, second, we establish the throughput optimality
of a simple network algorithm that utilizes this queue-architecture.
So far, we have a network architecture with distributed3 algorithms
at the application-layer and the transport-layer. However, the network-layer
scheduling is a centralized and often hard optimization problem. There is a
lot of interest (and literature) in developing decentralized algorithms. Very
recently, for networks with carrier sensing, a fully decentralized algorithm has
been proposed in [59]. This decentralized queue-length based scheduling and
its variants have been shown to be throughput-optimal in [57,58,81]. However,
these results are limited to on-off scheduling. To optimally utilize physicallayer schemes for wireless networks (including WLANs and ad hoc networks),
we need decentralized cross-layer algorithms that jointly perform medium access control (on-off scheduling) and physical-layer rate adaptation. Hence,
we generalize the existing on-off framework to multi-state framework. As the
main result, we provide a distributed rate allocation algorithm for wireless networks and establish that this algorithm is throughput-optimal for general rate
regions. The algorithm requires that each link can determine the global feasi3

Note that the different layers resulting from the decomposition are coupled through dual
variables.

6

bility of increasing its current data-rate. We provide insights on approximately
achieving this in practice.
In network resource allocation, an underlying throughput region for the
network is assumed. Hence, improving this throughput region is part of the
resource allocation problem itself. This is a highly non-trivial problem, and
has to be addressed on a case-by-case basis. Next, we study this problem for
important classes of interference networks.

1.2

Interference Management: Overview
The interest in the interference channel (IFC) and its fundamental lim-

its stems from the wide range of applications that will benefit from such
an analysis. However, large gaps exist in our understanding of interference
channels. Since the introduction of interference channels [4], the class of twotransmitter two-receiver interference channels has been studied in great detail.
Indeed, a majority of exact or approximate capacity results are known only
for such two-user interference channels [7,22,29,41,88,101,103,112]. However,
real-world applications such as cellular networks involve many users. In contrast to two-user IFCs, three-or-more user IFCs are fundamentally different
due to the presence of multiple interferes. The interfering signals present in
the network can be managed in multiple ways, for example, by treating interference as noise, through interference cancellation and interference avoidance.
However, the optimal scheme is an open problem even after four decades of
research. Given the difficulty of finding the capacity region of interference
7

networks, it is logical to make progress by focusing on a class of channels or a
class of achievable schemes.
We develop a family of genie-MAC (multiple access channel) outer
bounds for Gaussian K-user interference channels. This family is based on existing genie-aided bounding mechanisms, but differs from current approaches in
its optimization problem formulation and application. The genie-aided bound
(based on [76]) creates a group of genie receivers that form MACs that can
decode a subset of the original IFC’s messages. The MAC sum-capacity of
each of the genie receivers provides an outer bound on the sum of rates for
this subset. Thus, the genie-aided MAC bound is formulated as an optimization problem. We show that this outer bound is tight in sum-capacity for the
degraded Gaussian K-user IFC. Degraded networks is the class of interest to
study extremely correlated channels. Thus, we establish4 the sum-capacity of
degraded Gaussian interference networks. This result holds true for any number of users and any signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The scheme that achieves
sum-capacity is successive interference cancellation. We generalize this framework to unit-rank interference channels where each user is equipped with multiple antennas. Again, the sum-capacity of the MIMO (multiple input multiple
output) unit-rank Gaussian IFC is characterized using a combination of a optimization problem resulting from a genie-aided outer bound and successive
interference cancellation as the achievable scheme. The proof in the MIMO
4

An alternate proof based on entropy power inequality (EPI) is possible. Our proof is
interesting as it shows the tightness of genie-MAC outer bound for degraded channels.
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case establishes a simple equivalence between the MIMO unit-rank K-user IFC
and a corresponding SISO degraded K-user IFC.
There are very few exact capacity results known in literature for Kuser Gaussian IFCs. However, significant progress has been made in recent
literature by limiting results to asymptotic optimality, in particular, degreesof-freedom optimality. Interference alignment has been shown to be degreesof-freedom optimal for time varying (or frequency selective) interference channels including MIMO [18, 47]. These results motivate linear precoding used
for alignment as a reasonable scheme for interference networks with multiple
antennas. Additionally, such achievable schemes are greatly motivated from
an implementation perspective in cellular standards such as LTE-A - CoMP:
Coordinated Multi-Point TX/RX and 802.16m - Multi-BS MIMO. Further,
these standards require distributed schemes based on limited (imperfect) channel state information (CSI) at the transmitters. Even though good5 iterative
linear precoding schemes have been developed under perfect CSI [45, 98, 105],
there is limited knowledge with imperfect CSI.
Therefore, we study a robust weighted-sum rate optimization problem
in the presence of channel uncertainty for multiple antenna Gaussian interference networks. In this robust formulation, receivers have perfect CSI while
transmitters have imperfect CSI, and the resulting precoder choice will work
for any channel realization within the uncertainty region. Unfortunately, due
5

Linear precoding in its existing formulations are hard non-convex problems. Hence,
many iterative schemes have been developed.
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to the hardness of this problem, optimal solution cannot be efficiently obtained.
Instead of resorting to ad-hoc algorithms, we show that it is possible to design algorithms using a systematic approach. Towards this end, we develop
new provably convergent iterative algorithms for precoder design through ingenious sub-problem formulations such that each of these sub-problems can
be solved optimally. The sub-problems are solved in closed-form for certain
cases and formulated as standard convex problems for the rest. Next, this approach is extended to robust max-min rate optimization. Finally, to complement these contributions on achievable schemes, we generalize the genie-MAC
outer bounding technique to incorporate channel uncertainty using notions of
compound-MAC capacity and then obtain computable outer bounds using an
alternating optimization approach.
The robust formulation above assumes perfect CSI at the receivers.6
We relax this assumption and jointly study channel estimation and linear
precoding in time-division-duplex (TDD) systems. We consider a multi-cell
multiple antenna system with precoding used at the base stations for downlink transmission. A popular technique for obtaining CSI in TDD systems is
uplink training by utilizing the reciprocity of the wireless medium. We mathematically characterize the impact that uplink training has on the performance
of such multi-cell TDD systems. When non-orthogonal training sequences
are used for uplink training, we show that the precoding matrix used by the
6

This is a widely used assumption in studying frequency-division-duplex (FDD) downlink
systems. It helps to focus on the more crucial limited CSI aspect at the base-stations.
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base station in one cell becomes corrupted by the channel between that base
station and the users in other cells in an undesirable manner. We analyze
this fundamental problem of pilot contamination in multi-cell systems. Next,
we develop a new multi-cell MMSE-based precoding method that mitigates
this problem. In addition to being linear, this precoding method has a simple closed-form expression that results from an intuitive optimization problem
formulation. Numerical results show significant performance gains compared
to certain popular single-cell precoding methods.

1.3

Organization
The rest of this dissertation has three chapters on network architecture,

three chapters on interference management, and a concluding chapter.
In Chapter 2, we develop a rate-distortion framework for network resource allocation. In Chapter 3, we present a queueing architecture for cooperative networks, and perform stability analysis. In Chapter 4, we provide distributed rate allocation algorithms for wireless networks, and establish
throughput-optimality results. The proof of lemmas in Chapter 3 are given in
Appendix A and in Chapter 4 are given in Appendix B.
In Chapter 5, we present the genie-MAC outer bound for Gaussian
interference networks. In Chapter 6, we present algorithms to perform robust
weighted-sum rate maximization in MIMO interference networks. In Chapter
7, we analyze the pilot contamination in multi-cell TDD systems, and develop
a precoding method that mitigate pilot contamination. The proofs of theorems
11

in Chapter 7 are given in Appendix C.
Finally, we conclude with Chapter 8.

1.4

Notation
| · | denotes the determinant of a square matrix, the cardinality of a set,

and absolute value for scalars. 1{E} and I(E) denote the indicator function of
event E. (a)+ denotes max(a, 0). E[·] and var{·} stand for expectation and
variance operations, respectively. R+ , Z+ and Z++ denote non-negative reals,
non-negative integers and strictly positive integers, respectively.
Vectors and matrices are usually denoted by bold letters. For vectors,
equality and inequality operators are defined component-wise. a·b denotes the
dot product of a and b, kakp denotes the Lp -norm, kak0 denotes the number
of non-zero elements. k · k denotes the two-norm. 0 denotes all-zeros vector,
1 denotes all-ones vector and ei ∈ {0, 1}n denotes the unit vector along i-th
dimension.
(·)T denotes the transpose and (·)† denotes the Hermitian transpose,
tr{·} denotes the trace operation, (·)−1 denotes the inverse operation. k · k2
denotes the two-norm, and k · kF denotes the Frobenius norm. I denotes the
identity matrix. diag{a} denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal
to the components of a. (A)upper denotes its upper triangular portion. A ≻ 0
denotes a symmetric positive-definite matrix.
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Chapter 2
Network Resource Allocation: A
Rate-Distortion Perspective

2.1

Introduction
Traffic forecasts predict mobile video to be the biggest portion of the

world’s mobile data in the near future [2]. Video is different from data and
voice as video streaming quality can be varied with impact on user experience.
Regardless, the vast majority of existing network architectures and protocols
are designed for data. Even the majority of existing research on these topics
assumes a packetized system, and then optimizes network performance [110].
An important component that is absent from such a framework is
(lossy) compression. Compression is typically understood as an applicationlayer operation and thus separated from the network protocol stack optimization. However, the extent and nature of the compression employed critically
impacts user experience, especially for video streaming. Assuming the sources
are already quantized/compressed leads to a formulation that presents only a
partial picture on the quality of service observed by the users in the system.
For instance, lightly-compressed video may require rates much higher than
those that can be allocated while ensuring stable network operation, while
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heavily compressed video, although easy to deliver, reduces the quality of the
end-user’s experience. Thus, the distortion experienced by each user must be
optimized to provide the best user experience (See [23, 27, 73] and references
therein).
Integrating rate-distortion theory [10] into resource allocation is an important step from multiple perspectives, including multimedia applications,
and thus bring elements of the application-layer into network optimization.
There has been some prior work in this direction - for certain settings and alternate formulations, network operation optimization and rate-distortion theory
have already been brought together. Rate-distortion optimized video streaming has been studied in the context of multimedia delivery, where the overall
distortion incurred in the streaming process is dynamically minimized given
changing network resources [27]. Similarly, optimal multiple description coding has also been studied from the networking perspective [79]. While each of
these results have brought rate-distortion together with network constraints,
a systematic analysis for compression is desirable, which is the main theme of
this chapter.
2.1.1

Our Approach & Contributions
We build a new framework for network resource allocation by applying

rate-distortion theory. Traditional resource allocation can be viewed as a special case where the distortion (and thus compression algorithm) is fixed at a
value independent of network state and overall user experience. Distributed
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compression problems have been studied and partially solved for special cases
(such as Gaussian and/or binary sources) in particular settings. Typically,
there is no provably optimal separation between source and channel coding in
networks. However, for the special case of independent sources being transmitted through the network, it is known that separate source and channel coding
is optimal [121]. Hence, we focus on independent (uncompressed) sources in
the network that must be compressed and subsequently transmitted through
the network. This applies to many scenarios including video streaming. Furthermore, focusing on source-channel separation allows us to develop a ratedistortion framework that scales with the network size, and hence, applicable
to large real-world networks.
For networks with mutually independent (but possibly temporally correlated) sources, we consider the two quantities - (i ) the source-entropy and
(ii ) its distortion-offset that are sufficient in representing compression. We
formally define these two quantities in Section 2.2. Using these, we develop a
framework for resource allocation. Few of the important implications of our
framework are:
1. With lossy compression, the traditional notion of flow conservation does
not hold. This has far-reaching consequences in network protocol design.
2. Our formulation based on source-entropy and distortion-offset has only
linear constraints in addition to capacity constraints. Hence, if we focus
on concave utility functions, existing convex optimization techniques can
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be applied, especially the distributed algorithms developed in [74].
Based on the rate-distortion framework, we present the following results:
1. We show optimal decomposition of network resource allocation into three
layers: (i ) an application-layer with compression control, and (ii ) a
transport-layer with congestion control, and (iii ) a network-layer with
scheduling.
2. For a compression problem with binary sources and proportional-fair
like utility functions, we derive the optimal policy. The optimal policy
requires varying distortion based on link-rate, and hence, clearly shows
the sub-optimality of decoupling compression problem from network optimization.
3. We optimally solve specific resource allocation problems involving sending binary and Gaussian uncompressed sources over multiple access channels.
2.1.2

Related Work
Incorporating compression into network optimization (or resource al-

location) framework brings together different disciplines. The first of these is
the domain of distributed lossy compression [10], a growing field of research.
Distributed compression problems have been studied and partially solved for
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special cases (such as Gaussian and/or binary sources) in particular settings.
These include the multiple description problem [48], the CEO problem [95]
and the two-terminal source coding problem [128]. These compression problems are formulated in an information-theoretic rate-distortion sense, where
one or many sources must be compressed at minimal rates given distortion
constraints. The resulting achievable rate region can be found for most multisource multi-destination settings, and for a limited class of settings, shown
to be optimal. Even though we focus on the setting where source-channel
separation holds, the developed framework can be applied to general settings.
Such a framework for capacity-constrained networks with correlated sources is
studied in [32].
Over the years, we have gained a rich understanding of cross-layer optimization. The optimization problem formulation developed in [74] forms the
foundation for our understanding of TCP (and rate control in general) as a
solution to this optimization. Subsequently, multiple other network protocols
have been formulated (and sometimes reverse-engineered) in terms of network
optimization problems. The backpressure algorithm introduced in the context
of stable operation of networks in [119] can be viewed as a dynamic solution
to a similar optimization problem formulation. Indeed, rate control together
with network stability can be formulated as an optimization problem [44]. It
is known that a natural separation exists between the rate control mechanism
and the network stability mechanism, and each of these problems can be individually solved and the solutions combined for optimal operation of networks.
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Distributed solutions for rate control based on primal-dual methods can be
found in [110].
The traditional resource allocation framework has been extended considerably to include other network features and characteristics. A significant
fraction of this work is in incorporating the physical-layer aspects into the
framework [93, 94, 108, 131]. Typically, signal to noise ratio (SNR) or signal
to interference and noise ratio (SINR) based models have been used for this
purpose [25]. An equal effort has been devoted to incorporating higher layer aspects into the problem structure, such as hierarchical network topologies [135],
delay tolerant networks and so on. Cooperative networking strategies have also
been studied in this context [106, 130]. Finally, the framework and the resulting optimization decomposition has been used to restructure the protocol stack
and thus optimize overall system performance [96].
2.1.3

Organization
In Section 2.2, we present the rate-distortion framework for network

resource allocation. In Section 2.3, we derive an optimal decomposition of
resource allocation into layers. In Section 2.4, we study a compression control
problem for binary sources. Finally, in Section 2.5, we apply the rate-distortion
framework to Gaussian MACs.
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2.2

Rate-Distortion Framework
We consider a single-hop1 network with N independent sources, la-

beled i = 1, 2, . . . , N. The i-th (possibly continuous-valued) source Xi has an
uncompressed-rate of si symbols/sec. This source is compressed at a distortion of Di (per symbol, averaged across time) to a rate of ci bits/sec. In other
words, a lossy-compression code exists that maps vectors comprised of source
symbols to binary vectors such that recovery is possible to within a distortion of Di per symbol. Mathematically, a rate-distortion code (operating over
blocks of symbols of size n, with n large enough) of rate ci + ǫ bits/sec exists
for source Xi such that reconstruction to within a distortion Di is possible
such that ǫ → 0 as n → ∞.
This compressed source is transmitted over a link with link-rate of ri
bits/sec. The corresponding vectors are denoted by s, D, c and r, respectively.
These link rates are coupled in a wireless network, and this, for a single-hop
network, is captured by the N-dimensional information-theoretic rate region
denoted by C.2 The parameters introduced so far are associated with different
functionalities in a network: (i ) si and Di are associated with (lossy) source
coding, (ii ) ci is associated with congestion (or rate) control, and (iii ) ri is
associated with rate allocation (or scheduling).
The source coding, rate control and scheduling problems are closely tied
1

This framework can be extended to multi-hop networks.
This rate region may be the capacity region if the network’s capacity region is known,
or the best known rate region if unknown.
2
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to each other. As a result, the parameters associated with these problems must
be jointly optimized. Therefore, we desire a framework that simultaneously
captures all these problems. However, the traditional framework does not
include the source coding component. It is based on the following optimization
problem:
max
r

subject to

N
X

Ui (ci )

(2.1)

i=1

ci ≤ ri , ∀i,

(2.2)

r ∈ C.

(2.3)

In this framework, Ui (ci ) in (2.1) is the (concave) utility function associated
with the (compressed) rate ci of i-th source and (2.2)-(2.3) are capacity constraints. This framework can be decomposed into two layers: a transport-layer
performing rate control, and a network-layer performing scheduling [96].
To incorporate the source coding parameters, it is natural to utilize
rate-distortion functions of sources studied in information theory [30]. For
explaining this, we consider two source types:
1. Binary sources with Hamming distortion: Consider independent
Bernoulli(pi ) binary sources that are mutually independent arriving at
rates of si symbols per second. The rate-distortion function for this
source is known to be
R(si , Di ) = si (H(pi ) − H(Di )) ,
20

(2.4)

where H(·) is the binary entropy function given by
H(q) = −q log2 q − (1 − q) log2 (1 − q).
Now, motivated from (2.4), we define two variables to represent this
source: (i ) source-entropy
αi = si H(pi )

(2.5)

in bits/sec, where si is the uncompressed-rate in symbols/sec and 0 <
pi < 1 is the given Bernoulli parameter of i-th source, and (ii ) (negative)
distortion-offset
βi = −si H(Di )

(2.6)

in bits/sec, where Di is the Hamming distortion per symbol.
2. Gaussian sources with squared-error distortion: Consider zeromean independent Gaussian sources with variances σi2 arriving at a
rate of si symbols per second. With squared-error distortion, the ratedistortion function is known to be
R(si , Di ) =

σ2
si
log2 i .
2
Di

(2.7)

Now, differential source-entropy αi and distortion-offset βi are defined
as follows:
αi =

si
log2 2πeσi2 ,
2
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where σi2 > 0 is the given variance parameter of the i-th source, and
βi = −

si
log2 2πeDi ,
2

where Di is the squared-error distortion per symbol. Note that these
two variables can take both positive and negative values.
Now, source-entropy and distortion-offset can be identified as two parts
of the rate-distortion function for multiple types of sources, both i.i.d. and
correlated (for example, see Shannon’s rate-distortion lower bound [30]). This
includes both binary and Gaussian sources as special cases. Denoting sourceentropy and distortion-offset as αi and βi respectively, we have a tradeoff
between the two of the form given by:
αi + βi ≤ ci , ∀i.

(2.8)

This simply states that the compressed rate should be higher than the fundamental limit given by the rate-distortion function. Since distortion-offset
terms appear in the constraints, it shows that flow conservation assumed in
data networks does not hold for sources such as video. This motivates re-design
of network protocol components that assume packets to be immutable.
Now, a user’s happiness (or user experience) can be thought of as a
function of the source-entropy and distortion-offset.3 Therefore, a natural
framework for network resource allocation is to maximize the sum of the user
3

Since source-entropy and distortion-offset together is a one-to-one map from source-rate
and distortion, there is no loss of generality.
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experience subject to all network constraints. For deriving suitable layering
architecture in the next section, we consider a slightly different looking but
equivalent4 framework for resource allocation:
max

α,β,c,r

subject to

N
X

Vi (αi , βi ) + Ui (ci )

(2.9)

i=1

αi + βi ≤ ci , ∀i,

(2.10)

ai αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

(2.11)

bi βi ≤ 0, ∀i,

(2.12)

αi + βi ≥ 0, ∀i,

(2.13)

ci ≤ ri , ∀i,

(2.14)

r ∈ C,

(2.15)

where ai , bi ∈ {0, 1} are constants that are source-dependent, (2.10)-(2.13) are
rate-distortion conditions and (2.14)-(2.15) are capacity constraints.
The rate-distortion framework in (2.9) has two main advantages.
• It presents a notion of optimal network optimization while dealing with
uncompressed sources.
• The constraints in (2.10)-(2.14) are linear, and C in (2.15) is a convex
set (with time sharing). Hence, with concave utility functions, we have
a convex framework.
4

Ui (ci ) can be absorbed into Vi (αi , βi )
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For a convex framework, we consider utility functions with following
two properties:
Definition 2.1 (Concave Utility). Vi (αi , βi ) is jointly concave in αi and βi .
Ui (ci ) is concave in ci .
Definition 2.2 (Monotone Utility). Given a particular value of variable βi
(αi ), Vi (αi , βi ) is monotone increasing in the other variable. Ui (ci ) is monotone
increasing in ci .

2.3

Decomposition into Multiple Layers
In this section, we show that the framework in (2.9) can be decom-

posed into three layers: (i ) “application” layer with compression control, (ii )
“transport” layer with congestion control, and (iii ) “network” layer with (centralized) scheduling. As evident from the names, each of these layers has direct
correspondence with a layer in the standard network protocol stack.
We proceed by introducing two sets of dual variables. We introduce
non-negative dual variables µi , ∀i (vector denoted by µ) corresponding to constraints in (2.10), and non-negative dual variables λi , ∀i (vector denoted by λ)
corresponding to constraints in (2.14). With these dual variable, we obtain
the following Lagrangian:
L=

N
X
i=1

Vi (αi , βi ) + Ui (ci ) −

N
X
i=1

µi (αi + βi − ci ) −
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N
X
i=1

λi (ci − ri ).

(2.16)

Now, the dual objective g(µ, λ) is defined as
g(µ, λ) =

max

α,β,c,r

N
X
i=1

+
+

Vi (αi , βi ) − µi (αi + βi )

N
X

i=1
N
X

Ui (ci ) − (λi − µi )ci
λ i ri

(2.17)

i=1

subject to (2.11)-(2.13) and (2.15). From Langrange duality, it is well-known
that g(µ, λ) gives an upper bound on the primal problem in (2.9) for feasible
primal and dual variables. This leads to the dual problem to obtain an upper
bound on the primal problem, given by
min g(µ, λ)
µ,λ

(2.18)

s.t. λi ≥ 0, µi ≥ 0, ∀i.
For concave utility functions, under mild conditions [16], it follows that this
dual problem is tight, i.e., the optimal value of (2.18) is equal to the optimal
value of (2.9).
Now, it is fairly straightforward to see that the Lagrangian formulation
in (2.17) decomposes into the following optimization problems:
1. Distributed Compression Control: For all i, given µi ,
max Vi (αi , βi ) − µi (αi + βi )
αi ,βi

s.t.

ai αi ≥ 0, bi βi ≤ 0, αi + βi ≥ 0.
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(2.19)

2. Distributed Congestion Control: For all i, given µi and λi ,
max Ui (ci ) − (λi − µi )ci .
ci

(2.20)

3. Centralized MaxWeight Scheduling: Given all λi ,
max
r

s.t.

N
X

λ i ri

(2.21)

i=1

r ∈ C.

In contrast to traditional network optimization, the distributed compression problem in (2.19) is explicitly included in our decomposition. This
problem jointly chooses source-entropy and distortion-offset based on the utility function. The congestion control in (2.20) and the centralized scheduling
in (2.21) match with those known in existing literature [44, 110]. Note that,
in general, all three problems in (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) are coupled through
dual variables µ, λ. In many cases, it is possible to use gradient methods to
solve for the dual variables [96]. Hence, we do not delve into a discussion of
such methods to solve these problems. Instead, we focus on two problems to
obtain further insights in combining compression control with resource allocation - first, we study a compression control problem for binary sources, and
then, we apply our framework to Gaussian multiple access channels (MACs).

2.4

Compression Control for Binary Sources
Let us consider the lossy compression problem that determines source-

entropy and distortion-offset given a compressed-rate. We study this problem
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to understand the tradeoff involved in choosing higher source-rate (with higher
distortion) versus lower source-rate (with lower distortion). With utility functions that are strictly increasing, it follows that optimal parameters satisfy
αi + βi ≤ ci with equality. Under this setting, the compression control at
every source is: for given ai , bi and ci
max V (αi , ci − αi )
αi

(2.22)

subject to
ai αi ≥ 0,
bi (ci − αi ) ≤ 0.
In order to obtain explicit solutions to the optimization problem in
(2.22) , we solve it in the context of a binary source with Hamming distortion.
For a binary source, we have a = 1 and b = 1. Consider the utility function5 :
V (αi , βi ) = loge αi + Ki βi ,

(2.23)

for some constant Ki > 0. Note that this utility function is an extension of
the proportional-fair utility function with linear penalty for distortion-offset.
Therefore, (2.22) simplifies to
max loge αi + Ki (ci − αi )
αi

s.t.

(2.24)

αi ≥ c i .

5

This is just an example, and the choice of utility functions that is appropriate in practice
is a subject for further study.
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The unconstrained problem in (2.24) is maximized at αi = 1/Ki . Therefore,
for the constrained problem in (2.24), we have
αi∗

=



1/Ki , if 1/Ki ≥ ci
ci , otherwise.

(2.25)

This simple rate-distortion-control policy can be implemented as long as the
application layer is aware of the compressed-rate ci .
The expression in (2.25) provides a simple rule to decide whether to
transmit at zero-distortion, i.e., with source-entropy αi = ci and distortionoffset βi = 0, or transmit with distortion, i.e., source-entropy αi = 1/Ki and
distortion-offset β = ci − 1/Ki . When 1/Ki ≥ ci , substituting αi = 1/Ki
and βi = ci − 1/Ki in (2.5) and (2.6), respectively, we get the following:
uncompressed-rate s in symbols/sec is given by
si =

1
,
Ki H(p)

and Hamming distortion Di is given by the expression
H(Di )
= 1 − c i Ki .
H(p)
Recall that p is the Bernoulli parameter associated with source and H(·) is
the binary entropy function. Thus, source-entropy and distortion-offset can
be translated to the source coding parameters source-rate and distortion.
This compression rule is depicted in Figure 2.1. In simple words, this
rule states that source coding with distortion has to be performed at low
compressed-rates and source coding without distortion has to be performed
28

H(D)
H(p)

Distortion

No-Distortion

1

0
0

1
K

Rate c
Figure 2.1: Compression control for binary sources; Region to the left of dashed
line represents lossy source-coding while region to the right represents lossless
source-coding
at high compressed-rates. Furthermore, the amount of distortion introduced
by the compression algorithm is piecewise linear. This shows that the traditional approach of decoupling compression control from network optimization
is suboptimal. In majority of existing video streaming systems, compression
control is performed using ad hoc algorithms. The result in this section show
that simple and optimal compression control can be developed.
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Uncompressed
rate s1

Source Coding
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Distortion D1
Rate r1

RX, Noise N
Bernoulli(p2 )
Uncompressed
rate s2

Source Coding
Hamming
Distortion D2
Rate r2

TX-2, Power P2

Figure 2.2: Multiple access channel with binary sources

2.5

Rate-Distortion Framework applied to Multiple Access Channels
Our next goal is to understand the interplay between compression and

communication - specifically, the way channel capacity and resulting distortion
impact one another. We choose Gaussian multiple access channel (MAC) for
our analysis here as it represents the simplest multi-terminal system model,
and the capacity region for a MAC is well known [30]. Further, we consider
simple utility functions below that are only dependent on the distortion suffered in the compression process. These simplifications help us focus on our
goal.
2.5.1

MAC with binary sources
Consider two i.i.d. Bernoulli(pi ) binary sources that are mutually in-

dependent (across sources) arriving at rates of si symbols per second. For a
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binary source with Hamming distortion, the rate-distortion function is given
by (2.4). The uncompressed-rates si are positive constants that are fixed by
nature and assumed to be known. After compression, these two sources are to
be communicated over a Gaussian multiple access channel as shown in Figure
2.2.
Now, the network resource allocation problem for this example can be
expressed as
max
D

2
X

Vi (Di )

(2.26)

i=1

subject to
si (H(pi ) − H(Di )) ≤ C(Pi ), ∀i,
2
X
si (H(pi ) − H(Di )) ≤ C(P1 + P2 ),
i=1

Di ≥ 0, Di ≤ 1, ∀i.

Here, we have used the capacity region of the Gaussian MAC channel. C(·)
corresponds to Shannon’s capacity formula given by


P
1
.
C(P ) = log2 1 +
2
N
Note that, if the utility function in (2.26) is concave in distortion, the optimization problem in (2.26) is in convex form.6 This follows from the fact that
entropy is concave.
6

This is not in the convex form explained in Section 2.2.
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Next, for deriving further insights into this problem, we consider the
case where utility Vi (Di ) in (2.26) is a linear function of H(Di ), i.e.,
Vi (Di ) = −δi H(Di )
for some constant δi > 0. With change of variables xi = si H(Di ), from
(2.26), we obtain an equivalent linear program (LP) (with sign of optimal
value reversed) given by
min

x1 ,x2

δ1
δ2
x1 + x2
s1
s2

(2.27)

subject to
xi ≥ si H(pi ) − C(Pi ), ∀i,
x1 + x2 ≥ s1 H(p1 ) + s2 H(p2 ) − C(P1 + P2 ),
xi ≥ 0, xi ≤ si , ∀i.
From properties of LP, it follows that at least one optimal solution exists that
is a corner point of the feasible set, which is the convex polytope characterized
by the constraints of the problem in (2.27). More intuitively, we can obtain
the optimal corner points for different cases based on where the source entropy
vector H = (s1 H(p1 ), s2 H(p2 )) lies with respect to the MAC capacity region
C:
1. Case-A (H ∈ C): The optimal corner point is D1∗ = 0, D2∗ = 0, i.e.,
perform lossless source coding.
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2. Case-B (H ∈
/ C): It follows from the MAC capacity region (and utility
function) that there are only two corner points of interest. These are the
corner points on the sum-capacity boundary. The exact corner points
and the condition for choosing between these corner points are as follows:
If δ1 /s1 ≥ δ2 /s2 , then
s1 H(D1∗ ) = [s1 H(p1 ) − C(P1 )]+ ,
s2 H(D2∗ ) = [s1 H(p1 ) − (C(P1 + P2 ) − C(P1 ))]+ ,
otherwise,
s1 H(D1∗ ) = [s1 H(p1 ) − (C(P1 + P2 ) − C(P2 ))]+ ,
s2 H(D2∗ ) = [s1 H(p1 ) − C(P2 )]+ .
Here, [x]+ denotes the positive part of x given by max{0, x}.
Thus, we have explicitly solved the resource allocation problem for this
illustrative example. We depict this solution in Figure 2.3. This figure captures
the intuitive distortion-control policy: compute weights and choose the corner
point for operation corresponding to the largest weight.
2.5.2

MAC with Gaussian sources
Next, we consider independent Gaussian sources with squared-error dis-

tortion. Using this example, we show that optimal distortion-control does not
necessarily result in corner points corresponding to the capacity region, even
for certain natural utility function. While using a decomposition approach,
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≥

δ2
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0
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Link Rate r1
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Figure 2.3: Optimal resource allocation for multiple access channel with binary sources; Point-A corresponds to Case-A (no-distortion), and Point-B corresponds to Case-B (distortion)
the max-weight scheduling component usually chooses one of the corner points.
Therefore, using this example, we show that the decomposition approach leads
to strictly sub-optimal solution. Since the objective considered does not result
in a convex formulation, this is not surprising. However, it is interesting that
some of these non-standard problems can be solved in closed-form.
Consider two i.i.d. Gaussian sources with variance σi2 arriving at a
rate of si symbols per second. These sources are to be communicated over a
Gaussian MAC channel. Then, the optimal resource allocation problem is:
max
D

2
X
i=1
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Vi (Di )

(2.28)

subject to
σi2
si
≤ C(Pi ), ∀i,
log
2
Di
2
X
si
σ2
log i ≤ C(P1 + P2 ),
2
Di
i=1
Di ≥ 0, ∀i.

Now, we consider linear utility function in distortion given by
Vi (Di ) = −δi Di .

(2.29)

It follows from (2.29) and (2.28) that the optimal max-weight scheduling lies
on the sum-capacity facet. However, in general, it does not correspond to one
of the corner points in this facet.
With change of variables to rates given by
ri =

σ2
si
log2 i
2
Di

and using the fact that for optimal rates, the constraint
r1 + r2 ≤ C(P1 + P2 ),
is satisfied with equality, we obtain the following equivalent problem (optimal
value scaled by a negative constant) for (2.28):




2r1
2r1
min exp −
+ γ exp
r1
s1
s2
s.t. r1 ≤ C(P1 ),
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(2.30)

where



2C(P1 + P2 )
δ2 σ22
.
exp −
γ=
δ1 σ12
s2
Now, by differentiating the function in (2.30) w.r.t. r1 and equating to

zero, we get




2
2
2r̂1
2r̂1
− exp −
+ γ exp
= 0,
s1
s1
s2
s2
which simplifies to
s1
s1 s2
r̂1 =
C(P1 + P2 ) +
log
s1 + s2
2(s1 + s2 )



δ1 σ12 s2
δ2 σ22 s1



.

It is straightforward to check that the second derivate of the function in (2.30)
w.r.t. r1 is strictly positive at this point. For the constrained problem in (2.30),
using elementary functional analysis, it turns out that the optimal solution is
r1∗ = min{r̂1 , C(P1 )}, r2∗ = C(P1 + P2 ) − r1∗ . For a symmetric case (i.e., all
parameters associated with the two sources are equal), the above solutions
leads to equal rates for both links, i.e., r1∗ = r2∗ = C(P1 + P2 )/2.
The above result suggests that, from a distortion-control perspective,
a max-weight scheduling policy for choosing operating points on the capacity
region is not always sufficient. However, if we restrict focus to concave utilities,
a max-weight scheduling policy is sufficient.
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Chapter 3
Queue-Architecture and Stability Analysis in
Cooperative Relay Networks

3.1

Introduction
Cooperative relaying is traditionally seen as a physical-layer commu-

nication scheme involving multiple nodes in the network [92], with limited
network-layer insights originating from such schemes. Indeed, the not-souncommon perception is: whatever be the physical-layer transmission/coding
scheme, the network can abstract it into a rate region and then determine
algorithms to stabilize queues, perform rate control and other tasks at the
higher layers. From this perspective, it seems unimportant to learn about the
intricacies in a multi-hop multi-user communication scheme.
There is a significant and growing body of work suggesting that such
abstractions may not be accurate [36] and that physical-layer aspects must
be included into the analysis. A large class of this work is based on signalto-noise ratio (SNR) or signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) models
for the physical medium. While this is a worthwhile abstraction for physicallayer schemes that treat interference as noise, it is often overused and does not
capture more involved physical-layer transmission schemes. From information
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theory, it is well known that treating interference as noise represents a very
limited class of transmission schemes, and a much larger class of schemes
exist that achieve significantly higher throughput. Therefore, a framework
that brings the information-theoretic coding scheme together with networkstability analysis is needed, to bridge the gap caused by the “unconsummated
union” [38].
We explore building this bridge in the context of cooperative relay
networks. For cooperative relay networks, multiple reasons exist for jointly
studying queueing and cooperative communication schemes.
• First, the rate-maximizing physical-layer coding strategy automatically
imposes scheduling restrictions on the relays/transmitters in the network. For coherent combination at the receivers to be at all possible, all
nodes involved must transmit simultaneously in that block.
• Second, it is codebooks and functions of codebooks being received, stored
and transmitted by nodes and not traditional data packets.
• Finally, the codebook chosen by the source(s) determines the rate of
transmission, which may or may not be alterable at intermediate nodes
(this is a key distinction between general information-theoretic coding
theorems and say, packetized or linear network coded systems where
rate can always be varied at every node). For example, if a relay were
to use amplify-and-forward or compress-and-forward as its physical-layer
strategies, it has no control over rate and has a real vector as its “packet”.
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3.1.1

Organization
In Section 3.2, we present a brief background on cooperative relay net-

works. In Section 3.3, we present our main results. In Section 3.4, we describe
our system model in the context of heterogeneous cellular networks. In Section
3.5, we describe cooperative schemes for such networks in detail and present
a queue-architecture that enables both efficient and optimal operation of the
network. In Section 3.6, we present the main algorithm for operating such
networks, and establish that this algorithm is throughput-optimal.

3.2

Background on Cooperative Relay Networks
Cooperative relay networks have been researched extensively since the

“MIMO effect” was established. Until recently, it was considered hard if not
impractical for nodes to coordinate transmissions to enable cooperative relaying. However, emerging heterogeneous cellular networks are increasingly
moving in the direction of standardizing and evaluating schemes with node cooperation [1]. As cell sizes decrease, an increase in cell edges and interference
requires node cooperation to increase throughput, and cooperative relaying is
an important step in making this happen.
Figure 3.1 shows a basic configuration that incorporates cooperative
relaying in heterogeneous cellular networks. To motivate this setting, we take
the example of a macro-cellular network. Here, the source node S corresponds
to the macro-cell base-station, the relay nodes R1 and R2 correspond to picocell base-stations and the destination nodes D1 , D2 and D3 correspond to
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R1

D1

D2
S
R2
D3
Figure 3.1: A two-hop cooperative network
mobiles. We focus on the downlink scenario where the source S has independent messages/bits for the mobiles. The relays’ role is to help the source in
transmitting these messages. Further, we assume a half-duplex cooperative
constraint so that either the first-hop or the second-hop links can be activated
at any given time, with no direct-links from the source to the destinations. A
more general and detailed system model for such cooperative relay networks
is provided in Section 3.4.
Even for simpler networks such as two relays and one destination and
fixed channels, information-theoretic capacity is not yet known. However,
there has been significant progress in developing cooperative communication
schemes for such systems by using coherence and physical-layer coordination
among nodes [77, 107]. There are multiple strategies studied in literature that
enable this coordination, referred to as forwarding schemes [24, 31, 104]. One
such scheme of interest is the so-called decode-and-forward scheme that re40

quires relays to decode messages. In contrast to traditional networks, the relays
decode common messages that are then transmitted cooperatively. However,
the relays still have decoded messages or packets as in traditional networks.
In [132], the authors develop a throughput-optimal network algorithm that
can handle common messages. In [133], the authors consider more general
network configurations, but the applicability is still limited to decode-andforward schemes with fixed channels. In essence, all of these apply only in
packet-in packet-out networks. Complimentary to this is the work on optimal resource allocation for non-cooperative wireless networks [44,80,120] (and
references therein).
For enabling generic cooperative schemes, we need to go beyond a
packet-in packet-out framework. We desire that the relays use any informationtheoretic cooperative coding strategy of its choice, be it amplify, compress,
quantize or any alter-and-forward scheme. This couples cooperative coding
and queueing into one joint problem, and the analyses in [44, 120, 132] and the
vast literature on non-cooperative networks do not apply. Even the analyses
in [132, 133] for decode-and-forward cooperative networks do not apply. This
motivates the need for a new framework and stability analysis.

3.3

Our Approach & Main Results
Before proceeding to describe our results, a note to state the obvious: if

the channel state is fixed and thus its capacity is precomputed, a simple static
split scheme will ensure stable operation while maximizing the information41

theoretic rate (region) for the network. The challenge, of course, is when the
fading state distribution and input arrival rates are unknown, and the fading
state can only be observed causally. Consider a fading channel with block
fading of T symbols each. When T is much smaller compared to the packet
duration (or equivalently the channel-coding duration), queueing/buffering of
packets at relays is not required as the first-hop and second-hop can be operated sequentially without reducing data-rates. When T is comparable to (or
larger than) the packet duration, queueing of packets at relays can provide
significant gains in terms of data-rates. Furthermore, when T is roughly the
same as the packet duration, queueing at relays is inevitable as the source
does not know the fading state of the second-hop while encoding the packet.
We focus on the second scenario when T is larger than the packet/codeword
duration. Given that the channel distribution is unknown and the fading state
is only known causally, we ask the question: Is it possible to stabilize the network while operating it close to the boundary of its information-theoretic rate
region?
The answer to the preceding question is yes, which we first proved
for a simpler network with two relays and one destination in [71]. For cooperative schemes such as amplify/quantize-and-forward and partial-decodeand-forward, the relays receive and transmit real-valued packets. In [71], we
introduce a new state-based queue-architecture for these real-valued packets,
and develop a throughput-optimal network algorithm that does not require
the knowledge of the fading distribution. Each state corresponds to a vec-
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tor comprised of the entire channel-state of each link in the network. This
approach, although analytically very helpful, suffers from a drawback - it requires that a virtual-queue be maintained for each channel-state at each node
in the network. This leads to an explosion of queues, even for simple network
configurations. Moreover, the approach in [71] is specific to a single destination setting. Hence, we develop a simpler queue-architecture to enable stable
operation of cooperative relay networks and generalize it to any number of
destinations.
The queue-architecture presented is primarily encoding-based. This architecture is motivated by the manner in which adaptive modulation and coding is currently implemented in practice. In a majority of systems, the source
node implements a limited number of encoding schemes (encoding functions
and rate-vectors). Each encoding scheme is designed so that it can be successfully employed for a particular subset of states. Even though encoding
schemes belong to a finite (and usually small) set, the mapping functions at
the relays and the decoding functions at the destinations are usually statedependent. A queue-architecture that keeps virtual-queues at the relays for
each state corresponding to the first-hop and each encoding scheme is sufficient. This considerably reduces the number of virtual-queues that must be
maintained while still remaining a “sufficient statistic”, i.e., these encodingbased queues are a sufficiently rich-enough representation for us to develop
throughput optimal algorithms.
Using this new and somewhat intuitive queue-architecture, we develop
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a network algorithm that has the following properties.
1. It does not require the knowledge of the fading distribution.
2. It does not require the knowledge of the arrival rates.
3. It keeps all the queues stable for any arrival rate-vector within the
throughput region, i.e., it is throughput-optimal.
Note that limiting ourselves to a small set of possible encoding schemes and
rates inherently reduces the network’s information-theoretic rate region. This
loss in rate region would be smaller with more fine-grained encoding schemes
and resulting queue-architecture. The encoding-based queue-architecture itself
does not introduce any sub-optimality.
To sum up, we introduce and study a new encoding-based queuearchitecture, which is inspired by an adaptive coded modulation system analyzed and implemented at the physical-layer in systems today. There is rich
literature that show the need for interaction between network-layer algorithms
and adaptive coding/modulation in emerging wireless networks [44, 80, 120].
When it comes to cooperative relay networks, this coupling between networklayer algorithms and adaptive coding/modulation is even more important and
intricate. Specifically, we show that new queuing architectures are required
to develop throughput optimal algorithms that can achieve any informationtheoretic rate region corresponding to its choice of encoding/decoding strategies while maintaining stability.
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3.4

System Model
We consider discrete-time two-hop cooperative networks that include

the network shown in Figure 3.1. We allow for arbitrary number of relays
and destinations, i.e, the network consists of a source node denoted by S,
N relay nodes denoted by R1 , R2 , . . . , RN , and K destination nodes denoted
by D1 , D2 , . . . , DK . The source has independent messages for all the destinations. The relays assist in transmitting these messages to their respective
destinations. Throughout this chapter, first-hop refers to the links from the
source to the relays, and second-hop refers to the links from the relays to the
destinations. At any given time, half-duplex and cooperative-communication
constraints require that either the first-hop or the second-hop can be activated
and not both. The presence of direct links from source to destinations will not
invalidate the analysis presented, but would allow for more involved cooperative schemes. For simplicity, in our system model, we assume that direct links
are absent and thus concentrate on equal-path length networks.
Remark 3.1. If the direct links are weak, these can be ignored without significant impact on the throughput region. The cooperative schemes developed
assuming no direct links will remain applicable. If the direct links cannot be
ignored, highly sophisticated cooperative schemes such as block Markov coding
are required. In addition to the coding complexity, these coding schemes require
knowledge of the direct links. The analysis can be extended to this scenario by
including direct links into the state (defined later), but the lower complexity of
the queue-architecture is obtained by exploiting the absence of direct links.
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The channel model does not directly impact the queue-architecture,
and thus the network algorithm and stability analysis presented. Consider
any state dependent channel.1 The joint state-distribution is unknown a-priori
but the instantaneous realizations are known causally. A particular channel
model of interest is a linear interaction model with additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). In the context of an AWGN channel, an example of state
is a multiplicative fading parameter. We focus on a framework with i.i.d.
block-fading model with a block-length of T symbols. The channels remain
constant for the duration of one block, and then change to a new (independent)
realization from an underlying distribution from block to block. Let t ∈ Z+
denote the channel fading blocks, and let F denote the fading state-space,2
which is assumed to be discrete. In block t, f1 [t] ∈ F N denotes the fading
realization for the first-hop and f2 [t] ∈ F N K denotes the fading realization for
the second-hop. The combined fading-state is denoted by f[t] = (f1 [t], f2 [t]).
The corresponding random vectors are denoted by F1 [t], F2 [t] and F[t]. Note
that F[t] is i.i.d. over time, but can be spatially correlated. Let the probability
that F[t] takes value f be πf . This is the underlying probability distribution
that is unknown to the central controller.
Next, we explain the time-scales in which network and channel parameters evolve in our system. The coherence time T is assumed to be comparable
to the channel-coding length in symbols. For the ease of presentation, “packet”
1

A state dependent channel is modeled by a conditional probability distribution of the
output given the input and the state.
2
In the context of fading AWGN, F is a finite set of positive real-valued SNRs.
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(which is either the channel codeword or any real-vector representing the actual data packet) length is assumed to be equal to the coherence time T . It
is straightforward to extend the analysis when the packet length is a submultiple of the coherence time T . Each packet is transmitted on the first-hop
and the second-hop exactly once. These transmissions need not happen in
consecutive time-blocks, i.e., these packets can be buffered at the relays. The
coding performed at the source, the mappings performed at the relays, and
the decoding at the destinations can be arbitrary, i.e., this includes any and
all schemes that are information-theoretically capacity-optimal or, if capacity
is unknown, then the best known coding scheme. Further, we assume that
the instantaneous fading-state is causally known to the central controller. In
other words, prior to transmission, the central controller is aware of the entire
network channel state for that particular time-block.
At the source node S, there are K queues consisting of bits (or data)
corresponding to the K destinations. We denote the queue at the source
corresponding to k-th destination by QkS with queue-length QkS [t] during block
t. There is an exogenous i.i.d. arrival process Ak [t] of data-bits into QkS with
mean rate λk T bits/block and bounded variance. The vector of arrival rates
λk is denoted by λ. We need a systematic technique for buffering encoded
packets at the relays so that efficient adaptive control can be performed. We
refer to such a buffering technique as queue-architecture, which is the main
topic of the next section.
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3.5

Queue-Architecture & Throughput Region
The notion of a “packet” in cooperative schemes is different from tra-

ditional networks where a packet is decoded at all intermediate relays, and
is usually meant for one destination. In our terminology, the term “packet”
refers to the set of coded symbols transmitted/received in the network. Note
that each of the relays receives a different noisy version of the transmitted
vector (transmitted “packet”), which is subsequently mapped to a transmit
vector (“packet”) at each relay. Again, the destinations receive a noisy version of a linear combination of relays’ transmit “packets”. We refer to the
physical-layer signalling vectors as packets3 at each node in the network.
Consider a packet that is transmitted from the source to the K destinations. Let this packet be transmitted on the first-hop during block t1 , and
be transmitted on the second-hop during block t2 . Then, g = (f1 [t1 ], f2 [t2 ]) is
said to be the state 4 seen by this packet. A packet transmitted by the source
is received by all the destinations in two hops, but the amount of information
each destination receives varies depending on the encoding rates. Given a state
seen by the packet, the set of encoding rates that can be supported is known
as the rate region for the given state. An extremely challenging problem even
in the single destination setting is to find the set of all achievable rates, or
the capacity region for the given state. Even though the capacity region is
3

We choose to use this language as the entire network-layer analysis is based on understanding the dynamics of these transmit vectors as they traverse the system.
4
Note that this notion of state is different from physical channel fading state, but is it of
equal importance in our analysis.
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unknown in most cases, there are many efficient cooperative communication
schemes that have been developed. Therefore, our main aims are: (i ) to develop a queue-architecture that can support existing (and future) cooperative
schemes, and (ii ) to develop a throughput-optimal network algorithm using
this queue-architecture.
3.5.1

State-based Queue-Architecture
The queue-architecture we developed in [71] for single-destination set-

ting keeps virtual-queues at relays for every state. Next, we describe this using
amplify-and-forward coding scheme as it facilitates the understanding of the
new queue-architecture introduced in Section 3.5.2.
Amplify-and-Forward Scheme: Consider the single destination setting with AWGN channels. Further, consider an average power constraint of
P per block per node in the network, and additive Gaussian noise of unit
variance at each receiver in the network. If the source transmits during fading
state f, then the received signals at the relays are
yn =

p

f1,n xS + wn , for n = 1, . . . , N,

(3.1)

where xS denotes the symbol transmitted from the source, and yn denotes the
symbol received at the relay Rn . Instead, if the relays transmit during fading
state f, then the received signal at the destination is
yD =

N
X
p

f2,n xn + wD ,

n=1
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(3.2)

where xn denotes the symbol transmitted from the relay Rn , and yD denotes
the symbol received at the destination. Here, wn and wD are i.i.d. zero-mean
additive Gaussian noise of unit variance at the relay Rn and the destination
D.
In the static case without any link activation constraint, amplify-andforward commonly refers to the relaying scheme at the relays that transmit
(in every time slot) scaled versions of the received signals in the previous time
slot. The scaling parameters at the relays are determined as a function of the
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). These scaling parameters should also ensure
that the average power constraints at the relays are satisfied. We look at an
amplify-and-forward scheme (denoted by AF scheme) in which the relays can
transmit any of the previously received signal vectors or choose not to transmit.
We assume that received signal-vectors at the relays are transmitted to the
destination only once.
We say that a symbol xS is transmitted by the source to the destination
over state g = (g1,1 , . . . , g1,N , g2,1 , . . . , g2,N ) ∈ F 2N , if the source transmits during a fading state of the form (g1,1, . . . , g1,N , ∗, . . . , ∗) and the relays transmit
during a fading state (∗, . . . , ∗, g2,1, . . . , g2,N ), where ∗ can be any fading level.
Consider a symbol xS transmitted by the source to the destination over some
state g. Let the average power used at the source S be PSg and at the relay
Rn be Png . These parameters are later optimized for the state g. From (3.1),
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(3.2), the received symbol at the destination is
"s
#
N
X

g2,n Png
√
yD =
g1,n xS + wn + wD ,
g1,n PSg + 1
n=1

(3.3)

where xS has zero mean and variance PSg . From (3.3), it is straightforward to

see that the maximum rate we can obtain is
 
2 
g PN √
g
c
P
1,n 1
n=1

 S
C
rg = g max
,
P

N
g
g
PS ,P1 ,...,PN ≤P
1 + n=1 cn

(3.4)

where cn = (g2,d Png )/(g1,n PSg + 1) and C(x) = 21 log2 (1 + x).

Remark 3.2. The rate in (3.4) is equal to the maximum achievable rate using
amplify-and-forward scheme in the static case with fixed channel state g and
full-duplex operation [104]. The power optimization in (3.4) will result in
utilizing maximum power at the source and one of the relays. In general,
the other relays will result in using lower power than the maximum available
power [104].
We can obtain rates strictly greater than the average of rates over all
fading states by buffering at relays. Buffering enables optimal combining of
states between the source and the relays and the relays and the destination.
We will demonstrate this using a simple example. Let P = 1, F = {0, 1, 10}.
Consider the fading distribution such that fading states (0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 10, 10),
(1, 1, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 10, 10) occur with probabilities γ 2 , γγ̄, γ̄γ, and γ̄ 2 , respectively. Here, γ̄ = 1 − γ and γ can be viewed as the probability of outage in
this example. The rate corresponding to state (1, 1, 10, 10) alone is non-zero,
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Figure 3.2: Throughput improvement via buffering at relays
which is C(20/11). In this example, it is easy to observe that we can achieve
(0.5γ̄ 2 + γγ̄)C(20/11) bits/transmission with buffering whereas 0.5γ̄ 2 C(20/11)
bits/transmission is the average of rates over different fading states. These
achievable rates are plotted in Figure 3.2.
State-based Queue-Architecture: For handling variable rate allocation, we maintain separate virtual queues at each relay based on the possible
rates of the real-valued “packet”. This is necessitated by the fact that encoding
and decoding in amplify-and-forward relaying is an end-to-end process. Let
Qgn [t] denote the virtual queue maintained for state g, where g = (g1 , g2 ) ∈ F 4 .
Note that when the system is in fading state f, for any state g such that
g1 = f1 , a “packet” generated with rate rg can be successfully transmitted
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from the source to the relays; and for any state g such that g2 = f2 , a “packet”
generated with rate rg can be successfully transmitted from the relays to the
destination.
For the multiple destinations setting, suppose that each rate-region can
be quantized such that the convex-hull of the set of quantized rate-vectors is
“nearly” same as the rate-region itself. Further, let us assume that the rate
corresponding to each destination have to be quantized to L levels. Now, a
direct extension of the state-based queue-architecture would require virtualqueues at relays for each state and each quantized rate-vector, which results in
LK |F|K(N +1) virtual-queues. This scales exponentially in the number of destinations K. Clearly, such a queue-architecture is not scalable, and might face
implementation issues unless we take advantage of specific structure present
in the system. This is the topic we explore next.
3.5.2

Encoding-based Queue-Architecture
In order to design a low-complexity queue-architecture, we exploit the

fact that practical systems implement limited number of encoding schemes, as
in the case of adaptive modulation and coding. For example, the source might
choose to encode only two destinations at a time using superposition encoding.
In this case, the total number of encoding schemes would be K(K − 1)L2 . In
another example, the source might choose to encode at limited boundary ratevectors again with superposition encoding. Let M denote the set of encoding
schemes, and rm denote the rate-vector corresponding to each encoding scheme
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m ∈ M. Given that |M| ≪ LK |F|KN , a queue-architecture needs to support
these limited choices. While a queue-architecture can take advantage of this,
it needs to allow for arbitrary mapping at the relays and decoding at the
destinations. These are usually state-dependent, for example, an amplify-andforward mapping is state-dependent.
Before describing our queue-architecture, we characterize the throughput region of the two-hop cooperative network, which is definted next.
Definition 3.1 (Throughput Region). A rate-vector is achievable if there exists a static split scheduling scheme that supports it, i.e., achievable with the
knowledge of the fading distribution. The throughput region is defined as the
closure of the set of all achievable rate-vectors.
Define I = {(m, g)|m ∈ M can be supported by state g ∈ F (N +1)K },
which represents whether an encoding scheme is supported by a state or not.5
Now, let f = (f1 , f2 ) be any fading-state where f1 is the fading-state of firsthop and f2 is the fading-state of second-hop. Similarly, let g = (g1 , g2 ) by any
state. We define F̂ = F (N +1)K , I1 = {(f, g)|g1 = f1 }, and I2 = {(f, g)|g2 = f2 }.
Now, any static split rule can be represented using the following two sets of
parameters: am,g
- the fraction of time for which packets corresponding to enf
coding scheme m and state g is transmitted from the source to the relays when
the system is in fading state f, and bm,g
- the fraction of time for which these
f
5

We do not explicitly deal with packet error rate, as it is assumed that the achievable
rate-vector is defined appropriately with required packet error rate.
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packets are transmitted from the relays to the destinations. The throughput
region of the network is characterized in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. A rate-vector r̂ is in the throughput region denoted by T only if
there exists am,g
≥ 0 and bm,g
≥ 0 for all m ∈ M, g ∈ F̂ and f ∈ F̂ such that
f
f
r̂ =
X

X

πf am,g
rm 1{(f ,g)∈I1 } 1{(m,g)∈I} ,
f

m,g,f

πf am,g
1{(f ,g)∈I1 } =
f

f ∈F̂

X
m,g

X
f ∈F̂

am,g
f

+

bm,g
f

πf bm,g
1{(f ,g)∈I2 } , ∀(m, g) ∈ I,
f

≤ 1, ∀f.

(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)

Proof. Please see Appendix A.1.
An immediate corollary of this lemma is the following.
Corollary 3.2. The throughput region T is convex.
Encoding-based Queue-architecture: At each relay (say n), we
keep virtual queues corresponding to each encoding scheme m and each fading state for the first-hop g1 denoted Qnm,g1 with queue-length Qnm,g1 [t] during
block t as shown in Figure 3.3. This queue consists of real-valued packets
encoded at rate rm , i.e., these queue length units are not bits, but symbols.
Since we keep virtual queues for every fading state corresponding to the firsthop, the mapping function performed at the relays can be a function of the
state. Consider a set of packets chosen for transmission from the relays to the
destinations. Now, the first-hop state information is known from the virtual
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Figure 3.3: Encoding-based queue-architecture; λk is the arrival rate for the
queue corresponding to destination Dk ; m represents encoding scheme and g1
represents first-hop state
queues these belong to and the second-hop state is the current fading realization for the second-hop. Thus, the entire state is known while the relays
perform this transmission, and consequently, the mapping function can be a
function of the entire state. Similarly, the decoding function can be a function
of the fading state. With this queue-architecture, the number of virtual queues
at each relay is |M||F|N . This is considerably less compared to the number of
virtual queues required in the state-based approach, and thus provides a lowcomplexity queue-architecture. Note that the gain is high in the setting when
the number of destinations is large and number of relays is small, which is the
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case in cellular systems.
The queue dynamics is as follows: During block t, if the fading state for
the first-hop is g1 and if the central controller decides that the source should
transmit a packet using encoding scheme m, then the following queues get
updated:
k
QkS [t + 1] = (QkS [t] + Ak [t] − rm
T )+ , ∀k,

Qnm,g1 [t + 1] = Qnm,g1 [t] + T, ∀n.

(3.8)
(3.9)

k
Here, rm
denotes the k-th entry in rm , which is the encoding rate corresponding

to destination Dk . During block t, if the fading state for the second-hop is
g2 , then the central controller can decide to transmit packets from queues
Qnm,g1 , ∀n for some given m and g1 only if (m, g1 , g2 ) ∈ I. This ensures that
the packet is received successfully at all the destinations. In this case, the
following queues get updated:
QkS [t + 1] = QkS [t] + Ak [t], ∀k,

(3.10)

Qnm,g1 [t + 1] = (Qnm,g1 [t] − T )+ , ∀n.

(3.11)

k
Remark 3.3. In the queue updates (3.8)-(3.9), rm
T bits from the source queue

QkS is encoded into T symbols and buffered in the relay queue Qnm,g1 . Note that
the source queue lengths QkS [t] are in units of bits whereas relay queue lengths
Qnm,g1 [t] are in symbols.
Next, we address the question of designing a central controller that does
not require the knowledge of the arrival rates or the fading state distribution.
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3.6

Throughput-Optimal Network Algorithm
In this section, we show that a throughput-optimal central6 controller

can be designed without the knowledge of the arrival rates or the fading state
distribution. The following algorithm is motivated from back-pressure based
algorithms for non-cooperative networks.
Back-pressure-based Algorithm: In every block, the central controller makes decisions based on the current fading state of the system and the
current queue-lengths. Let the fading-state during block t be f[t] = (f1 , f2 ).
The network algorithm run by the controller is as follows:
1. It computes
A = max
m

X
k

k
QkS [t] − rm

N
X

!

k
Qnm,f1 [t] rm

n=1

and an optimal parameter m∗ for this problem.
2. It computes
B = max (rm · 1)
m,g1

s.t.

2

N
X

Qnm,g1 [t],

n=1

(m, (g1 , f2 )) ∈ I,

and a set of optimal parameters m̂ and ĝ1 for this problem.
3. If A ≥ B, then the central controller decides to transmit a packet from
the source to the relays using encoding scheme m∗ .
6

Since cooperative schemes require strong node coordination, the centralized nature of
the algorithm does not create additional system requirements.
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4. Otherwise, the controller decides to transmit a packet from queues Qnm̂,ĝ1 , ∀n,
i.e., from the relays to the destinations.
The controller repeats steps 1 − 4 in every block.
The following theorem provides a strong theoretical guarantee on the
throughput performance of this algorithm.
Theorem 3.3. The above algorithm stochastically stabilizes all the queues for
all λ such that there exists ǫ > 0 with λ + ǫ1 in the throughput region given in
Lemma 3.1, i.e., the underlying network Markov chain is positive recurrent.
In simple terms, the algorithm is throughput-optimal.
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem, we state the following
lemma that is used in the proof.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that there exists ǫ > 0 such that λ + ǫ1 is within the
throughput region. Then, there exists am,g
≥ 0, bm,g
≥ 0 and δ > 0 such that
f
f
the following set of conditions are satisfied:
λk −
X
f

X

X

m,g,f

k m,g
(πf rm
af ) ≤ −δ, ∀k,

πf (am,g
− bm,g
) ≤ −δ, ∀(m, g, )
f
f
am,g
+ bm,g
≤ 1, ∀f,
f
f

m,g
am,g
f

= 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I1 , ∀(m, g) ∈
/ I,

bm,g
= 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I2 , ∀(m, g) ∈
/ I.
f
Proof. Please see Appendix A.2.
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3.6.1

Proof of Theorem 3.3
Since the queues form a Markov chain, we use Foster-Lyapunov theorem

in order to prove the stability [9,86]. Without loss of generality, we assume that
rm 6= 0, ∀m. Otherwise, those queues at the relays can be removed without
affecting the throughput region and the stability of the system. Now, consider
the Lyapunov function
V (Q[t]) =

X
k

2
Qks [t]

+

N X
X

n=1 m,g1

(rm · 1Qnm,g1 [t])2 ,

where Q[t] denotes the vector of all queue lengths.
Next, we consider an optimization problem that captures the algorithm
given in this section. Consider a fading-state f and the following discrete
optimization problem:
max

,βfm,g
αm,g
f

X

m,g,k

+

"

X
m,g

s.t.

X

k
QkS [t] − rm

"

(rm · 1)2

N
X

k m,g
Qnm,g1 [t] rm
αf

n=1

N
X

!

Qnm,g1 [t]

n=1

!

βfm,g

#

,

#
(3.12)

(αfm,g + βfm,g ) ≤ 1,

m,g
αfm,g

= 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I1 ,

βfm,g = 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I2 , ∀(m, g) ∈
/ I,
αfm,g , βfm,g ∈ {0, 1}, ∀m, g.
Remark 3.4. It is fairly straightforward to check that the algorithm given in
this section results from this optimization problem. Note that this optimization
has many redundant variables that are introduced for the purpose of the proof.
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Let an optimal assignment to the optimization problem in (3.12) be
α̂fm,g , β̂fm,g . Now, from (3.8), (3.10), (3.9) and (3.11), we can bound queuelenths during block t + 1 as follows:
(QkS [t + 1])2 =

X

QkS [t] + Ak [t] −

m,g

X

≤ (Qks [t])2 + (Ak [t])2 +
X

−2Qks [t]

m,g

k
rm
T α̂fm,g

!!2

k
rm
T α̂fm,g

m,g

!

!2

k
rm
T α̂fm,g − Ak [t] , ∀k,


X  m,g
α̂f − β̂fm,g
rm · 1Qnm,g1 [t] + rm · 1T

(rm · 1Qnm,g1 [t + 1])2 ≤

g2

= (rm · 1Qnm,g1 [t])2 +
−2(rm · 1)

2

rm · 1T

Qnm,g1 [t]T

X

X
g2

α̂fm,g

g2

−

!2

α̂fm,g − β̂fm,g

β̂fm,g



!
 2

, ∀m, g1 .

Applying the law of iterated expectations, we obtain
E [V (Q [t + 1]) − V (Q [t]) |Q [t]] − M
!
"
X
X
X
k
2Qks [t]
rm
T α̂fm,g − λk T −
πf −
≤
X

2(rm · 1)2 Qnm,g1 [t]T

m,g1 ,n

= 2T

m,g

k

f

"
X
k

X

QkS [t]

λk −

X

m,g,f

(rm · 1)2 Qnm,g1 [t]

m,g,n
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X
f

X
g2

α̂fm,g − β̂fm,g


k m,g
πf rm
α̂f


!

!#


+

πf α̂fm,g − β̂fm,g

!#


.

(3.13)

In the last step, we have used the fact that

P

f

πf = 1. M is a finite posi-

tive value. This follows as variance associated with the arrival processes are
bounded and the throughput region is compact.
Let am,g
, bm,g
be the values given by Lemma 3.4. Now, substituting
f
f
values am,g
instead of α̂fm,g and bm,g
instead of β̂fm,g in right hand side of
f
f
(3.13) increases its value. This is due to the following reason. First, consider
the linear program (LP) obtained by relaxing the integer constraints of the
optimization problem (3.12) and introducing non-negativity constraints. This
relaxation is tight as LPs have at least one optimal solution which is a boundary point. Next, the possible values for am,g
, bm,g
is a subset of the feasible set
f
f
for the LP. Therefore, by substituting results from Lemma 3.4 in (3.13), we
have
E [V (Q[t + 1]) − V (Q[t])|Q[t]] − M
!
"
X
X
k m,g
(πf rm
af ) +
QkS [t] λk −
≤ 2T
m,g,f

k

X

(rm · 1)

m,g,n

≤ −2T δ

"
X
k

2

Qnm,g1 [t]

Qks [t] +

X
f

X

m,g,n

πf (am,g
f

−

bm,g
)
f
#

!#

(rm · 1)2 Qnm,g1 [t] .

(3.14)

Now, from (3.14), it is fairly straightforward to see that there is strict negative
drift except on a compact subset of the set of queue-lengths. This completes
the proof.
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3.6.2

Simulation Results
Consider a two-hop network with a single source, N = 2 relays and K =

10 destinations. Now, consider correlated ON-OFF fading channels as follows:
All the first-hop links are ON or OFF simultaneously with probability p for ON.
Similarly, all the second-hop links are ON or OFF simultaneously independent
of the first-hop links with probability p for ON. For encoding schemes, we
consider the set of cooperative schemes with coding for one destination alone.
Hence, the relays would keep virtual queues for K encoding schemes, i.e.,
one for each destination. Without loss of generality, let T = 1, and r = 1
bit/symbol be the rate achieved from the source to any destination.
For the above example, the throughput region is as follows:
)
(
K
X
λk ≤ 0.5p2 + p(1 − p) .
λ : λk ≥ 0, ∀k,
k=1

Let the arrival processes corresponding to all the destinations be independent
(over processes) i.i.d. Bernoulli with parameter λ. Define ρ = λK/(0.5p2 +
p(1 − p)) as the load factor. Clearly, the queues will be unstable for load
factor ρ > 1. We simulate the algorithm presented in this section with channel
parameter p = 0.5 for load factors ρ = 0.99 and ρ = 1.02. Simulation trace of
one of the queues at the source for 105 time slots in plotted in Figure 3.4, and
the trace of one of the virtual queues at one of the relays is plotted in Figure
3.5. It is easy to observe that the queues are stable for ρ = 0.99 and unstable
for ρ = 1.02.
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Figure 3.4: Simulation trace of one of the queues at the source
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Figure 3.5: Simulation trace of one of the virtual queues at one of the relays
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3.6.3

Extensions
So far, we focused on the single-source two-hop scenario because it

applies to the heterogeneous cellular network downlink. However, this scenario also captures the essential aspects of scheduling in general cooperative
relay network. Hence, the analysis presented will extend to the multi-source
multi-hop scenario. The queue-architecture can be applied by extending the
state-space, and the back-pressure-based algorithm can be modified in a fairly
straightforward manner to account for multi-hop and arbitrary link activation
constraints. The complexity of the queue-architecture would increase exponentially with the number of hops. Hence, an area for further study is reducing the
complexity of queue-architecture by exploiting specific multi-hop cooperative
schemes.
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Chapter 4
Distributed Rate Allocation for Wireless
Networks

4.1

Introduction
The throughput of wireless networks is traditionally studied separately

at the physical and medium access layers, and thus independently optimized
at each of these two layers. As a result, conventionally, data-rate adaptation is
performed at the physical-layer for each link, and link scheduling is performed
at the access-layer. There are significant throughput gains in studying these
two in a cross-layer framework [26,39,44,80,120]. This cross-layer optimization
results in a joint rate allocation for all the links in the network. Cross-layer
approach has been successfully applied to multiple access channels (MAC) to
even guarantee delay-optimal rate allocation [134].
Maximum Weighted (Max-Weight) scheduling introduced in the seminal paper [120] performs joint rate allocation and guarantees throughputoptimality.1 However, Max-Weight algorithm and its variants have the following disadvantages. (i ) It requires periodic solving of a possibly hard optimization problem. (ii ) The optimization problem is centralized, and thus
1

As we already saw in Chapter 3, for cooperative networks, throughput-optimal rate
allocation does not follow from classical Max-Weight scheduling.
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introduces significant overhead due to queue-length information exchanges.
Thus, in order to overcome these disadvantages, we need efficient distributed
algorithms for general physical-layer interference models [80].
Our goal is to perform joint rate allocation in a decentralized manner. A related problem is distributed resource allocation in networks, and
this problem has received considerable attention in diverse communities over
years. In data and/or stochastic processing networks, resource-sharing is typically described in terms of independent set constraints. With such independent
set constraints, the resource allocation problem translates to medium access
control (or link scheduling) in wireless networks. For such on-off scheduling,
recently, efficient algorithms have been proposed for both random access networks [50,117] and CSMA networks [14,83]. More recently, with instantaneous
carrier sensing, a throughput-optimal algorithm with local exchange of control
messages that approximate Max-Weight has been proposed in [99], and a fully
decentralized algorithm has been proposed in [59]. The decentralized queuelength based scheduling algorithm in [59] and its variants have been shown to
be throughput-optimal in [57, 58, 81]. This body of literature on completely
distributed on-off scheduling has been extended to a framework that incorporates collisions in [60, 91]. Further, this decentralized framework has been
validated through experiments in [78].
However, independent set constraints can only model orthogonal channel access which, in general, is known to be sub-optimal [30] (Section 15.1).
For wireless networks, the interaction among nodes require a much more fine67

grained characterization than independent set constraints. This can be fully
captured in terms of the network’s rate region, i.e., the set of link-rates that are
simultaneously sustainable in the network, for single-hop networks. As long
as the data-rates of links are within the rate region, simultaneous transmission
is possible even by neighboring links in the network. Therefore, it is crucial
to perform efficient distributed joint rate allocation (and not just distributed
link scheduling) in wireless networks. Although distributed rate allocation is
a difficult problem in general, we show that taking advantage of physical-layer
information can solve this problem.
4.1.1

Our Contributions
We consider single-hop2 wireless networks. We present a simple, com-

pletely distributed algorithm for rate allocation in wireless networks that is
throughput-optimal. In particular, given any rate region for a wireless network, we develop a decentralized (local queue-length based) algorithm that
stabilizes all the queues for all arrival rates within the throughput region.
Thus, we can utilize the entire physical-layer throughput region of the system
with distributed rate allocation. This is an exciting result as the decentralized
algorithm achieves the same throughput region as optimal centralized crosslayer algorithms. The algorithm requires that each link can determine the
global feasibility of increasing its data-rate from the current data-rate. In Sec2

The results are likely to generalize to multi-hop by combining back-pressure idea with
the algorithmic framework developed.
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tion 4.8.2, we provide details on techniques to determine rate feasibility, and
explain reasons for using this approach in practice.
Our framework builds on the existing distributed link scheduling framework. As discussed before, the current distributed link scheduling algorithms
primarily deal with binary (on-off) decisions whereas our algorithm performs
scheduling over multiple data-rates. Similar to these existing distributed link
scheduling algorithms, our algorithm is mathematically modeled by a Markov
process on the discrete set of data-rates. However, with multiple data-rates
for each link, the appropriate choice of the large number of transition rates
is complicated. Thus, a key challenge is to design a Markov chain with fewer
parameters that can be analyzed and appropriately chosen for throughputoptimality. We overcome this challenge by showing that transition rates with
the following structure have this property. For link i, the transition rate to
a data-rate ri,j from any other data-rate can be set to exp(ri,j vi ), where vi is
a single parameter associated with link i that is updated based on its queuelength. The transition takes place only if the new data-rate is feasible. As
expected, this reduces to the existing algorithmic framework in the special
case of binary (on-off) decisions. Thus, our main contributions are:
• We generalize existing on-off framework to multi-state framework.
• We utilize this framework to develop distributed rate allocation algorithms for wireless networks that are (i ) throughput-optimal, and (ii )
completely decentralized.
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For the general framework mentioned above, at an intuitive level, the
techniques required for proving throughput-optimality remain similar to existing techniques. However, there are few additional technical issues that arise
while analyzing the general framework. First, we need to account for more
general constraints that arise from the set of possible rate allocation vectors.
Next, the choice of update rules for vi (t) with time t based on local queuelengths that guarantee throughput-optimality does not follow directly. The
mixing time of the rate allocation Markov chain plays an important role in
choosing the update rules. For arbitrary throughput regions, any rate allocation algorithm that approach ǫ-close (for arbitrarily small ǫ) to the boundary
possibly requires an increasing 1/ǫ number of data-rates per link. This leads
to a potential increase in the mixing time due to the increase in the size of
the state-space. Thus, the analysis performed is more general and essential to
establish throughput-optimality of the algorithms considered.
An important application of this algorithmic framework is for networks
of white-space radios [34], where multiple non-adjacent frequency bands are
available for operation and multiple radios are available at the wireless nodes.
A scheduler needs to allocate different radios to different bands in a distributed
manner. This problem introduces multiple data-rates for every link even in
the traditional carrier sensing 3 framework, and hence, existing distributed
algorithms cannot be directly applied. We demonstrate that our framework
3

Note that this application uses traditional carrier sensing and does not require any additional feasibility assumption. Thus, our framework is of importance in practice irrespective
of the feasibility assumption.
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provides a throughput-optimal distributed algorithm in this setting.
4.1.2

Organization
In Section 4.2, we present the system model. In Section 4.3, we intro-

duce relevant definitions and known results used. In Section 4.4, we explain
the distributed rate allocation algorithm and state the main results. In Section
4.5, we describe the rate allocation Markov chain and the optimization framework. In Section 4.6, we establish the throughput-optimality of the adaptive
algorithm. The algorithm for multiple-band multiple-radio scheduling is given
in Section 4.7. Further discussions and simulation results are given in Section
4.8. The proofs of the technical lemmas in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6 are
given in Appendix B.

4.2

System Model
Consider a wireless network consisting of m nodes, labeled N. In this

network, we are interested in n single-hop flows that correspond to n wireless
links labeled L. Since we have a shared wireless medium, these links interact
(or interfere) in a potentially complex way. For single-hop flows, this interaction among links can be captured through a n-dimensional rate region for the
network, which is formally defined next.
Definition 4.1 (Rate Region). The rate region of a network, denoted by C ⊆
Rn+ , is defined as the set of instantaneous rate vectors c ∈ Rn+ at which queues
(introduced later) of all n links can be drained simultaneously.
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We assume that the rate region is fixed4 (i.e., not time-varying). By
definition, this rate region is compact. We assume that the rate region has the
following simple property: if c ∈ C, then ĉ ∈ C for all ĉ ≤ c and ĉ ≥ 0. The
above property states that rates can be decreased component-wise. Such an
assumption is fairly mild, and is satisfied by rate regions resulting from most
physical-layer schemes.
Next, we define the throughput region of the network.
Definition 4.2 (Throughput Region). The throughput region of a network,
denoted by T, is defined as the convex hull of the rate region C of the network.
We use a continuous-time model to describe system dynamics. Time
is denoted by t ∈ R+ . Every (transmitter of) link i ∈ L is associated with
a queue Qi (t) ∈ R+ , which quantifies the information (packets) remaining
at time t waiting to be transmitted on link i. Let the cumulative arrival of
information at the i-th link during the time interval [0, t) be Ai (t) ∈ R+ with
Ai (0) := 0. Rate allocation at time t is defined as the rate vector in the rate
region at which the system is being operated at time t. Let the rate allocation
corresponding to the i-th link at time t be ri (t). Then, for every link i ∈ L,
the queue dynamics is given by
Z t
Qi (t) = Qi (s) −
ri (z)I(Qi (z) > 0)dz + Ai (t) − Ai (s),

(4.1)

s

where 0 ≤ s < t. The vector of n queues in the system is denoted by Q(t) =
[Qi (t)]ni=1 . The queues are initially at Q(0) ∈ Rn+ .
4

We consider fixed or slow-fading channels.
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We consider arrival processes at the queues in the network with the
following properties.
• We assume every arrival process is such that increments over integral
times are independent and identically distributed with Pr(Ai (1) = 0) >
0.
• We assume that all these increments belong to a bounded support [0, K],
i.e., Ai (k + 1) − Ai (k) ∈ [0, K] for all k ∈ Z+ .
Based on these properties, the (mean) arrival rate corresponding to the i-th
link is λi := E[Ai (1)]. We denote the vector of arrival rates by λ. Without
loss of generality,5 we assume λmin := mini λi > 0. It follows from the strong
law of large numbers that, with probability 1,
Ai (t)
= λi .
t→∞
t
lim

(4.2)

In summary, our system model incorporates general interference constraints through an arbitrary rate region and focuses on single-hop flows.

4.3

Definitions & Known Results
We provide definitions and known results that are key in establishing

the main results. We begin with definitions on two measures of difference
between two probability distributions.
5

If λi = 0, then this link can be removed from the system.
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Definition 4.3 (Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence). Consider two probability
mass functions π and µ on a finite set X. Then, the KL divergence from π to
P
.
µ is defined as D(µkπ) = x∈X µ(x) log µ(x)
π(x)

Definition 4.4 (Total Variation). Consider two probability mass functions π

and µ on a finite set X. Then, the total variation distance between π and µ is
P
defined as kµ − πkT V = 12 x∈X |µ(x) − π(x)|.
Next, we provide two known results that are used later. Result 4.1

follows directly from [17](Theorem 3.2), and Result 4.2 is in [17](Theorem
4.3).
Result 4.1 (Mixing Time). Consider any finite state-space, aperiodic, irreducible, discrete-time Markov chain with transition probability matrix P and
the stationary distribution α. Let αmin be the minimum value in α and the second largest eigenvalue modulus (SLEM) be σmax . Then, for any ρ > 0, starting
from any initial distribution (at time 0), the distribution at time τ ∈ Z++ associated with the Markov chain, denoted by β(τ ), is such that kβ(τ ) − αkT V ≤ ρ
if
τ≥

1
2

log(1/αmin) + log(1/ρ)
.
log(1/σmax )

(4.3)

Result 4.2 (Conductance Bounds). Consider the setting as above. The erP
godic flow out of S ⊆ X is defined as F (S) = x∈S,x̂∈Sc α(x)P (x, x̂) and the
conductance is defined as
(
)
X
F (S)
1
Φ = min P
.
: φ ⊂ S ⊂ X,
α(x) ≤
2
x∈S α(x)
x∈S
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(4.4)

Then, the SLEM σmax is bounded by conductance as follows:
1 − 2Φ ≤ σmax ≤ 1 − Φ2 /2.

(4.5)

Lastly, we provide the definition of positive Harris recurrence. For
details on properties associated with positive Harris recurrence, see [33, 86].
Definition 4.5 (Positive Harris recurrence). Consider a discrete-time timehomogeneous Markov chain on a complete, separable metric space X. Let BX
denote the Borel σ-algebra on X, and Xτ denote the state of the Markov chain
at time τ ∈ Z+ . Define stopping time TA = inf{τ ≥ 0 : Xτ ∈ A} for any
A ∈ BX . The set A is called Harris recurrent if Pr(TA < ∞|X(0) = x) = 1
for any x ∈ X. A Markov chain is called Harris recurrent if there exits a
σ-finite measure µ on (X, BX ) such that if µ(A) > 0 for some A ∈ BX , then
A is Harris recurrent. It is known that if X is Harris recurrent an essentially
unique invariant measure exists. If the invariant measure is finite, then it may
be normalized to a probability measure. In this case, X is called positive Harris
recurrent.
We proceed to describe the rate allocation algorithm and our main
results.

4.4

Rate Allocation Algorithm & Main Results
Our goal is to design a completely decentralized algorithm for rate

allocation that stabilizes all the queues as long as the arrival rate vector is
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within the throughput region. By assumption, every link can determine rate
feasibility, i.e., every link can determine whether increasing its data-rate from
the current rate allocation results in a net feasible rate vector. More formally,
every link i ∈ L at time t, if required, can obtain the information I(r(t)+αei ∈
C), for any α ∈ R. More details on determining rate feasibility are given in
Section 4.8.
The rate allocation vector at time t is denoted by r(t) = [ri (t)]ni=1 . For
decentralized rate allocation, we develop an algorithm that uses only local
queue information for choosing r(t) over time t. Further, we perform rate
allocation over a chosen limited (finite) set of rate vectors that are feasible.
We choose a finite set of rate levels corresponding to every link, and form
vectors that are feasible. The details are as follows:
i
1. For each link i ∈ L, a set of rate levels Ri = {ri,j }kj=0
are chosen from

[0, ci ] with ri,0 = 0, ri,ki = ci and ri,j−1 < ri,j . Here, ci is the maximum
possible transmission rate for the i-th link, i.e., ci = arg maxα∈R+ αei ∈
C, and ki ∈ Z++ is the number of levels other than zero. Since the rate
region is compact, without loss of generality,6 we assume 0 < K ≤ ci ≤
K̄ < ∞.
2. The set of rate allocation vectors, denoted by R, is given by R =
{[r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ] : ri ∈ Ri for all i ∈ L, and [r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ] ∈ C}.
6

If ci = 0, then this link can be removed from the system.
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The convex hull of the set of rate allocation vectors R is denoted by Rc .
Define Roc = {r ∈ Rn+ : r < t for some t ∈ Rc }, the set of strictly feasible rates.
For rate regions that are polytopes, the partitions Ri can be chosen such that
Rc = T. For any compact rate region, it is fairly straightforward to choose


partitions Ri with ki ≤ ⌈2ci /ǫ⌉ ≤ 2K̄/ǫ such that c ∈ Rc if c + 2ǫ 1 ∈ T.

The trivial partition with ǫ/2 as step size in all dimensions satisfy the above

property. Thus, for any given ǫ > 0, we can obtain a set of rate allocation
vectors R such that

n
|R| ≤ 2K̄/ǫ

and c ∈ Rc if c + 2ǫ 1 ∈ T.

(4.6)

Before describing the algorithm, we define two notions of throughput
performance of a rate allocation algorithm.
Definition 4.6 (Rate stable). We say that a rate allocation algorithm is ratestable if, for any λ ∈ Roc , the departure rate corresponding to every queue is
equal to its arrival rate, i.e., for all i ∈ L, with probability 1,
1
lim
t→∞ t

Z

t

ri (z)I(Qi (z) > 0)dz = λi .
0

From (4.1),(4.2), this is same as, for all i ∈ L, with probability 1,
lim Qi (t)/t = 0.

t→∞

Definition 4.7 (Throughput optimal). We say that a rate allocation algorithm is throughput-optimal if, for any given ǫ > 0, the algorithm makes the
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X1

Y = X1 + X2 + Z
X2

Figure 4.1: Gaussian multiple access channel
underlying network Markov chain positive Harris recurrent (defined in Section
4.3) for all λ such that λ + ǫ1 ∈ T. By definition, the algorithm can depend
on the value of ǫ.
Next, we describe a class of algorithms to determine r(t) as a function
i
is
of time based on a continuous-time Markov chain. Recall that Ri = {ri,j }kj=0

the set of possible rates/states for allocation associated with the i-th link. In
these algorithms, the i-th link uses ki independent exponential clocks with
i
(or equivalently exponential clocks with mean
rates/parameters7 {Ui,j }kj=0
i
times {1/Ui,j }kj=0
). The clock with (time varying) parameter Ui,j is associ-

ated with the state ri,j . Based on these clocks, the i-th link obtains ri (t) as
follows:
1. If the clock associated with a state (say j = m) ticks and further if
transitioning to that state ri,m is feasible, then ri (t) is changed to ri,m ;
7

These should not to be confused with the rates for allocation.
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C(P/N)
Link 2
C(P/P+N)

C(P/P+N)

0

C(P/N)
Link 1

Figure 4.2: Information-theoretic capacity region
2. Otherwise, ri (t) remains the same.
The above procedure continues, i.e, all the clocks run continuously. Define
ui,j = log Ui,j , ∀i ∈ L, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ki }. It turns out that the appropriate
structure to introduce is as follows:
ui,j = ri,j vi , ∀i ∈ L, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ki },
where vi ∈ R, ∀i ∈ L. We denote the vector consisting of these new set of
parameters by v = [vi ]ni=1 .
Example 4.1. Consider a Gaussian multiple access channel with two links
as shown in Figure 4.1 with average power constraint P at the transmitters
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0, b

a, b

exp(bv1)
exp(bv1)
0, a
exp(0)

a, a

b, a
exp(av2)

exp(av1)
exp(0)

0, 0

a, 0

b, 0

Figure 4.3: Rate allocation Markov chain (transitions to/from (b, a) state alone
shown)
and noise variance N at the receiver. The capacity region of this channel is
shown in Figure 4.2 where C(x) = 0.5 log2 (1 + x). In this case, orthogonal
access schemes limit the throughput region to the triangle (strictly within the
pentagon) shown using dash-line. In this example, if we allow for capacityachieving physical-layer schemes, the rate region (and hence the throughput
region) is identical to the pentagon shown in Figure 4.2. The natural choice
for the set of rate levels at link-1 is R1 = {0, a, b} where a = C(P/P + N) and
b = C(P/N). Similarly, R2 = {0, a, b}. This leads to the set of rate allocation
vectors R = {[0, 0], [0, a], [0, b], [a, 0], [a, a], [a, b], [b, 0], [b, a]}. It is clear that the
convex combination of this set is the throughput region itself. For this example,
the state-space of the Markov chain and transitions to and from state (b, a) are
shown in Figure 4.3.
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A distributed algorithm needs to choose the parameters v in a decentralized manner. For providing the intuition behind the algorithm, we perform
this in two steps. In the first step, we develop the non-adaptive version of the
algorithm that has the knowledge of λ. This algorithm is called non-adaptive
as it requires the explicit knowledge of λ. Despite the fact that it assumes λ,
this algorithm is non-trivial as it does not need the knowledge of instantaneous
network-wide queue-lengths. In the second step, we develop the adaptive algorithm, where v is obtained as a function of time t denoted by v(t).8 This
algorithm is called adaptive as it does not even require the knowledge of λ.
4.4.1

Non-Adaptive Algorithm
The rate allocation at time t = 0 is set to be r(0) = 0. This algorithm

uses v∗ at all times which is a function of λ, and is given by
!
X
v∗ = arg maxn λ · v − log
exp (r · v) .
v∈R

r∈R

We show in Section 4.5 that, given λ ∈ Roc , the above optimization problem
has a unique solution that is finite, and therefore has a valid v∗ . An important
result regarding this non-adaptive algorithm is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The above non-adaptive algorithm is rate-stable for any given
λ ∈ Roc .
8

This implies that the exponential clocks used have time varying rates. These are welldefined non-homogeneous Poisson processes.
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Proof Outline. For any λ ∈ Roc , there is at least one distribution on R that
has expectation as λ. For the Markov chain specified by any v ∈ Rn , there
is a stationary distribution on the state-space R. The value v∗ is chosen such
that it minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the induced stationary
distribution from the distribution corresponding to λ. For the Markov chain
specified by v∗ , the expected value of the stationary distribution turns out
to be λ. This leads to rate-stable performance of the algorithm. The proof
details are given in Section 4.5.
4.4.2

Adaptive Algorithm
The values of v(t) are updated during fixed (not random variables)

time instances τl for l ∈ Z++ . We set τ0 = 0 and v(0) = 0. During interval
t ∈ [τl , τl+1 ) the algorithm uses v(t) = v(τl ). The length of the intervals are
Tl = τl+1 − τl . During interval [τl , τl+1 ), let the empirical arrival rate be
λ̂i (l) =

Ai (τl+1 ) − Ai (τl )
Tl

(4.7)

and the empirical offered service rate be
1
ŝi (l) =
Tl

Z

τl+1

ri (z)dz.

(4.8)

τl

The update equation corresponding to the algorithm for the i-th link is given
by
i
h

ǫ
vi (τl+1 ) = vi (τl ) + αl λ̂i (l) + − ŝi (l)
4
D
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(4.9)

where [θ]D = min(θ, D)I(θ ≥ 0) + max(θ, −D)I(θ < 0), i.e., [θ]D is the projection of θ to the closest point in [−D, D], and αl are the step sizes. Thus, the
algorithm parameters are interval lengths Tl , step sizes αl and D.
Remark 4.1. Clearly, both empirical arrival rate and empirical offered service
rate used in the above algorithm can be computed by the i-th link without any
external information. In fact, the difference is simply the difference of its
queue-length over the previous interval appropriately scaled by the inverse of
the length of the previous interval.
The following theorem provides (1 − ǫ)-optimal performance guarantee
for the adaptive algorithm.
Theorem 4.2. Consider any given ǫ > 0, ǫ ≤ 4λmin. Then, there exists some
choice of algorithm parameters Tl = T (n, ǫ), αl = α(n, ǫ) and D = D(n, ǫ)
such that the appropriate network Markov chain under the adaptive algorithm
is positive Harris recurrent if λ + ǫ1 ∈ T, i.e., the algorithm is throughputoptimal.
Proof Outline. The update in (4.9) can be intuitively thought of as a gradient decent technique to solve an optimization problem that will lead to v∗
whose induced stationary distribution on R has expected value strictly greater
than λ. However, the arrival rate and offered service rate are replaced with
their empirical values for decentralized operation. We consider the two time
scales involved in the algorithm - update interval T and N update intervals.
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The main steps involved in establishing the throughput-optimality are the following. First, we show that, sufficiently long T can be chosen such that the
empirical values used in the algorithm are arbitrarily close to the true values.
Using this, we next show that the average offered empirical service rate over N
update intervals is strictly higher than the arrival rate. Finally, we show that
this results in a drift that is sufficient to guarantee positive Harris recurrence.
The proof details are given in Section 4.6.

4.5

Rate Allocation Markov Chain & Rate Stability of
the Non-Adaptive Algorithm
Rate allocation Markov chain: The main challenge is to design a

Markov chain with fewer parameters that can be analyzed and appropriately
chosen for throughput-optimality. First, we identify a class of Markov chains
that are relatively easy to analyze. Consider the class of algorithms introduced
in Section 4.4. The underlying mathematical object for this class of algorithms
is a continuous-time Markov chain with state-space R, which is the (finite) set
of rate allocation vectors. Define
f (r̂, r) = exp

ki
n X
X
i=1 j=0

!

ui,j I(ri = ri,j )I(ri 6= r̂i ) ,

(4.10)

where r̂ = [r̂1 , r̂2 , . . . , r̂n ] ∈ R, r = [r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ] ∈ R and ui,j are the parameters introduced in Section 4.4. Now, the transition rate from state r̂ ∈ R to
state r ∈ R can be expressed as

f (r̂, r), if kr̂ − rk0 = 1,
q(r̂, r) =
0,
if kr̂ − rk0 > 1.
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And, the diagonal elements of the rate matrix are given by
q(r̂, r̂) = −

X

r∈R,r6=r̂

q(r̂, r), ∀r̂ ∈ R.

This follows directly from the description of the algorithm. This class of algorithms are carefully designed such that it is tractable for analysis. In particular, the following lemma shows that this Markov chain is reversible and the
stationary distribution has exponential form.
Lemma 4.3. The rate allocation Markov chain (R, q) is reversible and has the
stationary distribution

u
I(r
=
r
)
i
i,j
j=0 i,j
i=1
.
P P
π(r) = P
ki
n
u
I(r̃
=
r
)
exp
i
i,j
j=0 i,j
i=1
r̃∈R
exp

P P
ki
n

(4.11)

Furthermore, this Markov chain converges to this stationary distribution starting from any initial distribution.
Proof. The proof follows from detailed balance equations
π(r)q(r, r̂) = π(r̂)q(r̂, r)
for all r, r̂ ∈ R and known results on convergence to stationary distribution
for irreducible finite state-space continuous-time Markov chains [9].
The offered service rate vector under the stationary distribution is
s :=

X
r∈R
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π(r)r.

In general, for λ ∈ Roc , we expect to find values for parameters ui,j as a function
of λ and R such that s = λ. Due to the exponential form in (4.11), it turns
out that the right structure to introduce is
ui,j = ri,j vi , ∀i ∈ L, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ki },

(4.12)

where vi ∈ R, ∀i ∈ L, and obtain suitable values for v = [vi ]ni=1 as a function
of λ and R such that s = λ. To emphasize the dependency on v, from now
onwards, we denote the stationary distribution by πv (r) and the offered service
rate vector by
sv =

X

πv (r)r.

(4.13)

r∈R

Substituting (4.12), we can simplify (4.11) to obtain
exp(r · v)
.
r̃∈R exp(r̃ · v)

πv (r) = P

(4.14)

Optimization framework: We utilize the optimization framework
in [59] to show that values for v exist such that sv = λ. In particular, we
show that the unique solution to an optimization problem given by v∗ has
the property sv∗ = λ. Next, we describe the intuitive steps to arrive at
the optimization problem. If λ ∈ Roc , then λ can be expressed as a convex
combination of r ∈ R, i.e., there exists a valid probability distribution µ(r)
P
such that λ = r∈R µ(r)r. For a given distribution µ(r), we are interested in
choosing v such that πv (r) is close to µ(r). We consider the KL divergence of

πv (r) from µ(r) given by D (µ(r)kπv (r)). Minimizing D (µ(r)kπv (r)) over the
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parameter v is equivalent in terms of the optimal solution(s) to maximizing
F (µ(r), πv (r)) = −D (µ(r)kπv (r)) − H(µ(r)) over the parameter v as H(µ(r))
is a constant. Simplifying F (µ(r), πv (r)) leads the optimization problem as
follows:
F (µ(r), πv (r)) =

X

µ(r) log πv (r)

r∈R

(a)

=

X
r∈R

µ(r)r · v − log

(b)

= λ · v − log

X
r∈R

X
r∈R

exp(r · v)
!

!

exp(r · v) .

Here, (a) follows from (4.14) and (b) follows from the assumption
λ=

X

µ(r)r.

r∈R

Now onwards, we denote the objective function by F (v, λ). To summarize,
the optimization problem of interest is, given λ ∈ Roc ,
maximize
subject to

F (v, λ) = λ · v − log
n

v∈R .

X
r∈R

exp(r · v)

!

(4.15)

The following lemma regarding the optimization problem in (4.15) is a
key ingredient to the main results.
Lemma 4.4. Let λ ∈ Roc . The optimization problem in (4.15) has a unique
solution v∗ (λ), which is finite. In addition, the offered service rate vector
under v∗ is equal to the arrival rate vector, i.e., sv∗ = λ.
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Proof. Please see Appendix B.1.
The important observations are that the objective function is concave
in v and the gradient with respect to v is λ − sv . With offered service rate
equal to arrival rate, the next step is to show that the queues drain at rate
equal to λ.
4.5.1

Proof of Theorem 4.1
Rate stability of the non-adaptive algorithm: Consider time in-

stances νl for l ∈ Z+ with ν0 = 0, and interval length Γl = νl+1 − νl = l + 1.
The queue at the i-th link can be upper bounded as follows. The offered service during the time interval is [νk , νk+1) is used to serve the arrivals during
the time interval [νk−1 , νk ) alone. Consider a time t, and choose l such that
t ∈ [νl , νl+1 ). Using (4.1) and the above upper bounding technique, we obtain
Z t
Qi (t) = Ai (t) −
ri (z)I(Qi (z) > 0)dz
0
"
#
Z νk+2
l−2
X
Ai (νk+1 ) − Ai (νk ) −
ri (z)dz
≤
νk+1

k=0

+Ai (t) − Ai (νl−1 ),

+

(4.16)

where [θ]+ = max(0, θ).
For each interval [νk , νk+1 ), define the following two random variables:
Ai (νk+1 ) − Ai (νk )
, and
Γk
Z νk+1
1
ri (z)dz.
βi (k) =
Γk ν k

αi (k) =
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It follows from the strong law of large numbers that, with probability 1,
limk→∞ αi (k) = λi . From Lemma 4.4 and ergodic theorem for Markov chains,
it follows that, with probability 1, limk→∞ βi (k + 1) = λi . Since the arrival
process Ai (t) is non-decreasing and the increments are bounded by K, we
have
Ai (t) − Ai (νl−1 ) ≤ Ai (νl+1 ) − Ai (νl−1 )
≤ K(νl+1 − νl−1 )
= K(Γl−1 + Γl ).

(4.17)

Rewriting (4.16) with above defined random variables and applying (4.17)
along with νl ≤ t and Γk ≤ Γk+1 , we obtain
l−2
K(Γl−1 + Γl )
1X
Qi (t)
Γk [αi (k) − βi (k + 1)]+ +
.
≤
t
νl k=0
νl

(4.18)

In (4.18), the second term on the right hand side (RHS) goes to zero as Γl /νl →
0 as l → ∞. The first term on the RHS of (4.18) goes to zero with probability
Pl−2
Γk and νl → ∞. Thus, for any given
1 as αi (k) − βi (k + 1) → 0, νl ≥ k=0
λ ∈ Roc , with probability 1,

lim

t→∞

Qi (t)
= 0, ∀i ∈ L,
t

which completes the proof.
This result is important due to the following two reasons.
1. The result shows that this algorithm has good performance, and an algorithm that approaches the operating point of this algorithm has the
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potential to perform “well.” Essentially, this aspect is utilized to obtain
the adaptive algorithm.
2. The non-adaptive algorithm does not require the knowledge of the number of nodes or ǫ, as required by the adaptive algorithm. This suggests
the existence of similar gradient-like algorithms that perform “well” with
different algorithm parameters that may not depend on the number of
nodes or ǫ. We do not explore this further, but the non-adaptive algorithm will serve as the starting point to address such issues.

4.6

Throughput Optimality of the Adaptive Algorithm
In this section, we establish the throughput-optimality of the adaptive

algorithm for a particular choice of parameters. The algorithm parameters
used in this section are dependent on the number of links n and ǫ. It is
evident from the theorem that ǫ determines how close the algorithm is to
optimal performance. Define
5

C(n) = 3 (2K̄ + K)

2




K̄ 2 n2
+n .
2

We set all the step sizes (irrespective of interval) to
αl = α(n, ǫ) = ǫ2 /C(n),

(4.19)

and D used in the projection to


16K̄ n
2K̄
D = D(n, ǫ) =
+ K̄.
log
K ǫ
ǫ
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(4.20)

All the interval lengths (irrespective of interval) are set to
  2

n
n
Tl = T (n, ǫ) = exp K̂
log
ǫ
ǫ

(4.21)

for some large enough constant K̂ > 0.
Remark 4.2. The large value of T (n, ǫ) in (4.21) is due to the poor bound on
the conductance of the rate allocation Markov chain. The parameters given by
(4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) are one possible choice of the parameters. We would
like to emphasize that this choice is primarily for the purpose of the proofs.
The choice of right parameters (and even the update functions) in practice are
subject to further study especially based on the network configuration and delay
requirements. Some comments on this are given in Section 4.8.
We start with the optimization framework developed in the previous
section. For the adaptive algorithm, the relevant optimization problem is as
follows: given λ such that λ + 2ǫ 1 ∈ Rc ,


ǫ 
maximize Fǫ (v) := F v, λ + 1
4

subject to v ∈ Rn .

(4.22)

The following result is an extension of Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.5. Consider any given ǫ > 0 and λ. Then, the optimization problem
in (4.22) is strictly concave in v with gradient ∇Fǫ (v) = λ + 4ǫ 1 − sv and
Hessian
 
 
H(F (v)) = − Eπv rrT − Eπv [r] Eπv rT .
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Further, let λ + 2ǫ 1 ∈ Rc . Then, it has a unique solution v∗ , which is finite,
such that the offered service rate vector under v∗ is equal to λ + 4ǫ 1, i.e.,
sv∗ = λ + 4ǫ 1. In addition, if ǫ ≤ 4λmin , then the optimal value v∗ is such that


16K̄ n
2K̄
∗
.
(4.23)
kv k∞ ≤
log
K ǫ
ǫ
Proof. Please see Appendix B.2.
The update step in (4.9), which is central to the adaptive algorithm,
can be intuitively thought of as a gradient decent technique to solve the above
optimization problem. Technically, it is different as the arrival rate and offered
service rate are replaced with their empirical values for decentralized operation.
The algorithm parameters can be chosen in order to account for this. This
forms the central theme of this section.
4.6.1

Mixing within update interval
Consider a time interval [τl , τl+1 ). During this interval the algorithm

uses parameters vi (τl ). For simplicity, in this subsection, we denote vi (τl ) by
vi and the vector by v and E[·|v] by E[·]. For the rate allocation Markov chain
(MC) introduced in Section 4.5, we obtain an upper bound on the convergence
time or the mixing time.
To obtain this bound, we perform uniformization of the continuoustime MC (CTMC) and use results given in Section 4.3 on the mixing time of
discrete-time MC (DTMC). The uniformization constant used is
A = n exp(K̄kvk∞ ).
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The resulting DTMC has the same state-space R with transition probability
matrix P . The transition probability from state r̂ ∈ R to state r ∈ R, r 6= r̂ is
P (r̂, r) = q(r̂, r)/A, and from state r̂ ∈ R to itself is P (r̂, r̂) = 1 + q(r̂, r̂)/A.
With our choice of parameters ui,j given by (4.12), we can simplify (4.10) to
!
n
X
f (r̂, r) = exp
ri vi I(ri 6= r̂i ) .
(4.24)
i=1

For all r̂, r ∈ R, r 6= r̂, clearly q(r̂, r) ≤ exp(K̄kvk∞ ). Since at most n elements

in every row of the transition rate matrix of the CTMC is positive |q(r̂, r̂)| ≤ A
for all r̂ ∈ R. Therefore, P is a valid probability transition matrix.
The DTMC has the same stationary distribution as the CTMC. In
addition, the CTMC and the DTMC have one-to-one correspondence through
an underlying independent Poisson process with rate A. In this subsection,
time t denotes the time within the update interval, i.e., t = 0 denotes global
time τl . Let µ(t) be the distribution over R given by the CTMC at time t,
and ζ be a Poisson random variable with parameter At. Then, we have
µT (t) =

X

Pr(ζ = m)µT (0)P m

m∈Z+

= µT (0) exp(At(P − I)),

(4.25)

where I is the identity matrix. Next, we provide the upper bound on the
mixing time of the CTMC.
Lemma 4.6. Consider any ρ1 > 0. Then, there exists a constant K1 > 0,
such that, if

 
1
1
log ,
t ≥ exp K1 nkvk∞ + n log
ǫ
ρ1
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(4.26)

then the total variation between the probability distribution µ(t) at time t given
by (4.25) and the stationary distribution π v given by (4.14) is smaller than
ρ1 , i.e., kµ(t) − π v kT V ≤ ρ1 .
Proof. Please see Appendix B.3.
Lemma 4.6 is used to show that the error associated with using empirical values for arrival rate and offered service rate in the update rule (4.9) can
be made arbitrarily small by choosing large enough T . This is formally stated
in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Consider ρ2 > 0. Then, there exists a constant K2 > 0, such
that, if the updating period

 
1
1
,
T ≥ exp K2 nkvk∞ + n log
ǫ
ρ2
then for any time interval [τl , τl+1 )
E

h

λ̂(l) − λ

1

i

+ E [kŝ(l) − sv k1 ] ≤ ρ2 .

(4.27)

Proof. Please see Appendix B.4.
Thus, the important result is that due to the mixing of the rate allocation Markov chain, the empirical offered service rate is close to the offered
service rate. The next step is to address whether the offered service rates over
multiple update intervals is higher than the arrival rates.
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4.6.2

‘Drift’ over multiple update intervals
We consider multiple update intervals, and establish that the average

empirical offered service rate is strictly higher than the arrival rate. This result
follows from the observation that, if the error in approximating the true values
by empirical values are sufficiently small, then the average of the expected value
of the gradient of Fǫ (v) over sufficiently large number of intervals should be
small. In this case, we can expect the average offered service rate to be close to
sv∗ . Since, sv∗ is strictly higher than arrival rates, we can expect the average
offered service rate to be strictly higher than the arrival rate. The result is
formally stated next.
Lemma 4.8. Consider N(n, ǫ) = (7 × 35 nD 2 )/(αǫ2 ) update intervals. Then,
the average of empirical service rates over these update intervals is greater than
or equal to λ + 8ǫ 1, i.e.,
N
1 X
ǫ
E [ŝ(l)] ≥ λ + 1.
N
8
l=1

Proof. Please see Appendix B.5.
Now, we proceed to show that the appropriate ‘drift’ required for stability is obtained.
4.6.3

Proof of Theorem 4.2
Consider the underlying network Markov chain X(l) consisting of all

the queues in the network, the update parameters, and the resulting rate
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allocation vectors at time τl , i.e., X(l) = (Q(τl ), v(τl ), r(τl )) for l ∈ Z+ . It
follows from the system model and the algorithm description that X(l) is a
time-homogenous Markov chain on an uncountable state-space X. The σ-field
on X considered is the Borel σ-field associated with the product topology.
For more details on dealing with general state-space Markov chains, we refer
readers to [86].

Pn

We consider a Lyapunov function V : X → R+ of the form, V (x) =

2
i=1 (Qi

+ vi2 + ri2 ) for x = (Q, v, r). In order to establish positive Harris

recurrence, for any λ such that λ + ǫ1 ∈ T, we use multi-step9 Lyapunov

and Foster’s drift criteria to establish positive recurrence of a set of the form
V (x) ≤ κ, for some κ > 0. From the assumption on the arrival processes, it
follows that V (x) ≤ κ is a closed petite (small) set (for definition and details
see [57, 86]). Intuitively, petite set is a generalization of a recurrent state for
a countable Markov chain to an uncountable Markov chain. It is well known
that these two results imply positive Harris recurrence [86].
Next, we obtain the required drift criteria. For simplicity, we denote
E[·|X(0)] by E[·] in the rest of this section. Consider



E Q2i (T N) − Q2i (0) = E (Qi (T N) − Qi (0))2
(a)

≤

+2Qi (0) (Qi (T N) − Qi (0))]

2
max K, K̄ T N +

2Qi (0) E [Qi (T N) − Qi (0)] .
9

This is a special case of the state-dependent drift criteria in [86].
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Here, (a) follows from the fact that over unit time queue difference belong to
[−K̄, K]. Now, we look at two cases. If Qi (0) > K̄T N, clearly Qi (t) > 0
during interval [0, T N] as service rate is less than or equal to K̄. For this case,
from Lemma 4.8,
2Qi (0) E [Qi (T N) − Qi (0)] = 2Qi (0) T

N
X
l=1

(λi − E [ŝi (l)])

!

ǫ
≤ − T NQi (0)
4
(a)
ǫ
ǫ
≤ − T NQi (0) + K̄ (T N)2 .
4
4
Here, (a) is trivial, but the extra term is added to ensure that the RHS evaluates to a non-negative value for Qi (0) ≤ K̄T N. If Qi (0) ≤ K̄T N, then
clearly
2Qi (0)E[Qi (T N) − Qi (0)] ≤ 2K̄K(T N)2 .
Since the bounds for each case do not evaluate to negative values for the other
case, we have
E



Q2i

(T N) −

Q2i


2 ǫ 
ǫ
(0) ≤ − T NQi (0) + K + K̄ + K̄ (T N)2 .
4
4


Since both v and r are bounded, there exists some fixed M(n, ǫ) such that




E vi2 (T N) − vi2 (0) + E ri2 (T N) − ri2 (0) ≤ M (n, ǫ) .
Summing up over all i ∈ L, we obtain
ǫ
E [V (X(N)) − V (X(0))] ≤ − T N
4

n
X
i=1

Qi (0)

!


ǫ 
+nM(n, ǫ) + n (K + K̄)2 + K̄ (T N)2 .
4
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This shows that there exists some κ > 0 such that for all x with V (x) > κ
there is strict negative drift. Hence, the set V (x) ≤ κ is positive recurrent.
Since λ + 2ǫ 1 ∈ Rc , clearly λ + ǫ1 ∈ T. This completes the proof.
In summary, given any rate region for a wireless network, the (queuelength based) algorithm has (1 − ǫ)-optimal performance.

4.7

Application: White-Space Networks
An important application of our algorithmic framework is in the domain

of white-space networks [42, 87]. White-space radios are typically required to
sense the environment [3]. Therefore, these radios are designed with highly
accurate sensing capabilities. Even though these are primarily designed for
sensing the presence of primary radios, the same capability can be exploited for
sensing secondary radios. In this section, we consider a network of secondary
nodes that use the same spectrum, but different from that used by primary
nodes. In particular, we assume that the secondary nodes have already found
spectrum that are not utilized by primary nodes.
Since such a white-space network of secondary nodes is not centrally
controlled, it is desirable to obtain simple distributed algorithms. However,
the scheduling problem in these white-space networks is different from the link
scheduling problem in traditional wireless networks [34]. First, the available
spectrum for the operation of this network is fragmented with different propagation characteristics. Second, these secondary nodes are usually equipped
with multiple radios to operate simultaneously in different bands. This is re98

ferred to as the multiple-band multiple-radio scheduling problem. Next, we
describe the multiple-band multiple-radio scheduling problem in detail.
Consider the network model introduced in Section 4.2. Define functions
s : L 7→ N that maps links to source nodes, and d : L 7→ N that maps links to
destination nodes. The available spectrum for the operation of this network
is fragmented. The spectrum consists of M bands, labeled B = {1, 2, . . . , M},
with bandwidths B1 , B2 , . . . , BM . The transmission from a node to another
node gets different spectral efficiencies on different bands. For a link i, let ci,b
be the spectral efficiency that node s(i) gets when it transmits on band b to
node d(i). The link interference graphs are also different on different bands.
Let Gb = (L, Eb ) be the link interference graph on band b, i.e, the transmission
of link u interfere with the transmission of link v in band b if (u, v) ∈ Eb . We
assume that the link interference is symmetric, i.e., if (u, v) ∈ Eb then (v, u) ∈
Eb . These capture the frequency dependent propagation characteristics and the
spatial variation of the quality of spectrum. Further, each node j is equipped
with aj radios.
At time t, the decision whether link i is operated in band b is represented by binary decision variables σi,b (t), with 1 representing “true” and 0
representing “false”. The decision variables have to satisfy the constraints that
arise from the following. (i ) Interference constraints: In every band, the set
of allocated links must be non-interfering. (ii ) Radio constraints: The total
number of radios at each node is limited, and these radios are half-duplex, i.e.,
a link requires its end nodes to dedicate one radio each for a transmission to
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happen. More formally, the set of constraints are:
σu,b (t) + σv,b (t) ≤ 1, ∀(u, v) ∈ Eb , ∀b ∈ B,
X
X
σi,b (t) ≤ aj , ∀j ∈ N.

i:j∈{s(i),d(i)} b∈B

For a feasible schedule, the rate of flow supported on link i is
ri (t) =

X

σi,b (t)ci,b Bb .

b∈B

We denote the vector of above rates by r(t). The throughput region T ⊆ Rn+
is defined as the convex hull of the set of all feasible rate vectors. Note that
the queue dynamics is exactly same as described in Section 4.2.
4.7.1

Distributed Algorithm
In this section, we present an adaptation of the developed algorithm

that is throughput-optimal for multiple-band multiple-radio scheduling. For
simplicity, we assume that perfect and instantaneous carrier sensing is possible on every band. The scheduling vector corresponding to link i is σ i (t) =
{σi,b (t)}b∈B . For this link, the possible states are
{θ i : θ i = {θi,b }b∈B , θi,b ∈ {0, 1}, kθi k0 ≤ min{as(i) , ad(i) }}.
The link uses an independent exponential clock corresponding to each state
P
with transition rate exp( b∈B θb ci,b Bb vi ) for state θ. Based on these clocks,
the link obtains σ i (t) as follows:
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1. If the clock associated with a state (say θ) ticks and transitioning to
that state σ i (t) = θ is feasible,10 then σ i (t) is changed to θ;
2. Otherwise, σ i (t) remains the same.
The above procedure continues. The parameter vi is updated over time as a
function of the queue-length Qi (t) as described in Section 4.4. This makes the
algorithm completely distributed. The vector of {vi }i∈L is denoted by v.
In order to establish that this algorithm is throughput-optimal, we show
a correspondence between it and the rate allocation algorithm in Section 4.4.
Consider a fixed v. The above algorithm forms a Markov chain on the set of
feasible states. Let S(t) denote the matrix formed by vectors {σ i (t)}i∈L , and S
denote the set of feasible matrices satisfying (4.28) and (4.28). The transition
rate from state Ŝ = {θ̂ i }i∈L to state S = {θ i }i∈L can be expressed as

Pn
f (Ŝ, S), if
I(θ l 6= θ̂ i ) = 1,
Pi=1
q(Ŝ, S) =
n
0,
if
i=1 I(θ i 6= θ̂ i ) > 1,
where

f (Ŝ, S) = exp

n X
X
i=1 b∈B

!

θi,b ci,b Bb vi I(θ i 6= θ̂ i ) .

And, the diagonal elements of the rate matrix are given by
q(Ŝ, Ŝ) = −

X

S∈S,S6=Ŝ

q(Ŝ, S), ∀Ŝ ∈ S.

Now, the following lemma is immediate.
10

This is determined using carrier sensing and radio constraints at the source and the
destination of that link.
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Lemma 4.9. The Markov chain (S, q) is reversible and has the stationary
distribution


Pn P
i=1
b∈B θi,b ci,b Bb vi
P P

πv (S) = P
n
exp
θ̂
c
B
v
S̃∈S
i=1
b∈B i,b i,b b i
exp

exp (r(S) · v)

.
S̃∈S exp r(Ŝ) · v

= P

Furthermore, this Markov chain converges to this stationary distribution starting from any initial distribution.

sv

The offered service rate vector under the stationary distribution is
P
=
S∈S πv (S)r(S). Thus, we show a one-to-one correspondence to the

rate allocation algorithm. As a consequence, we establish the throughputoptimality of the algorithm described in this section based on Theorem 4.2.

4.8
4.8.1

Further Discussion & Simulation
Convex Rate Regions

Definition 4.8 (Low delay). We say that a rate allocation algorithm has lowdelay if, for any given ǫ > 0, the average queue-lengths are polynomial in
number of links n and log 1/ǫ for all λ such that λ + ǫ1 ∈ T.
For arbitrary rate regions, there are negative results based on computational hardness for the existence of a low-delay throughput-optimal algorithm [109]. Intuitively, a rate allocation algorithm needs to operate at
multiple operating points leading to potentially large-delay for switching from
one operating point to another.
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However, for convex rate regions, these hardness results do not hold. It
is in fact straightforward to obtain an algorithm that is throughput-optimal
and has low-delay in this setting. The algorithm simply needs to adapt to a
single operating point that is “close” to the arrival-rate vector. Hence, we can
estimate the arrival rates and operate based on this single point. This observation emphasizes the fact that the hardness lies in convexifying an arbitrary
non-convex rate region in a decentralized manner.
4.8.2

Determining Rate Feasibility
Although the rate allocation algorithm removes the control overhead

associated with queue-length exchanges in the network, it still requires each
link to determine rate feasibility. To elaborate, feasibility implies data-rates of
other links are not impacted, i.e., other links are able to maintain their datarates in spite of the change in the given link’s data-rate. Each link can possibly
change its coding and modulation strategies to ensure this. This requires
design of dynamic coding and modulation to support a constant rate. A link
can determine whether a data-rate is feasible if it knows the current set of datarates associated with other links. An important fact that makes the algorithm
of practical value is that a link needs to know only data-rates associated with
those links that it “interferes with”. Even though all links interfere with each
other in a wireless network, the magnitude of interference decays with distance.
Therefore, in a large network, every link needs to learn data-rates associated
with few physically near-by links from control messages, for example, through
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ACK/NACKs when ARQ is present. Clearly, this is an approximation, but this
is a widely used approximation while designing algorithms for large networks.
We refer to the process of determining rate feasibility from the interactions of
physically near-by links as channel measuring. This can be considered as a
natural extension of sensing in CSMA.
In order to further explain channel measuring, we consider an example with a simplified physical-layer model. In this model, a transmitter can
potentially communicate with a receiver if the receiver is within distance d0 .
This transmitter can communicate at data-rate rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, if there are no
other transmitters within distance dj to it. We consider r1 ≤ r2 ≤ . . . ≤ rk
and d0 ≤ d1 ≤ . . . ≤ dk . In this setting, for channel measuring, a transmitter needs to simply determine the distance of the nearest active transmitter.
Even though we used an over simplified physical-layer model, this shows that
channel measuring is a very natural technique for determining rate feasibility.
Furthermore, it suggests that slightly more complicated schemes than carrier
sensing may be enough to obtain significant throughput gains.
For complex physical-layer interactions, we acknowledge that channel
measuring requires well-designed physical-layer control architecture, which, by
itself, is a fairly non-trivial problem. However, radios that perform complex
physical-layer signaling are increasingly common and each node has access to
current channel interference level, information from beacons, pilot signals and
its own location. These will definitely help such radios to perform channel
measuring using existing physical-layer control overhead.
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In the context of 802.11 networks, we have actually implemented and
tested the algorithmic framework developed so far. By using a combination of
state measurement techniques, we show in [11] that queue and channel based
rate allocation is indeed practically feasible. Thus, it validates our theoretical
framework in the context of WiFi networks.
4.8.3

Simulation
So far, we show that the algorithm provides throughput-optimal per-

formance for particular choice of algorithm parameters. Although this has
significant theoretical value, these parameters may not be directly suitable in
practice. In particular, we may have to limit the update interval length and attempt rates as large values of update interval can result in large queue-lengths,
and large attempt rates can result in frequent changes in data-rates. There is
certain hardware and physical-layer coding limitations on frequently changing
data-rates, and frequent attempts lead to increased sensing/measuring overhead. These limitations can be easily dealt with through modified algorithm
parameters.
Our approach motivates a more general class of algorithms that can
be throughput-optimal for appropriate choice of parameters. We can consider
the general class with update rule


vi (τl+1 ) = h vi (τl ), λ̂i (l) − ŝi (l)

for some function h(·). Next, we provide a “good” choice of this function based

on simulation results. We consider the update rule vi (τl+1 ) = log(1 + Q(τl+1 )).
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The log function results in linear update near origin and prevents the rapid
growth of vi with queue-length. This update rule has been used in literature
[91]. Thus, the purpose of this section is not to simulate the adaptive update
rule that is provably throughput-optimal.
Consider the same Gaussian multiple access channel example with two
links as before. This is shown in Figure 4.1. This is simply an illustrative
example to show scheduling over multiple data-rate levels. Similar simulation
results apply for any number of users. Let the average power constraint at
the transmitters be P = 3 and noise variance at the receiver be N = 1. The
information-theoretic capacity region of this channel is the pentagon shown
in Figure 4.2 where C(x) = 0.5 log2 (1 + x). The set of rate levels chosen by
both transmitters are {0, a, b} where a = 0.4 and b = 1. The only infeasible
rate allocation pair is [1, 1]. Consider the following arrival processes at both
the transmitters. At integral times, the queues are incremented by an i.i.d.
Bernoulli random variable such that the arrival rate is λ = ρ a+b
, where ρ > 0
2
represents the load in the system. Clearly, the network will be unstable for
ρ > 1.
For this system, we perform Monte-Carlo simulations with update interval T = 10. We provide a trace of the queue-length process for ρ = 0.9
and ρ = 1.1 in Figure 4.4. We observe that the algorithm supports 90% load
in the system without large increase in queue-lengths. Intuitively, this symmetric operating point is one of the difficult operating points for a distributed
algorithm. More importantly, the sum-rate ρ(a + b) obtained is close to the
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Figure 4.4: Queue-length trace from simulation
information-theoretic sum-capacity of this system.
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Chapter 5
Genie-MAC Outer Bound for Gaussian
Interference Networks

5.1

Introduction
The motivation to understand the fundamental limits of interference

channel arises from its relevance in wide range of applications. However, large
gaps exist in our understanding of interference channels (IFCs). Since the introduction of interference channels [4], the class of two-transmitter two-receiver
interference channels have been studied in great detail. Initial successes were
achieved in the domains of the two-user very strong [22] and strong discretememoryless [29], and Gaussian IFCs [103]. These results found that the capacity of the two-user strong Gaussian IFCs is achieved as the intersection
of the capacity region of two multiple access channels. In brief, it is optimal
for each receiver to attempt to jointly decode both messages. Generalizing
the notion of strong interference and such a capacity result to more than two
users is not straightforward. Moreover, joint decoding of messages can be easily shown to be not optimal for weak (i.e. not-strong) interference channels.
In general, for weak Gaussian IFCs, intuition suggests that treating at least
a portion of the interference as noise is advisable. Indeed, recent results have
shown that, for very weak Gaussian interference channels [7, 88, 112], treating
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the entire interference as noise is optimal from a sum-capacity perspective.
The well-known Han-Kobayashi region [51] combines elements of both, by enabling each receiver to perform joint-decoding of a portion of the interference
with the signal. To date, it remains the best-known achievable region for the
two-user interference channel.
Deriving exact capacity results for any channel requires good outer
bounds. To this end, genie-aided bounds have played a central role in interference channel literature, with a majority of capacity results known resulting
from it. The sum-capacity of two-user very-weak Gaussian IFCs as established
in [7, 88, 112] was shown using genie-aided techniques. Similarly, the capacity
region of the Gaussian interference channel has been characterized to within
one bit using Gaussian codebooks and the Han-Kobayashi region for the inner
bound and a genie-aided technique for the outer bound in [41]. As a concept, the idea of genie-aided outer bounds is fairly intuitive. However, the
main challenge lies in determining the right genie and optimizing the resulting
outer bound to show that it matches (or comes close to matching) the desired
achievable rates. Finding the right genie and matching rate expressions is nontrivial, which forms an important part of the work in [7,41,76,88,112]. One of
the contributions is similar - where we obtain an optimization problem formulation for genie-aided bounds for a Gaussian K-user IFC that is analytically
tractable.
A majority of known capacity results in the domain of interference
channels are for two-user cases. Unlike the Gaussian multiple access channel
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(MAC) and the Gaussian broadcast channel (BC), the extension from twouser to K > 2 in Gaussian IFCs is not straightforward. The limits of Kuser IFCs has received considerable attention in recent years. In developing
achievable schemes, the concept of interference alignment has been developed
and applied to numerous channel settings. As introduced in [18], interference
alignment minimizes the subspace spanned by the net interference seen at each
receiver, thus achieving K/2 total degrees of freedom (DoF) for the system.
This is interesting in that linear growth in capacity is achieved asymptotically
in signal to noise ratio (SNR) and can be shown to be optimal. Although the
initial results on DoF analysis for interference channels was for time-varying
channels, more recently results have shown that, for constant channels as well,
under certain conditions, a DoF of K/2 can be achieved [89]. However, a
majority of existing literature is on the DoF of K user IFCs, i.e., is asymptotic
in SNR, with only a limited set of results known for finite SNR.
Recently, some initial results have been developed for finite SNR. To
this end, ergodic interference alignment [90] and lattice interference alignment [56] have been developed for time varying and static channel settings respectively. Ergodic alignment, under certain conditions on channel symmetry
over time, achieves a sum-rate of K/2 log(1+2SNR) non-asymptotically. Similarly, lattice alignment is found to achieve a sum-rate of D log(SNR) where
D is a channel-dependent parameter that grows with K for a number of static
channel settings. However, each of these results makes certain assumptions on
the channel. Ergodic alignment requires time variations and symmetry, while
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lattice alignment assumes the channel to be “well conditioned”. Moreover,
neither scheme is known to be sum-rate optimal for the Gaussian K-user IFC.
5.1.1

Our Approach & Contributions
We develop an outer bound that is both computationally tractable

and non-trivial. As discussed above, obtaining such bounds is a fairly nontrivial task. To date, a majority of the bounds for the discrete-memoryless
or Gaussian IFC have been developed in the context of two-user IFCs [76].
These two-user bounds can be broadly classified into four types: The broadcast
channel type, the multiple-access channel type, the “Z” channel type and the
genie-aided type. These four share significant common ground in terms of
techniques, and a good understanding of these can be gained from [76].
For more than two users, although each of these bounds can be generalized, they do not necessarily yield non-trivial results. The MAC type bound
has been generalized to obtain bounds for general K-user IFCs [19], which are
known to be tight (with high probability) in the DoF sense for these channels.
However, it is not yet known if they are tight for finite-SNR constant channels. For a class of rational channel gains, combinatorial bounds have been
developed that are tighter than the MAC-type bounds in the DoF sense [40].
However, a general theory for developing non-trivial outer bounds for K-user
is still missing.
In an attempt to obtain a systematic approach to outer bound for the
Gaussian K-user IFC, we build on the literature of genie-aided bounds for
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the Gaussian IFC. A genie-aided bound provides receivers in the interference
channel with one or more “genies” (side information), thus transforming the
channel into one where the rate region can be characterized using single-letter
expressions [41, 76]. Genie-aided bounds are fairly general in their structure,
and they incorporate central elements of the MAC type and the “Z” interference channel type bounds. Moreover, genie-aided bounds have proven to be
effective for characterizing the sum-capacity of very weak interference channels [7, 88, 112]. However, their very general nature is also a disadvantage, as
it is not always easy to characterize the bound in closed form.
In view of this, we do the following:
• We develop a class of outer bounds for Gaussian K-user IFCs by analyzing genie-MAC receivers. This class of bounds creates a virtual multiple
antenna MAC receiver that outer bounds the capacity region of the original Gaussian IFC.
• We formulate this bound as an optimization problem in terms of channel
parameters.
• We apply this bound to the degraded Gaussian IFC. We compare this
bound with a simple successive interference cancellation (SIC) based
achievable scheme and find that it is sum-capacity optimal.
• We establish an equivalence between the MIMO unit-rank K-user IFC
and a corresponding SISO degraded K-user IFC, and thus find the sumcapacity of MIMO unit-rank IFCs.
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The class of degraded Gaussian K-user IFCs is fundamentally different
from those studied in [18, 89] in that the degrees of freedom of a degraded
IFC is one, while those studied in a majority of K-user IFC literature is K/2.
A degraded Gaussian K-user IFC corresponds to the case where the transfer
matrix of the channel is unit-rank. This unit-rank nature may result from
a variety of factors, including co-location, usage of a similar medium (digital
subscriber line (DSL) or optical) to communicate multiple sources. This is
referred to as the keyhole effect where the signal from each transmitter passes
through the same bottleneck (keyhole) to get to the receiver, thus making
the overall channel of low-rank. Unit rank channel matrices represents the
other end of the spectrum from full rank matrices - we consider it for two
reasons: first, it helps us better understand how dependencies among channel
parameters impacts capacity and second, due to analytical tractability - we
are able to establish sum-capacity results for this channel for any SNR and
any number of transmit-receive pairs K.
Note that our result includes the previously known result of sumcapacity of degraded two-user Gaussian IFCs [101, 102]. This proof uses a
slope-based argument that do not directly generalize to K-user IFCs. It is
possible to provide alternate proofs for this result; for example, entropy power
inequality (EPI) can be used to arrive at this result. However, our proof is
important as it shows that genie-MAC outer bound is sum capacity tight for
degraded networks.
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5.1.2

Organization
In Section 5.2, we present the system model. In Section 5.3, we charac-

terize an outer bound on the capacity region of any Gaussian K-user IFC. In
Section 5.4, we derive the sum-capacity of degraded Gaussian IFCs. In Section
5.5, we extend the results to MIMO unit-rank IFCs.

5.2

System Model
We consider the Gaussian K-user interference channel defined as fol-

lows: a communication system consisting of K transmitter-receiver pairs labeled as 1, 2, . . . , K. This channel is shown in Figure 5.1. Each transmitter
has independent messages intended for the corresponding receiver. At time
t, t ∈ Z+ , the input-output relations that describe the system are:
Yi [t] =

X

hi,j Xj [t] + Zi [t],

j

∀i.

(5.1)

Here, Xj [t] is the signal transmitted by the j-th transmitter, hi,j is the constant
channel gain from j-th transmitter to i-th receiver, Zi [t] is the additive white
Gaussian noise at i-th receiver, and Yi [t] is the signal received at the i-th
receiver. For simplicity, we consider real valued signal/gain/noise and suppress
the time index t henceforth. The power constraint at the j-th transmitter is
E[Xj2 ] ≤ P, and the zero-mean Gaussian noise at all receivers have variance N.
p
The Gaussian K-user IFC is characterized by P/NH, where H is the channel

matrix with hi,j as the entry corresponding to the i-th row and the j-th column.

We use standard information-theoretic definitions for the capacity region and
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Figure 5.1: Gaussian K-user interference channel
p
the sum-capacity of this channel. C IC ( P/NH) denotes the K-dimensional
p
capacity region of the interference channel, CΣIC ( P/NH) denotes the sumcapacity, and Ri denotes the rate corresponding to the i-th transmitter-receiver
pair.

5.3

Outer Bound on Capacity Region
First, we present some background on existing outer bounds in litera-

ture for interference channels:
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5.3.1

Background
The first outer bound on the K-user IFC is obtained by the set of rates

(R1 , . . . , RK ) such that
Ri ≤ I(Xi ; Yi |X1 , . . . , Xi−1 , Xi+1 , . . . , XK , Q),

∀i,

(5.2)

for all p(q)p(x1 |q)p(x2 |q) · · · p(xK |q), where Q is a time-share variable. This
outer bound can be intuitively understood as follows: If each of the receivers
can determine the “interference” they observe, they can use it as receiver sideinformation, which leads to the rates specified by (5.2). In the Gaussian case
(with N = 1) , this reduces to:
Ri ≤

1
log(1 + h2ii P ),
2

∀i.

(5.3)

An improvement on this outer bound can be obtained using a MAC type
approach as studied in [55]. Assuming there exists an hij ≥ hii for some j 6= i,
then we have
Ri + Rj ≤


1
log 1 + (h2ij + h2jj )P .
2

(5.4)

This bound is used to demonstrate that the DoF of a Gaussian K-user IFC is
upper bounded by K/2.
To further improve on this bound, we take the genie aided approach as
introduced in [76]. The core idea is to provide additional side information Ye1

to Receiver 1. Assuming that Receiver 1 can determine X1 with an arbitrarily
small probability of error based on Y1 , we desire to provide it with Ye1 so that
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a function of X1 , Y1 and Ye1 results in Yb2 that is statistically identical to Y2 .

Using this approach, for a two-user Gaussian IFC, an outer bound can be
derived as [76]:




1
h222 P + 1
2
2
R1 + R2 ≤ log (h11 P + h21 P + 1)
.
2
min(h221 , 1)h222 P + 1

(5.5)

Generalizing this approach to a Gaussian K-user IFC leads to an explosive growth in the number of parameters to be optimized. We build on
this genie-approach to build a “tractable” framework for upper bounding the
capacity region of the Gaussian K-user IFC.
5.3.2

Our Outer Bound
In our approach, we create a genie-MAC to decode a subset of the

messages in the original interference channel. The capacity region of this genieMAC channel then forms an outer bound on the rate region of the original
channel. This genie-MAC technique is a two-step process. The first step is to
find a characterization for the genie-MAC receivers, and the second step is to
optimize this characterization to obtain the tightest bound of this class.
Consider any permutation function π : {1, 2, . . . , K} 7→ {1, 2, . . . , K},
and integers k and m such that 1 ≤ k ≤ K and m ≥ 1. Define tuples
S = (π(1), . . . , π(k)) and S c = (π(k + 1), . . . , π(K)). We use XS to denote the
vector [XS(1) XS(2)

XS(|S|)]T . Now, consider the MAC channel that has XS c
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as side information at the m-antenna receiver and observes the signal
Y = GXS + Z,

(5.6)

√
where Z is i.i.d. N(0, Σ), for some G ∈ Rm×k . Let C MAC ( P G, Σ) denote
√
the capacity region of this MAC channel and CΣMAC ( P G, Σ) denote the sumcapacity of this MAC channel. Since the side information is independent of
both XS and Z, it does not change the capacity region.
Next, we provide the conditions under which the capacity region of this
MAC channel form an outer bound on RS of the original Gaussian IFC.
tk ] ∈ Rm×k . Let T, G and Σ be

Lemma 5.1. Consider any T = [t1 t2

matrices that satisfy the following conditions:
upper
T† G
= (HS )upper ,

t†i Σti ≤ N,

(5.7)
∀1 ≤ i ≤ k,

(5.8)

Σ ≻ 0,
where HS is |S| × |S| matrix with entry corresponding to the i-th row and j-th
column as hS(i),S(j) , i.e.,



hS(1),S(1) hS(1),S(2) . . . hS(1),S(k)
hS(2),S(1) hS(2),S(2) . . . hS(2),S(k) 


HS = 
.
..
..
..


.
.
.
hS(k),S(1) hS(k),S(2) . . . hS(k),S(k)

Then,

RS ∈ C MAC

√
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P G, Σ ,

i.e., the capacity region of any MAC channel described by (5.6) satisfying the
above conditions is an outer bound on the rates RS for the Gaussian IFC
described by (5.1).
Proof. It is sufficient to show the following: If there exists an achievable strategy for the interference channel described by (5.1) to achieve a set of rates
p
(R1 , R2 , · · · , RK ), i.e., if (R1 , R2 , · · · , RK ) ∈ C IC ( P/NH), then there exists
an achievable strategy for the MAC channel described by (5.6) to achieve rates
√
RS , i.e., RS ∈ C MAC ( P G, Σ). We show that a stricter condition is satisfied.
In particular, we prove that the MAC channel can obtain statistically identical
(or better) signal as (than) Yi for all i ∈ S.
Let D = T† G. At the MAC receiver, the signal corresponding to YS(l)
(1 ≤ l ≤ k) is obtained sequentially. Consider any step l. Since the messages
from transmitters S(1), S(2), . . . , S(l − 1) have been decoded, the receiver can
generate signals XS(1) , XS(2) , . . . , XS(l−1) . In addition, the MAC receiver has
signals XS c as side information. Therefore, the MAC receiver can obtain the
signal
Ỹl =
=

t†l Y
k
X

−

l−1
X

dl,i XS(i) +

i=1

dl,i XS(i) +

k
X

t†l Z

=

i∈S

−

dl,i XS(i) + t†l Z +

i=l

X

hS(l),i Xi +

hS(l),S(i) XS(i) +

X

l−1
X

dl,i XS(i) +

i=1

l−1
X

X

hS(l),i Xi

i∈S c

i=1

i=1

=

l−1
X

l−1
X

hS(l),S(i) XS(i) +

i∈S c

i=1

hS(l),S(i) XS(i) +

X

i∈S c

i=1

hS(l),i Xi + t†l Z.

i∈S c
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X

hS(l),i Xi

hS(l),i Xi

The last step follows from (5.7), i.e., dl,i = hS(l),S(i) , ∀i ≥ l. Now, from (5.7),
it is clear that Ỹl is statistically better than Yl in the original IFC. Hence, the
MAC receiver can decode the message from transmitter S(l) if the receiver
S(l) in the original IFC can decode the message from transmitter S(l). This
completes the proof of lemma.
The sum-capacity of the MAC channel is given by
CΣMAC

√

 1

P G, Σ = log |I + P Σ−1GG† | .
2

Therefore, we can formulate a minimization problem as follows:

1
f ∗ (HS , m) = inf
log |I + P Σ−1 GG† |
G,Σ,T 2
upper
such that
T† G
= (HS )upper ,
t†i Σti ≤ N,

(5.9)

∀1 ≤ i ≤ k,

Σ ≻ 0.
For m = |S|, it is clear that the feasible set is non-empty as G = HS , Σ = NI
and T = I satisfies all the constraints of (5.9). We denote this special case
with m = |S| by f ∗ (HS ). Now onwards, we assume that m = |S|.
From the above analysis, we obtain the following theorem that provides
an outer bound on the capacity region of any Gaussian K-user IFC.
Theorem 5.2. Consider the Gaussian K-user IFC described by (5.1). Then,
(
)
p

X
C IC
P/NH ⊆ (R1 , . . . , RK ) :
Ri ≤ f ∗ (HS ), ∀S ,
(5.10)
i∈S
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i.e., the right hand side (RHS) of (5.10) is an outer bound on the capacity
region of this channel.
The above theorem requires the evaluation of the optimization problem given by (5.9). Therefore, next, we derive some results that simplify this
optimization problem. In particular, we show that any one of the three parameters can be fixed to identity without affecting the optimal value. The
next two lemmas formally state and prove these results.
Lemma 5.3. Consider the following optimization that results by choosing Σ =
I:

1
log I + P GG†
G,T
2
upper
such that T† G
= (HS )upper ,
min

t†i ti ≤ N,

(5.11)

∀1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Then, the optimal value of this problem is f ∗ (HS ).
Proof. Consider any feasible set of parameters G, Σ = AA† and T for the
optimization problem given by (5.9). Let Ĝ = A−1 G and T̂ = A† T. Now, we
have the following:
T̂† Ĝ = T† AA−1 G = T† G,
T̂† T̂ = T† AA† T = T† ΣT.
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Therefore, Ĝ and T̂ form a feasible set for the optimization problem given by
(5.11). Furthermore, the objective value remains the same due to the following:
|I + P ĜĜ† | = |I + P A−1GG† (A† )−1 |
= |I + P (A†)−1 A−1 GG† |
= |I + P Σ−1 GG† |.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 5.4. Consider the optimization problem given by (5.9). Now, consider
the two sub-problems that result from choosing either T = I or G = I. Then,
each of these sub-problems has optimal value f ∗ (HS ).
Proof. Case-I (T = I): Consider any feasible set of parameters Ĝ and T̂ for
the optimization problem given by (5.11). Let ǫ be an arbitrary real number
such that 0 < ǫ < 1. Let G = T̂† Ĝ and Σ = ǫNI + (1 − ǫ)T̂† T̂. It is
fairly straightforward to check that these parameters are feasible for the subproblem. Furthermore, as the objective function is continuous, the objective
value approaches that of the original problem as ǫ → 0.
Case-II (G = I): Consider any feasible set of parameters Ĝ and T̂ for
the optimization problem given by (5.11). Let ǫ be an arbitrary real number
such that 0 < ǫ < 1. Let T = Ĝ† T̂ and Σ = (ǫI + Ĝ† Ĝ)−1 . Again, it is
fairly straightforward to check that these parameters are feasible for the subproblem, and the objective value approaches that of the original problem as
ǫ → 0.
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Next, we compare this outer bound expression with other techniques in
literature. It is fairly simple to see that this bound incorporates receiver cooperation as a special case. In particular, by choosing the genie-MAC channel
matrix G to be the same as the channel gains in the original IFC, the receiver
cooperative bound can be obtained. A multiple-access type outer bound as
studied in [19, 103] is also a special case of this bound. A conventional MACtype bound corresponds to the case when S is a set of the form {i, j}. It is
perhaps not as straightforward to see that this is, in fact, a genie-aided outer
bound. If we were to choose a subset of the rows of the matrix G to match
those in the original interference channel definition, then the remaining rows of
G along with XS c represent a “vector genie” provided to enable all messages
to be decoded in the system. This bound does not capture all genie-aided
bounds in the two-user setting.
Although it captures many existing bounding techniques for the interference channel, the optimization problem in (5.11) does not necessarily lend
itself to a straightforward solution. Furthermore, to evaluate the bound on
the sum of a set of rates, we need to consider all possible orderings of tuples
S resulting from this set. In the next section, we show that analyzing this
bound is indeed tractable in the case of degraded Gaussian K-user IFCs and
yields closed-form expressions for sum-capacity. However, this analysis does
not follow from standard convex optimization techniques. Instead, we provide
a novel construction-based proof.
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5.4

Sum Capacity of Degraded Gaussian IFCs
In this section, we determine the sum-capacity of a class of Gaussian

K-user interference channels called the degraded IFCs. This class of channels
is interesting for multiple reasons: (i ) It does not belong to known classes
including “weak” and “strong” interference channels. (ii ) It corresponds to
a case where users see highly dependent signals, which may very well be the
case in certain wireless or wired network settings.
For a stochastically degraded discrete memoryless IFC, there exist probability mass functions qi (yi |yi−1) for 2 ≤ j ≤ n such that:
p(yj |xn1 ) = p(y1 |xn1 )

n
Y
i=2

qi (yi |yi−1),

for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n. This definition extends naturally to the class of degraded
Gaussian IFCs as well. In essence, there is an ordering among receivers, with
Receiver 1 observing the “least corrupted” signal and Receiver K observing
the “most degraded”. It is easy to see that this implies that all degraded
Gaussian IFC channel matrices can be expressed as H = ab† , where a =
[a1 a2 . . . aK ]T and b = [b1 b2 . . . bK ]T . Without loss of generality, we assume
a21 ≤ a22 ≤ . . . ≤ a2K , and P = N = 1. Note that in this ordering Receiver 1 is
“most degraded”.
5.4.1

Achievability
We utilize a successive interference cancellation scheme for achievabil-

ity. Each transmitter uses Gaussian codewords to encode its message. The
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i-th receiver decodes the messages from transmitters 1, 2, . . . , i in this order.
Since i-th receiver has a (statistically) better received signal than receivers
1, 2, . . . , i − 1, the message at i-th transmitter can be encoded at rate


2 2
1
ab

Ri = log 1 + P i i 
(5.12)
K
2
2
2
a
b +1
i

j=i+1 j

such that all receivers i, i + 1, . . . , K can decode it with decaying probability of
error. Since this is a well-known technique, we do not provide further details.
From (5.12), the achievable sum-rate using this SIC scheme can be expressed
as
K
X
i=1

Ri

P


K
2
2
a
+
1
b
i
j=i j
1
,

log  P
=
K
2 i=1
2
2
ai
j=i+1 bj + 1

 
 QK  PK
2
2
+
1
a
b
i
j=i j
i=1
1
P

 ,
log  Q 
=
K
K
2
2
2
i=1 ai−1
j=i bj + 1
P


K
2
2
2
K
(ai − ai−1 )
j=i bj
1X
,
P

log 1 +
=
K
2 i=1
2
2
a
b +1
K
X



i−1

(5.13)

j=i j

where a0 = 0 is introduced for notational convenience.
5.4.2

Outer Bound
The non-trivial step is to obtain a matching outer bound on sum-rate.

We apply the general technique developed in Section 5.3 to obtain the outer
bound. As discussed before, it is very hard to evaluate these bounds (especially
in closed-form) for general IFCs, but the degraded structure of the channel can
be exploited as shown next.
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Consider the optimization problem given by (5.11) for the tuple S =
(1, 2, . . . , K). Solving this is equivalent to showing the existence of feasible
G and T that evaluates to the RHS of (5.13). Now, consider the following
construction for G and T. Given any i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ K, let
ci =

q

a2i − a2i−1 ,

(5.14)

and c = [c1 c2 . . . cK ]T . We use the following iterative construction to obtain
a upper-triangular matrix T (lower-triangular T† ):
ti =

ai−1
ci
ti−1 + ei ,
ai
ai

∀i,

(5.15)

where t0 = 0 and ei is the unit-vector along i-th dimension. The entry corresponding to the i-th row and j-th column of G is chosen as
gi,j = ci bj di,j ,

∀i, j,

(5.16)

where di,j parameters are introduced here for the first time. We fix di,j = 1
for any i ≤ j. The choice of remaining parameters (di,j for i > j) are discussed
later. Irrespective of these remaining parameters, the above construction has
the following property.
Lemma 5.5. Consider any G and T given above. Then, it belongs to the
feasible set corresponding to the optimization problem given by (5.11), i.e.,
upper
T† G
= (H)upper ,

t†i ti ≤ 1,
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∀1 ≤ i ≤ K.

Proof. First, for all i, we show that t†i ti = 1 by induction. Since t1 = e1 , we
have t†1 t1 = 1. By construction, we have t†i−1 ei = 0. Suppose that t†i−1 ti−1 = 1
for some i. Then, from (5.15) and (5.14), we have
a2i−1 †
c2i
t
t
+
,
i−1
a2i i−1
a2i
a2i−1 a2i − a2i−1
+
,
=
a2i
a2i

t†i ti =

= 1.

(5.17)

Next, for all i, we show that t†i c = ai by induction. Since t1 = e1 , we
have t†1 c = a1 . Suppose that t†i−1 c = ai−1 for some i. Then, from (5.15) and
(5.14), we have
ai−1 †
ci
ti−1 c + ci ,
ai
ai
2
2
a
a − a2i−1
= i−1 + i
,
ai
ai

t†i c =

= ai .

(5.18)

Last, for all i ≤ j, using lower-triangular property of T† and (5.18), we
show that the (i, j)-th entry of T† G is equal to hi,j :
(T† G)i,j = t†i bj [d1,j c1 d2,j c2 . . . dK,j cK ]T ,
= t†i [c1 c2 . . . cK ]T bj ,
= ai bj ,

∀i ≤ j.

With (5.17) and (5.19), the proof is complete.
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∀i ≤ j,
(5.19)

Next, we show that parameters di,j (for i > j) exist such that (5.11)
evaluates to RHS of (5.13). For this, we consider a lower-triangular matrix V
with unit diagonal entries. Let (i, j)-th entry of V be denoted by vi,j . Define
F = I + GG† . Therefore, from (5.16), the (i, j)-th entry of VF is
!!
i
K
X
X
(VF)i,j =
vi,m δm,j +
gm,n gj,n
,
=

m=1
i
X

vi,m δm,j + cj

n=1
K
X

b2n dj,n

n=1

m=1

i
X

vi,m cm dm,n

m=1

!!

. (5.20)

Now, suppose that, for all i ≥ 2 and n ≤ i − 1, the parameters are such
that
i
X

vi,m cm dm,n = 0,

m=1

∀i ≥ 2, n ≤ i − 1.

(5.21)

Then, for all i and j ≤ i, substituting (5.21) and di,j = 1 for any i ≤ j in
(5.20) , we obtain
(VF)i,j = vi,j + cj

K
X
n=i

b2n

i
X

m=1

vi,m cm

!!

, ∀i, j ≤ i.

(5.22)

For the set of values given by
vi,j

P
2
−ci cj K
n=i bn 
 P
, ∀j < i,
= P
K
i−1
2 +1
2
b
c
n=i n
m=1 m

(5.23)

from (5.22), we have (VF)i,j = 0 for all j < i (i.e., VF is upper-triangular)
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and
(VF)i,i = 1 + ci

K
X

b2n

n=i

= 1 + P
i−1

c2i

i−1
X

m=1
P
K

2
m=1 cm

vi,m cm + ci

2
n=i bn
 P
K



2
n=i bn



P

K
2
(a2i − a2i−1 )
b
j=i j
P

= 1+
,
K
2
a2i−1
b
+
1
j=i j

!!

,

,
+1
∀i.

(5.24)

Substituting (5.23) in (5.21), we obtain
 P


 Pn
Pi−1
K
2
2
2
−
c
+
c
d
b
m=1 m
m=n+1 m m,n
j=i j
 P
P

+ di,n  = 0,
ci 
K
i−1
2
2
j=i bj + 1
m=1 cm

(5.25)

for all i ≥ 2 and n ≤ i − 1. For any given n, it is clear that we can choose di,n

for all i > n, such that (5.25) is satisfied for all i > n. This directly follows
form the fact these are linear equations in di,n with same number of variables
as equations. Therefore, we have a construction that satisfies the assumption
in (5.21). For understanding the structure of the genie-MAC channel matrix
G given by (5.16), it is useful to evaluate di,n that satisfies (5.25). From (5.16),
we can express di,n for i > n as follows: for all 1 ≤ n ≤ K
P

Pn
K
2
2
( m=1 cm )
j=i bj
P

,
dn+1,n = P
K
2
b
( nm=1 c2m )
+
1
j=i j
P
 P

P
n
i−1
K
2
2
2
c
+
c
d
b
m=1 m
m=n+1 m m,n
j=i j
P
 P

di,n =
,
i−1
K
2
2
c
b
+
1
m=1 m
j=i j

∀i > n + 1.

Now, for the above construction, VF is upper-triangular and |V| = 1.
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Therefore, from (5.24), we have
1
1
log |I + GG† | =
log |F|
2
2
1
log |VF|
=
2
K
Y
1
=
log (VF)i,i ,
2
i=1
P


K
2
2
2
K
(ai − ai−1 )
j=i bj
1X
,
P

=
log 1 +
K
2 i=1
2
2
a
b +1
i−1

j=i j

which exactly matches the achievable sum-rate in (5.13).
5.4.3

Sum Capacity
The above analysis establishes the sum-capacity of the class of degraded

Gaussian K-user IFCs. We summarize this result in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6. Consider any degraded Gaussian K-user interference channel
with H = ab† , where a = [a1 a2 . . . aK ]T and b = [b1 b2 . . . bK ]T . Let
a21 ≤ a22 ≤ . . . ≤ a2K and a0 = 0. Then, the sum-capacity of this channel is
given by
p
IC

CΣ



P/NH =

1
2

K
X
i=1



P
K




−
P
.
P

log 1 +
K
2
2
ai−1
j=i bj P + N
(a2i

a2i−1 )

2
j=i bj

Remark 5.1. This class of channels have degree of freedom equal to 1. The
degree of freedom can be obtained in a straightforward manner as the K-th
receiver can decode messages from all transmitters. However, this approach
does not give the required tight outer bound on sum-rate.
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5.5

MIMO Unit-Rank Interference Channels
In this section, we extend the sum-capacity results to MIMO unit-rank

interference channels, which are sometimes referred to as keyhole channels as
mentioned in the introduction. Consider a MIMO unit-rank Gaussian IFC
described by
Yi,n [t] = ai,n

K
X
j=1




Mj
X

m=1



bj,m Xj,m [t] + Zi,n [t],

(5.26)

for all 1 ≤ n ≤ Ni , 1 ≤ i ≤ K. Here, Ni is the number of antennas at i-th
receiver and Mj is the number of antennas at j-th transmitter. The power
constraint at the j-th transmitter is E[kXj k2 ] ≤ P, and the zero-mean i.i.d.
Gaussian noise at all receivers have covariance NI.
The following theorem establishes an equivalence to the SISO scenario.
Theorem 5.7. The capacity region of the MIMO unit-rank Gaussian IFC in
(5.26) is identical to the capacity region of the SISO degraded Gaussian IFC
described by
Ŷi [t] = kai k

K
X
j=1

kbj kX̂j [t] + Ẑi [t],

∀1 ≤ i ≤ K.

(5.27)

Proof. First, we prove the relatively straightforward result that the capacity
region of the SISO Gaussian IFC is a subset of the capacity region of the MIMO
Gaussian IFC. Consider the following transformation at the transmitters of the
MIMO Gaussian IFC:
X̃j,m[t] =

bj,m
X̂j [t].
kbj k
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(5.28)

This transformation in (5.28) satisfies the power constraints for the MIMO
Gaussian IFC due to the following:
Mj
X

2
X̃j,m
[t]

m=1

Mj
X
b2j,m 2
=
X̂ [t],
2 j
kb
k
j
m=1

= X̂j2 [t].

(5.29)

Next, consider the following transformation at the receivers of the MIMO
Gaussian IFC:
Ni
X
ai,n
Ỹi [t] =
Yi,n [t],
ka
k
j
n=1

= kai k

K
X
j=1

kbj kX̂j [t] +

Ni
X
ai,n
Zi,n [t].
ka
k
j
n=1

(5.30)

Since the additive noise in (5.30) is N(0, N) and transmitter power constraint
is clearly satisfied due to (5.29), the above transformations show that the
capacity region of the SISO Gaussian IFC is a subset of the capacity region of
the MIMO Gaussian IFC.
Next, we prove that the capacity region of the MIMO Gaussian IFC
is a subset of the capacity region of the SISO Gaussian IFC. Consider the
following transformation at the transmitters of the SISO Gaussian IFC:
Mj
X
bj,m
X̃j [t] =
Xj,m[t].
kbj k
m=1
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Using CauchySchwarz inequality, we obtain
P
2
Mj
b
X
[t]
m=1 j,m j,m
X̃j2 [t] =
,
kbj k2
P
 P

Mj
Mj
2
2
m=1 bj,m
m=1 Xj,m [t]
.
≤
kbj k2
=

Mj
X

2
Xj,m
[t].

m=1

Therefore, this transformation satisfies the power constraints for the SISO
Gaussian IFC. Next, consider the following transformation at the receivers of
the SISO Gaussian IFC:
Ỹi,n [t] =

ai,n
Ŷi [t] + Wi,n ,
kaj k

(5.31)

where (Wi,1 , Wi,2 , . . . , Wi,Ni ) is N(0, Σi ) (and independent of all other random
variables). These received signals are statistically identical to the received
signals of MIMO Gaussian IFC if
Σi = I −

ai a†i
kai k2

(5.32)

and these are positive semi-definite matrices. The following shows that these
are positive semi-definte matrices:
x† ai a†i x
x Σi x = x x −
kai k2


†
†
tr xx ai ai
= x† x −
kai k2

 
tr xx† tr ai a†i
≥ x† x −
kai k2
†

†

= 0.
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(5.33)

Thus, the above transformations show that the capacity region of the MIMO
Gaussian IFC is a subset of the capacity region of the SISO Gaussian IFC.
This completes the proof.
This immediately leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 5.8. The sum-capacity of the MIMO unit-rank interference channel
described in (5.26) is given by
1
2

K
X
i=1

P
 
K
2
(kai k2 − kai−1 k2 )
P
kb
k
j
j=i
.

P
log 1 +
K
2
2
P +N
kai−1 k
j=i kbj k


Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7.
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Chapter 6
Robust Weighted-Sum Rate Maximization in
Multiple Antenna Interference Networks

6.1

Introduction
Limited progress1 has been made in obtaining the capacity region of K-

user Gaussian interference channels (GIFC) whereas significant advances have
been made in understanding degrees-of-freedom 2 of these channels. In [18, 47],
the degrees-of-freedom (DoF) optimality of interference alignment for timevarying or frequency-selective SISO and MIMO channels. With limited number of dimensions (time or frequency) and/or finite power levels, in general, interference alignment is not capacity-region optimal. Even for two-user GIFCs,
it is well known that more involved schemes like Han-Kobayashi scheme are
required to be within one-bit of the capacity region [41]. However, these DoF
results strongly motivate achievable schemes with linear transmit precoding,
linear receive filtering and point-to-point coding. Additionally, such achievable
schemes are greatly motivated from an implementation perspective in cellular
standards such as LTE-A - CoMP: Coordinated Multi-Point TX/RX [1] and
1

We refer readers to Chapter 5 for details.
Degrees-of-freedom is the pre-log factor in sum rate asymptotically as per-user power is
increased to infinity.
2
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802.16m - Multi-BS MIMO [6]. Further, these standards motivate the need to
develop distributed schemes based on limited (imperfect) channel state information (CSI) at the transmitters.
While focusing on linear schemes, the resulting robust transmit precoder designs can be formulated as optimization problems in a straightforward
manner. Solutions to such optimization problems have been widely studied
in the context of MIMO broadcast channels [75, 127] and MISO interference
networks [118], and have proved to be of immediate applicability in practice.
However, there is very limited work on MIMO interference networks under
channel uncertainty. Majority of existing literature on MIMO interference
networks focuses on sum-rate or MMSE objectives in the presence of perfect
CSI [45, 98, 100]. There has been recent work on weighted-sum rate objective
in [105] and rank minimization approach in [97], however, all these results are
limited to perfect CSI.
While dealing with interference networks, the optimization problems
are known to be hard. In particular, the weighted sum rate optimization
problem even in the SISO interference channel with perfect CSI was shown to
be NP hard in [82]. Thus, globally optimal precoder design for the weighted
sum rate metric over MIMO GIFCs cannot be determined efficiently and hence
sub-optimal algorithms must be employed. However, instead of resorting to adhoc algorithms, a systematic approach that provides partial guarantees is that
of formulating sub-problems that can be solved optimally, either in closed-form
or through standard convex optimization formulations such as SDP or MAX136

DET [16,122]. This approach leads to iterative algorithms that are guaranteed
to converge. Applying this approach is highly non-trivial and requires careful
utilization of the structure present in the optimization problems.
6.1.1

Our Contributions
We consider weighted-sum rate and max-min rate objectives, and two

decoding schemes: single-stream decoding and single-user decoding. Under
channel uncertainty, we consider bounded-error models for quantization and
robust counterparts of the objectives. Our main contributions are the following:
• We derive precoder design algorithms using a provably convergent iterative approach for all these scenarios.
• We extend the genie-MAC formulation in Chapter 5 to obtain outer
bounds under channel uncertainty. We develop computable bounds using
an alternating optimization approach.
6.1.2

Organization
In Section 6.2, we present the system model. In Section 6.3, we provide

relevant known results. In Section 6.4, we describe the robust weighted-sum
rate problem and our results for single-stream decoding. We extend these
results to single-user decoding in Section 6.5 and to robust max-min rate objective in Section 6.6. In Section 6.7, we provide our results on genie-MAC
outer bounds. Finally, in Section 6.8, we present numerical results.
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6.2

System Model
We consider K-user MIMO Gaussian interference channels consisting

of K transmitter-receiver pairs, labeled 1, 2, . . . , K. The j-th transmitter has
Mj antennas and the i-th receiver has Ni antennas.3 Each transmitter has
independent messages for the corresponding receiver. We assume a discretetime channel model as described next. At time t, t ∈ Z+ , the input-output
relations that describe the interference channel are:
yi [t] =

K
X

Hi,j xj [t] + zi [t],

(6.1)

j=1

where xj [t] ∈ CMj ×1 is the signal transmitted by the j-th transmitter, Hi,j ∈
CNi ×Mj is the constant channel matrix from j-th transmitter to i-th receiver,
zi [t] ∈ CNi ×1 is the additive complex Gaussian CN(0, σ 2 I) noise at i-th receiver, and yi [t] ∈ CNi ×1 is the signal received at the i-th receiver. For simplicity, we suppress the time index t henceforth. The power constraint at every
transmitter is E[kxj k2 ] ≤ P, ∀j.

6.3

Preliminaries

Lemma 6.1 (Shur Complement Lemma). Let A, B and C be given matrices,
and X be the symmetric matrix given by
X=



A B
B† C

3



.

Note that these antennas can model time/frequency selective channels by appropriately
choosing block-diagonal channel matrices.
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If A is positive definite, then X is positive semidefinite if and only if
C − B† A−1 B  0.
The following lemma with important consequences in robust optimization has been proved in [37].
Lemma 6.2. Let A, B and C be given matrices, with A = A† . Then, the
relation
A  B† DC + C† D† B, ∀D : kDk2 ≤ ǫ
is valid, if and only if
∃λ ≥ 0,



A − λC† C −ǫB†
−ǫB
λI



 0.

The following is a useful lemma from [28] that allows us to introduce
auxiliary variables to obtain optimally solvable sub-problems.
Lemma 6.3. Consider the function f (s) = −es+log s+1 for any given e > 0.
Then,
 
1
max f (s) = log
,
s∈R+
e
with the optimum value sopt = 1/e.
A matrix version of the above lemma is as follows:
Lemma 6.4. Let d be any integer and E ∈ Cd×d be any matrix such that
E ≻ 0 and |E| ≤ 1. Consider the function f (S) = − tr(SE) + log |S| + d.
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Then,
max

S∈Cd×d ,

S≻0

f (S) = log |E−1 |,

with the optimum value Sopt = E−1 .
This lemma is obtained via Fenchel conjugate arguments [15].

6.4

Robust Weighted-Sum Rate Maximization
We focus on a simple communication scheme that uses linear transmit

precoders and linear receive filters so that i-th transmitter-receiver pair can
transmit and receive di streams, which are encoded and decoded independently
using point-to-point schemes. We denote the independently encoded symbols
at j-th transmitter by x̂j ∈ Cdj ×1 , the precoder at j-th transmitter by Vj ∈
CMj ×dj , and the filter at i-th receiver by Gi ∈ CNi ×di . Now, using (6.1), the
output of the i-th receiver filter can be expressed as
ŷi =

K
X

G†i Hi,j Vj x̂j + G†i zi .

(6.2)

j=1

From (6.2), the received signal corresponding to the l-th stream is given by
ŷi,l =

dj
K X
X

†
†
gi,l
Hi,j vj,k x̂j,k + gi,l
zi .

(6.3)

j=1 k=1

Now, the achievable rate corresponding to this stream can be expressed as
!
†
|gi,l
Hi,i vi,l |2
Ri,l = max log 1 + P
.
(6.4)
†
2
2
2
gi,l
(j,k)6=(i,l) |gi,l Hi,j vj,k | + σ kgi,l k
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The first problem of interest is the precoder design that maximizes the
weighted sum-rate, which can be formulated as
max
{Vj }

s.t.

di
K X
X

wi Ri,l

i=1 l=1
kVj k2F ≤

(6.5)

P, ∀j,

where wi ∈ R+ are given weights.
Remark 6.1. The motivation behind considering weighted-sum rate is that
network resource allocation is often performed by adapting these weights over
time (at a larger time-scale). From a physical-layer perspective, these weights
can be considered as given constants.
Given the presence of channel uncertainty at the transmitters in practice, a more relevant and difficult problem of interest is a robust counterpart
of (6.5) in the presence of bounded channel errors, which is explained next.
We assume that every channel matrix can be expressed as
Hi,j = Ĥi,j + ∆i,j ,

(6.6)

where Ĥi,j is the channel estimate known to the transmitters, and ∆i,j is the
unknown error with k∆i,j kF ≤ ǫi,j for some given ǫi,j ≥ 0. A natural worst-case
formulation of the optimization problem in (6.5) under channel uncertainty in
(6.6) is the following:
max

min

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P } {∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j }
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di
K X
X
i=1 l=1

wi Ri,l .

(6.7)

Remark 6.2. Here, we focus on the regime where quantization errors dominate the channel estimation errors. In this regime, the above formulation is
appropriate. For channel estimation errors, this formulation can be applied by
choosing the radii of error balls based on “allowable outages”. However, we do
not provide any details on this.
Next, we proceed to obtain iterative algorithms for these two problems
of interest.
6.4.1

Single-Stream Decoding with Perfect CSI
We start with the well-known relation between the achievable rate Ri,l

and the mean-square-error (MSE) with optimal receive filter. The MSE ei,l
for the stream given in (6.3) is given by
2

†
Hi,i vi,l − 1 +
ei,l = gi,l

X

†
gi,l
Hi,j vj,k

(j,k)6=(i,l)

2

+ σ 2 kgi,l k2 .

(6.8)

We denote the corresponding MSE with optimal receive filter by êi,l . The
following lemma states the well-known relation.
Lemma 6.5. The achievable rate Ri,l in (6.4) and the MSE in (6.8) with
optimal receive filter denoted by êi,l have a one-to-one correspondence given by

Ri,l = log



1
êi,l



, ∀i, l.

(6.9)

Next, in (6.5), first using Lemma 6.5 and then applying Lemma 6.3
with slack variables s = {si,l }, we can reformulate the optimization problem
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in (6.5) as follows:
max

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P },
s,{Gi }

di
K X
X

wi (−ei,l si,l + log si,l + 1),

(6.10)

i=1 l=1

where ei,l is the mean-square-error given by (6.8). This formulation has a
weighted MSE minimization sub-problem that makes it more tractable.
Next, we show that the sub-problem in receive filters and slack variables
can be solved optimally in closed-form.
Lemma 6.6. Consider the sub-problem in (6.10) for any given {Vj }, ∀j.
Then, the optimal receive filters are given by
opt
gi,l

=

K
X

Hi,j Vj Vj†H†i,j

+ σ2 I

j=1

!−1

Hi,i vi,l , ∀i, l,

(6.11)

which can be readily expressed in matrix form as
Gopt
=
i

K
X

Hi,j Vj Vj† H†i,j + σ 2 I

j=1

!−1

Hi,i Vi , ∀i.

(6.12)

Furthermore, the optimal s is given by
sopt
i,l =

1
, ∀i, l,
ei,l

(6.13)

where ei,l is obtained by substituting (6.11) in (6.8).
Proof. The proof follows directly from standard results on optimal MSE receive
filter [72] and Lemma 6.3.
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Now, for any given s and {Gi }, the sub-problem of interest to solve
(6.10) is the following minimum weighted MSE problem:
min

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P }

di
K X
X

αi,l ei,l ,

(6.14)

i=1 l=1

where αi,l = wi si,l . Substituting (6.8) in (6.14), the optimization problem in
(6.14) becomes
min2

{Vj :kVj kF ≤P }

di
K X
X
i=1 l=1

†
αi,l |gi,l
Hi,i vi,l − 1|2 +

!

X

(j,k)6=(i,l)

†
|gi,l
Hi,j vj,k |2

+σ 2 kgi,l k2 .

(6.15)

Let Ai = diag{αi,1 , . . . , αi,di }. Then, the problem in (6.15) can be expressed
in matrix form as
min2

{Vj :kVj kF ≤P }

K
X
i=1

1

1

Ai2 G†i Hi,i Vi − Ai2
1

+σ 2 Ai2 G†i

2
F

!

2
F

+

X

1

Ai2 G†i Hi,j Vj

j6=i

.

2
F

(6.16)

Next, we show that this problem can be solved optimally in closed-form
except for a scalar variable. Additionally, this scalar variable can be obtained
efficiently using a bi-section search.
Lemma 6.7. Consider the optimization problem in (6.16) for any given s and
{Gi }, ∀i. Then, the optimal transmit precoders are given by

Vjopt =

K
X

H†i,j Gi Ai G†i Hi,j + λj I

i=1
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!−1

H†j,j Gj Aj ,

(6.17)

where each non-negative parameter λj is such that the power constraint
Vjopt

2
F

≤P

is satisfied. If λj > 0, then this inequality should be satisfied with equality.
Therefore, a unique λj exists.
Proof. Let
Rj =

K
X

H†i,j Gi Ai G†i Hi,j + λj I.

i=1

The Lagrangian corresponding to this problem can be expressed as
L =

K
X
j=1

1

−1

Rj2 Vj − Rj 2 H†j,j Gj Aj
1

+σ 2 Aj2 G†j

2
F

2
F

−1

− Rj 2 H†j,j Gj Aj

2
F

!

+ λj P .

In fact, it is easier to verify that the above expression simplifies to the Lagrangian. Now, the proof follows from the fact that first term inside summation must be zero and complementary slackness conditions.
The results in Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 6.7 lead to a natural (iterative)
algorithm for weighted-sum rate maximization:
1. Initialize {Vj };
2. Update {Gi }, s based on Lemma 6.6;
3. Update {Vj } based on Lemma 6.7;
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4. Iterate above two steps till convergence or till maximum number of iterations is reached.
Theorem 6.8. The above algorithm is guaranteed to converge.
Proof. The updates in the algorithm result in monotone increase of objective function in (6.10). Since the objective function is bounded above, this
monotonicity guarantees the convergence of this algorithm.
We note that this result extends the one obtained in [28] for the MIMO
broadcast channel under perfect CSI.
6.4.2

Single-Stream Decoding under Channel Uncertainty
In this section, we provide the additional steps required in dealing with

channel uncertainty. By introducing slack variables s = {si,l }, we can reformulate the optimization problem in (6.7) as follows:
max

min

max

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P } {∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j } s,{Gi }

di
K X
X

wi (−ei,l si,l + log si,l + 1). (6.18)

i=1 l=1

The steps used to arrive at this formulation is same as in the previous section,
and hence omitted for brevity. However, this formulation does not directly
lead to a useful algorithm. Therefore, we look at the max-min version of the
inner min-max problem in (6.18) given by
max

min

di
K X
X

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P }, {∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j }
i=1 l=1
s,{Gi }
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wi (−ei,l si,l + log si,l + 1).

(6.19)

This formulation is relevant due to the following two reasons: (i ) It is an
achievable weighted-sum rate; (ii ) In the algorithm, none of the optimization
variables should depend on the perfect channel.
Next, we show that three sub-problems corresponding to the outer maximization in (6.19) can be solved optimally, leading to an iterative algorithm.
Towards showing this, the key step is the derivation of an equivalent problem
for the inner minimization in (6.19), which is given in next lemma.
Lemma 6.9. The inner minimization in (6.19) is equivalent (in terms of
objective) to the following:
max

{τi,j ,λi,j }

K
X

wi

i=1



−

K
X
j=1

τi,j − σ

2

kGi Bi k2F

+ 2 log |Bi | + di


τi,j − λi,j
c†i,j
0

ci,j
I
−ǫi,j Ci,j   0, ∀i, j,
†
0
−ǫi,j Ci,j
λi,j I
λi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j.

s.t.

!

(6.20)

Proof. For this derivation, we introduce the following notation:
√
√
Bi = diag{ si,1 , . . . , si,di },
the MSE matrix defined as
i
h
Ei = E (ŷi − x̂j ) (ŷi − x̂j )† ,


† X
G†i Hi,j Vj Vj† H†i,j Gi
= G†i Hi,i Vi − I G†i Hi,i Vi − I +
j6=i

+σ

2

G†i Gi ,
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and
Ti,j =



G†i Hi,j Vj

− δi,j I



G†i Hi,j Vj

− δi,j I

†

.

Now, using the above notation, the inner minimization in (6.19) can be expressed in matrix form:
min

{∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j }

K
X
i=1





wi − tr Ei Bi B†i + 2 log |Bi | + di .

(6.21)

Due to separation of variables, we can focus on the following optimization
problems: for all i and j
min

∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j

− tr



Ti,j Bi B†i



.

(6.22)

For each i and j, by introducing a slack variable τi,j , we obtain the following
problem with same optimal value as (6.22):
maxτi,j −τi,j
 


B†i G†i Ĥi,j + ∆i,j Vj − δi,j I
s.t.

∀ ∆i,j : k∆i,j kF ≤ ǫi,j .

(6.23)
2
F

To proceed further, we introduce the following notation:
ci,j
Ci,j

 

†
†
= vec Bi Gi Ĥi,j Vj − δi,j I ,


= Vj† ⊗ B†i G†i ,

di,j = vec (∆i,j ) .

Here, ⊗ denotes Kronecker product. Now, using the fact
vec(ABC) = (C† ⊗ A) vec(B),
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≤ τi,j ,
(6.24)

we can express (6.24) as

kci,j + Ci,j di,j k22 ≤ τi,j , ∀ di,j : kdi,j k2 ≤ ǫi,j .

Using Schur complement lemma (Lemma 6.1), (6.25) is equivalent to

 


0
d†i,j C†i,j
τi,j c†i,j
 0, ∀ di,j : kdi,j k2 ≤ ǫi,j .
+
Ci,j di,j
0
ci,j I

Now, applying Lemma 6.2, (6.26) is equivalent to


τi,j − λi,j
c†i,j
0
ci,j
I
−ǫi,j Ci,j   0.
∃λi,j ≥ 0, 
†
0
−ǫi,j Ci,j
λi,j I

(6.25)

(6.26)

(6.27)

This completes the proof.

Next, we show that when each set of the variables {Bi }, {Gi } and {Vj }
can be solved optimally while the remaining two sets are fixed. From Lemma
6.9, the optimization problem in (6.19) can be expressed as
max

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P },
{Bi },{Gi }

max

{τi,j ,λi,j }

K
X
i=1

wi

−

K
X
j=1

τi,j − σ 2 kGi Bi k2F

+2 log |Bi | + di
s.t.



!

(6.28)


τi,j − λi,j
c†i,j
0

ci,j
I
−ǫi,j Ci,j   0, ∀i, j,
†
0
−ǫi,j Ci,j
λi,j I
λi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j.

Now, note that the constraints of (6.28) are linear matrix inequalities in each
set of variables while others two sets are fixed. This immediately leads to the
following results.
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Lemma 6.10. Consider the sub-problem in (6.28) for any given {Vj } and
{Gi }. Then, the optimization for each i separates, and each Bi can be solved
efficiently by solving the resulting MAX-DET in (6.28) along with the constraint that Bi is diagonal.
Lemma 6.11. Consider the sub-problem in (6.28) for any given {Vj } and
{Bi }. Then, the optimization for each i separates, and each Gi can be solved
efficiently by solving the resulting SDP in (6.28). Similarly, consider the subproblem in (6.28) for any given {Bi } and {Gi }. Then, the optimization for
each j separates, and Vj can be solved efficiently by solving the resulting SDP.
The above results lead to an iterative algorithm for obtaining transmit
precoders, with the following guarantee.
Theorem 6.12. This iterative algorithm is monotone in the objective function
in (6.28).
We remark that it often difficult to provide a monotone algorithm for
a max-min optimization problem such as (6.19). As a consequence of this
monotonicity property, this algorithm is provably convergent.

6.5

Precoder Design with Single-User Decoding
In this section, we focus on the communication scheme that uses single-

user decoding. Since there are many similarities with the previous section, we
just describe the additional steps. With single-user decoding, the interference
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from other transmitters are treated as noise. We denote the effective transmit
symbols at j-th transmitter by x̂j ∈ Cdj ×1 and the precoder at j-th transmitter
by Vj ∈ CMj ×dj . Then, the received signal at the i-th receiver is given by
yi =

K
X

Hi,j Vj x̂j + zi .

(6.29)

j=1

Now, using single-user decoding, the rate achievable by this receiver is
Ri = log I + Vi† H†i,i

X

Hi,j Vj Vj† H†i,j + σ 2 I

j6=i

!−1

Hi,i Vi .

(6.30)

We consider the problem of obtaining the linear transmit precoders
that maximize the weighted sum-rate, which can be formally stated as:
max
{Vj }

s.t.

K
X

wi Ri

(6.31)

i=1

kVj k2F ≤ P, ∀j,

where wi ∈ R+ are given weights and Ri in (6.31) is given by (6.30). Furthermore, we consider a robust counterpart of this problem in the presence of
bounded channel errors:
max

min

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P } {∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j }

K
X

wi Ri .

(6.32)

i=1

Recall that the MSE matrix of the received signal in (6.29) with receive
filter Gi ∈ CNi ×di is defined as



† 
†
†
Ei = E Gi yi − x̂j Gi yi − x̂j
.
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(6.33)

Let Ĝi denote the optimal receive filter, i.e.,
Ĝi = arg min tr(Ei ),
Gi

(6.34)

and let Êi be the MSE matrix with the receive filter in (6.34) substituted in
(6.33). For given transmit precoders, the optimal receive filters are same as in
the previous section and is given by (6.12). Note that the optimal filter does
not change even if the objective is changed to tr(SEi ) for any given S ≻ 0.
Next, we provide a lemma that relates the determinant of optimal MSE
matrix to the achievable rate.
Lemma 6.13. The achievable rate Ri in (6.30) and the MSE matrix with
optimal receive filters Êi are related as follows:
, ∀i.
Ri = log Ê−1
i

(6.35)

Now, using Lemma 6.13 and applying Lemma 6.4 with (matrix) slack
variables Si ∈ Cdi ×di , we reformulate the optimization problem in (6.31) as
follows:
max

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P },
{Gi },{Si }

K
X
i=1

wi (− tr(Si Ei ) + log |Si | + di ) .

(6.36)

With the formulation in (6.36), we can apply the results in the previous
section. For any given {Vj }, the optimal {Gi } and {Si } are given by (6.12)
and Si = E−1
i , respectively. For any given {Gi } and {Si }, optimal Vj is
given by (6.17) with Ai replaced by wi Si . Now, it is straightforward to obtain
provably convergent iterative algorithms for obtaining the transmit precoder
with perfect CSI and under channel uncertainty.
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6.6

Robust Max-Min Rate Objective
So far, we dealt with the objective of weighted-sum rate. This objec-

tive is particularly applicable when a higher-level scheduler ensures long-term
fairness (or, in general, any network optimization) by adapting the weights assigned to users with time. However, in certain scenarios, we prefer short-term
fairness. An objective that captures short-term fairness is the max-min rate,4
which implies maximization of the minimum achievable rate in the system.
Note that neither of the objectives (weighted-sum or max-min) include the
other as special case.
Motivated from short-term fairness, next, we study the precoder design
problem that arise in this context. Consider single-user decoding that leads
to the set of achievable rates {Ri } in (6.30). A natural robust precoder design
problem in the presence of bounded errors is:
max

min

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P } {∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j }

min Ri .
i

(6.37)

For this problem, finding the optimal solution does not seem tractable.5 Therefore, we apply the same methodology as before - solve sub-problems optimally
to obtain an iterative algorithm.
We follow the same steps as in the previous section to arrive at the
4

The results will immediately generalize to max-min weighted-rate, which can be used
to incorporate transmitter/receiver priorities.
5
Note that this problem is tractable in the MISO setting.
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following equivalent problem:
max

min

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P } {∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j }

min max (− tr(Si Ei ) + log |Si | + di ) . (6.38)
i

{Gi },{Si }

Next, to keep the problem tractable, we consider an achievable lower bound
obtained by switching min-max to max-min:
min

max

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P }, {∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j }
{Gi },{Si }

min (− tr(Si Ei ) + log |Si | + di ) .
i

(6.39)

Now, by introducing a slack variable β and following the steps in Section 6.4.2,
we can reformulate the problem in (6.39) as
max

{Vj :kVj k2F ≤P },
{Gi },{Bi }

max

β

s.t.

−

{τi,j ,λi,j ,β}



(6.40)
K
X
j=1

τi,j − σ 2 kGi Bi k2F + 2 log |Bi | + di ≥ β, ∀i,


τi,j − λi,j
c†i,j
0

ci,j
I
−ǫi,j Ci,j   0, ∀i, j,
†
0
−ǫi,j Ci,j
λi,j I
λi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j.
For the outer maximization in (6.39), individual maximizations in each
set of variables can be solved optimally while the other two set of variables
are fixed. Particularly, for the individual maximization in {Bi }, the problems
separate into K MAX-DETs (same as in Section 6.4.2). Note that the variable β does not have any explicit role as the problems separate. Similarly, the
optimization in {Gi } also separates into K SDPs (same as in Section 6.4.2).
However, the difference is the optimization in the precoder variables. For this
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optimization in {Vi }, we need to solve one joint SDP that results from (6.39)
while {Bi } and {Gi } are fixed. Thus, the above-mentioned three optimizations provide an iterative algorithm for robust precoder design under max-min
objective, which is guaranteed to converge.

6.7

Genie-MAC Outer Bound
An optimization framework based on genie-MACs for obtaining outer

bounds for K-user SISO GIFCs is given in Section 5.3. Even though the optimization framework is for general GIFCs, its evaluation for MIMO GIFCs has
not been addressed so far. Next, we generalize the genie-MAC outer bounding
technique to incorporate channel uncertainty using notions of compound-MAC
capacity and then obtain computable outer bounds using an alternating optimization approach, where each of the sub-problems are formulated as convex
MAX-DET problems. Interestingly, this is one of the first approaches to obtain
tighter outer bounds for the GIFC in the presence of channel uncertainty.
6.7.1

Outer Bound on Capacity Region with Perfect CSI
Consider any permutation function π : {1, 2, . . . , K} 7→ {1, 2, . . . , K},

and integers k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ K. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we define


Hπ(1),π(j)


..
Uj = 
,
.
Hπ(j),π(j)
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and introduce variables Lj ∈ C(

Pk

i=j+1

Fj =

Nπ(i) )×Mπ(j)



Uj
Lj



. Let

.

Now, by extending the optimization framework in Section 5.3 to MIMO GIFCs,
P
an outer bound on kj=1 Rπ(j) is given by the following:
min

Σ∈T,{Lj }

max log Σ +
{Sj }

s.t.

k
X
j=1

Fj Sj F†j − log |Σ|

(6.41)

tr (Sj ) ≤ P, ∀j,
Sj  0, ∀j,

where
n
o
T = T|T = [Ti,l ]i,l , Ti,l ∈ CNπ(i) ×Nπ(l) , Ti,i = σ 2 I, Tl,i = T†i,l , ∀i, l, T ≻ 0 .
The inner maximization problem in (6.41) is convex, which is wellstudied in MIMO-MAC literature. As shown in [138], a dual problem can be
derived for this problem whose optimum value matches the primal problem.
Using this dual, the problem in (6.41) can be reformulated as:
min

Σ∈T,{Lj },
Γ,{λj }

s.t.

− log |Γ| − log |Σ| + tr (ΓΣ) +
λj I  F†j ΓFj , ∀j,
Γ ≻ 0.

Now, the following lemmas are immediate.
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k
X
j=1

λj P −

k
X
i=1

Nπ(i) (6.42)

Lemma 6.14. Consider any given Γ ≻ 0. Then, the optimization in (6.42)
over remaining variables, given by
min

− log |Γ| − log |Σ| + tr (ΓΣ) +

s.t.



Σ,{Lj },{λj }

F∗j
−1

λj I
Fj Γ

Σ ∈ T,



k
X
j=1

λj P −

k
X

Nπ(i) (6.43)

i=1

 0, ∀j,

is a MAX-DET problem that can be solved efficiently.
Proof. For any given Γ ≻ 0, by Shur complement lemma, λj I  F†j ΓFj is
equivalent to

Now, the proof follows.



λj I F∗j
Fj Γ−1



 0.

Lemma 6.15. Consider any given Σ ∈ T and {Lj }. Then, the optimization
in (6.42) over remaining variables, given by
min

Γ,{λj }

s.t.

− log |Γ| − log |Σ| + tr (ΓΣ) +
λj I  F∗j ΓFj , ∀j,

k
X
j=1

λj P −

k
X

Nπ(i)

(6.44)

i=1

Γ ≻ 0,
is a MAX-DET problem that can be solved efficiently.
Note that both optimization problems in (6.43) and (6.44) are convex problems. These can be solved using interior-point methods developed
for determinant maximization with linear matrix inequality constraints. The
problems in (6.43) and (6.44) lead to an iterative algorithm that converges.
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6.7.2

Outer Bound on Capacity Region under Channel Uncertainty
Consider any K user MIMO GIFC. Let n denote the number of channel

uses (or the codeword length). For all 1 ≤ j ≤ K, let Rj (n) denote the rate
of the codebook Cj (n) (in bits per channel use) used by j-thtransmitter. Each
Cj (n) satisfies the power constraint at the transmitter. For each n, we refer to
C(n) = (C1 (n), . . . , CK (n)) as a multi-user code.
Now, consider a sequence of multi-user codes {C(n)}∞
n=1 with
lim inf Rj (n) = Rj , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ K.
n

For any given set of channel estimates {Ĥi,j } (available at all transmitters)
and codes {Cj (n)}, let ǫi (n, {∆i,j }) denote the error probability at i-th receiver obtained with some decoding scheme (with perfect CSIR) when the
perturbations are {∆i,j }. Note that the average is over the space of codeword
and noise realizations. Define
ǫi (n) =

sup
{∆i,j }∈∆

ǫi (n, {∆i,j }), ∀i.

Then the rates (R1 , . . . , RK ) are defined to be achievable in the GIFC (under
channel uncertainty) if the given sequence of multi-user codes satisfies
lim sup ǫi (n) = 0, ∀i.

(6.45)

n

Suppose that we are given a sequence of multi-user codes whose corresponding rate-tuple (R1 , . . . , RK ) is achievable in the GIFC (under channel
uncertainty). Now consider the genie-MACs. For simplicity of description,
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we consider those genie-MACs with all transmitters and identity permutation
function. However, the arguments immediately follow for all cases. Let the
channel estimates (available at all transmitters) be {Ĥi,j }. Suppose that we
use the multi-user code {Cj (n)}K
j=1 for some codeword length n. Assume perfect CSI at the MAC receiver which uses SIC in the order 1 ≤ i ≤ K. We
will use the fact that the joint error probability yielded by the SIC receiver
is identical to that yielded by a genie assisted SIC receiver in which the genie
always ensures perfect cancellation. Thus, the joint error probability at the
MAC receiver for any given perturbations {∆i,j } can be bounded as
Pr(En ({∆i,j })) ≤

K
X
i=1

g
Pr(En,i
({∆i,j }))

(6.46)

g
where Pr(En,i
({∆i,j })) is the codeword error probability of the codeword

transmitted by the i-th transmitter obtained at another MAC receiver, say
RXgi , which also uses SIC but for which signals corresponding to transmitters
1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1 are expurgated a-priori. Note that
g
Pr(En,i
({∆i,j })) ≤ ǫi (n, {∆i,j }).

(6.47)

This follows from the fact that even a subset of observations available to receiver RXgi are statistically better than the ones available to the i-th receiver
in the original GIFC. Thus, since K is finite, from (6.47), (6.46) and (6.45),
we have
lim sup

sup

n

{∆i,j }∈∆

Pr(En ({∆i,j })) = 0.
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(6.48)

It can be shown that (6.47) and hence (6.48) is satisfied for a genie MAC with
any noise correlation matrix Σ ≻ 0 : Σi,i = σ 2 I, ∀ i and for arbitrarily fixed
matrices Hi,j ∀ i > j. This observation leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 6.16. (R1 , . . . , RK ) lies in the compound capacity region of a MAC
with perfect CSIR given by
[

Sj ≻0,tr(Sj )≤P, ∀ j

R({Sj }, {Ĥi,j }).

(6.49)

The region R({Sj }, {Ĥi,j }) is given by



 X
X
†
F
S
F
log I + Σ−1
,
∀S
,
r:
rj ≤
inf
π̃,j j π̃,j
π̃
π̃;Lπ̃,j ∈Lπ̃,j ;


j∈S

j∈S

{∆i,j };Σπ̃ ∈Tπ̃

where π̃ : {1, · · · , |S|} → S is a permutation, Lπ̃,j ⊂ C
arbitrarily large albeit compact set,

Ĥπ̃(1),j + ∆π̃(1),j

..

.

Fπ̃,j =  Ĥπ̃(π̃−1 (j)−1),j + ∆π̃(π̃−1 (j)−1),j


Ĥj,j + ∆j,j
Lπ̃,j
and

P|S|

k=π̃ −1 (j)+1

Nπ̃(k) ×Mj

is an






 , ∀j ∈ S




Tπ̃ = T|T = [Ti,l ]i,l , Ti,l ∈ CNπ̃(i) ×Nπ̃(l) ; Ti,i = σ 2 I,
o
Tl,i = T†i,l ∀i, l ∈ {1, . . . , |S|}; T ≻ 0 .
For an upper bound on robust weighted-sum rate, we can consider
the compound MAC capacity region in (6.49). Note that we can consider
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the subsets S ⊆ {1, . . . , K} independently, i.e., take separate infimum. To
illustrate the computation of an outer bound, we consider S = {1, · · · , k}
for some 1 ≤ k ≤ K and fix a permutation π̃(·) such that π̃(j) = j ∀ j ∈
{1, · · · , k}. Then, an upper bound on the sum of the robust (worse-case) rates
Pk
j=1 Rj is given by the following (where we drop the subscript π̃):
max
{Sj }

min

{∆i,j :k∆i,j kF ≤ǫi,j },
Σ∈T,{Lj }

log Σ +

k
X
j=1

Fj Sj F∗j − log |Σ|

subject to tr (Sj ) ≤ P, ∀j, Sj  0, ∀j. Now, we can obtain an upper bound on
this max-min problem by considering the corresponding min-max problem:
min min

{∆i,j } Σ,{Lj }

max log Σ +
{Sj }

k
X
j=1

s.t.

Fj Sj F∗j − log |Σ|

tr (Sj ) ≤ P ; Sj  0, ∀j.

(6.50)

Using the dual formulation for the inner maximization given in (6.50), we can
rewrite (6.50) as
min

− log |Γ| − log |Σ| + tr (ΓΣ) +

{∆i,j },
Σ,{Lj },Γ,{λj }

s.t.

λj I  F∗j ΓFj , ∀j; Γ ≻ 0.

k
X
j=1

λj P −

k
X

Ni

i=1

(6.51)

For fixed Γ, we use the Shur complement lemma to obtain the following
MAX-DET formulation in the other variables:
min

{∆i,j },Σ,
{Lj },{λj }

s.t.

− log |Γ| − log |Σ| + tr (ΓΣ) +


λj I F∗j
Fj Γ−1



k
X
j=1

λj P −

k
X

Ni

i=1

 0, ∀j; Σ ∈ T,

k∆i,j kF ≤ ǫi,j , ∀j, i ≤ j.
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(6.52)

Note that the last constraint in (6.52) can be written as a linear matrix inequality. Next, for any given {∆i,j }, Σ ∈ T, {Lj }, the optimization problem
in the remaining variables can also be shown to be a MAX-DET formulation.
Thus, we have an iterative algorithm to compute an outer bound.

6.8

Numerical Results
In this section, we provide few numerical results for the perfect channel

scenario. We consider the 3-user GIFC. The noise covariance is normalized to
identity matrix. All channel coefficients are chosen as i.i.d. complex Gaussian
CN(0, 1). All plots are averaged over 103 channel realizations.
First, consider two antennas at all transmitters and all receivers. In
Figure 6.1, first, we plot the sum rate versus per-user power achieved using the
iterative algorithm developed for single user decoding. Next, we plot the trivial
upper bound obtained by ignoring interference along with a simple lower bound
obtained when each user transmits with along the singular-vectors of its direct
channel with equal power. As expected, in the latter case the system becomes
interference limited at high SNR and the sum-rate saturates. Lastly, we plot
the iterative upper bound developed using genie-MACs. In Figure 6.1, for a
typical power value like 10 dB, our upper bound is significantly better than the
trivial outer bound and “not-far” from our achievable sum rate. We observe in
simulations that the iterative achievability algorithms can set d = min{M, N}
without reducing performance (in fact this gives the best performance). This
is a significant advantage over (explicit) interference alignment schemes that
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Figure 6.1: Average sum rate for 2 × 2 3-user GIFC; Comparison with outer
bound
need to know “feasibility” (of the assigned DoF vector) a-priori.6 The gap
between the upper bound and the achievable rate seen in numerical results
suggest that there is room for making further progress in terms of lower and/or
upper bounds. Towards this end, our achievability objective can potentially be
appended with objectives for “favoring alignment”. Further, the outer bounds
can be appended with tighter two-user bounds.
Next, consider four antennas at all transmitters and all receivers. In
6

We note that with perfect CSI, for any given set of precoders, the rate achieved via
single user decoding can also be achieved with single stream decoding after orthogonalizing
the “effective” MIMO channels.
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Figure 6.2: Average sum rate for 4 × 4 3-user GIFC; Comparison with existing
schemes
Figure 6.2, we compare our approach with existing schemes. ‘Max-SINR’ and
‘Leakage Minimization’ are schemes developed in [45]. ‘Rank Minimization’
refers to the scheme developed in [97]. In this simulation scenario, our approach matches or outperforms the sum-rate given by existing schemes at all
SNRs. Note that the main distinguishing feature of our approach compared to
these existing schemes is its applicability to any weighted-sum rate objective
even in the presence of channel uncertainty.
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Chapter 7
Pilot Contamination and Precoding in
Multi-Cell TDD Systems

7.1

Introduction
Multiple antennas, especially at the base-station, have now become an

accepted (and in fact, a central) feature of cellular networks. These networks
have been studied extensively over the past two decades (see [12] and references therein). It is now well understood that channel state information (CSI)
at the base station is an essential component when trying to maximize network throughput. Systems with varying degrees of CSI have been studied in
great detail in literature. The primary framework under which these have
been studied is frequency division duplex (FDD) systems, where the CSI is
typically obtained through (limited) feedback. In Chapter 6, we consider this
framework for the K-user MIMO interference channel setting. There is a rich
body of work in jointly designing the feedback mechanism with (pre)coding
strategies to maximize throughput in MIMO downlink (or broadcast channel) [8, 35, 54, 61, 114, 136]. Time division duplex (TDD) systems, however,
have a fundamentally different architecture from the ones studied in FDD
systems [65, 66, 84]. Our goal is to develop a clear understanding of mechanisms for acquiring CSI and subsequently designing precoding strategies for
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multi-cell TDD systems.
An important distinguishing feature of TDD systems is the notion of
reciprocity, where the reverse channel is used as an estimate of the forward
channel. While utilizing reciprocity, the differences in the transfer characteristics of the amplifiers and the filters in the two directions must be accounted
for. Arguably, this reverse channel estimation one of the best advantages of a
TDD architecture, as it eliminates the need for feedback, and uplink training
together with the reciprocity of the wireless medium [85, 126] is sufficient to
provide us with the desired CSI. In [49], channel reciprocity has been validated
through experiments. However, as we see next, this channel estimate is not
without issues that must be addressed before it proves useful.
7.1.1

Our Approach & Contributions
We consider uplink training and transmit precoding in a multi-cell sce-

nario with L cells, where each cell consists of a base station with M antennas
and K users with single antenna each. The impact of uplink training on the
resulting channel estimate (and thus system performance) in the multi-cell
scenario is significantly different from that in a single-cell scenario. In the
multi-cell scenario, non-orthogonal training sequences (pilots) must be utilized, as orthogonal pilots would need to be least K × L symbols long which
is infeasible for large L. Specifically, short channel coherence times due to
mobility do not allow for such long training sequences.
This non-orthogonal nature causes pilot contamination, which is en166

countered only when analyzing a multi-cell MIMO system with training, and
is lost when narrowing focus to a single-cell setting or to a multi-cell setting
where channel information is assumed available at no cost. We perform a
detailed study of this problem and consider precoding in its presence. Pilot
contamination occurs when the channels to users from other cells pollute the
channel estimate at the base station in one cell. Thus, our goals are, first,
to study the impact of pilot contamination (and thus achievable rates), and
then, to develop methods that mitigate this contamination. In older generation cellular systems, multiple factors including large reuse distance of any
training signal and randomization in the selection of pilots would have helped
in keeping the impact of pilot contamination reasonable. However, with newer
generation systems designed for more aggressive reuse of spectrum, this impact
is very crucial to understand and mitigate. We note that pilot contamination
must also figure in Cooperative MIMO (also called Network MIMO [43, 123])
where clusters of base stations are wired together to create distributed arrays,
and where pilots must be re-used over multiple clusters. The fact that pilot
contamination hasn’t surfaced in FDD studies is primarily due to the assumption of partial CSI with independently corrupted noise as in Chapter 6, and
are not fully incorporating the impact of channel estimation.
The fundamental problem associated with pilot contamination is evident even in the simple multi-cell scenario shown in Figure 7.1. Consider
two cells i ∈ {1, 2}, each consisting of one base station and one user. Let
hij denote the channel between the base station in the i-th cell and the user
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Cell-1

Cell-2

BS-1

BS-2
h12
h22
User-2

User-1

Figure 7.1: A two-cell example with one user in each cell; Both users transmit
non-orthogonal pilots during uplink training, which leads to pilot contamination at both the base stations.
in the j-th cell. Let the training sequences used by both the users be same.
In this case, the MMSE channel estimate of h22 at the base station in the
2-nd cell is ĥ22 = c1 h12 + c2 h22 + cw. Here c1 , c2 and c are constants that
depend on the propagation factors and the transmit powers of mobiles, and w
is CN(0, I) additive noise. The base station in the 2-nd cell uses this channel
estimate to form a precoding vector a2 = f (ĥ22 ), which is usually aligned with
the channel estimate, that is a2 = const · ĥ22 . However, by doing this, the
base station (partially) aligns the transmitted signal with both h22 (which is
desirable) and h12 (which is undesirable). Both signal (h22 a†2 ) and interference (h12 a†2 ) statistically behave similarly. Therefore, the general assumption
that the precoding vector used by a base station in one cell is uncorrelated
with the channel to users in other cells is not valid with uplink training using
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non-orthogonal training sequences.
To perform this analysis, we first develop analytical expressions using
techniques similar to those used in [66, 84]. For the setting with one user in
every cell, we derive closed-form expressions for achievable rates. These closedform expressions allow us to determine the extent to which pilot contamination
impacts system performance. In particular, we show that the achievable rates
can saturate with the number of antennas at the base station M. This analysis
will allow system designers to determine the appropriate frequency/time/pilot
reuse factor to maximize system throughput in the presence of pilot contamination.
In the multi-cell scenario, there has been significant work on utilizing
coordination among base stations [43,111,123,139] when CSI is available. This
existing body of work focuses on the gain that can be obtained through coordination of the base stations. Dirty paper coding based approaches and joint
beamforming/precoding approaches are considered in [139]. Linear precoding
methods for clustered networks with full intra-cluster coordination and limited
inter-cluster coordination are proposed in [140]. These approaches generally
require “good” channel estimates at the base stations. Due to non-orthogonal
training sequences, the resulting channel estimate (of the channel between a
base station and all users) can be shown to be rank deficient. We develop a
multi-cell MMSE-based precoding method that depends on the set of training sequences assigned to the users. Note that this MMSE-based precoding is
for the general setting with multiple users in every cell. Our approach does
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not need coordination between base stations required by the joint precoding techniques.1 When coordination is present, this approach can be applied
at the inter-cluster level. The MMSE-based precoding derived has several
advantages. In addition to being a linear precoding method, it has a simple
closed-form expression that results from an intuitive optimization problem formulation. For many training sequence allocations, numerical results show that
our approach gives significant gains over certain popular single-cell precoding
methods including zero-forcing precoding.
7.1.2

Related Work
Over the past decade, a variety of aspects of downlink and uplink trans-

mission problems in a single cell setting have been studied. In information theoretic literature, these problems are studied as the broadcast channel (BC) and
the multiple access channel (MAC) respectively. For Gaussian BC and general
MAC, the problems have been studied for both single and multiple antenna
cases. The sum capacity of the multi-antenna Gaussian BC has been shown to
be achieved by dirty paper coding (DPC) in [21, 124, 125, 137]. It was shown
in [129] that DPC characterizes the full capacity region of the multi-antenna
Gaussian BC. These results assume perfect CSI at the base station and the
users. In addition, the DPC technique is computationally challenging to implement in practice. There has been significant research focus on reducing the
computational complexity at the base station and the users. In this regard,
1

There is no exchange of channel state information among base stations.
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different precoding schemes with low complexity have been proposed. This
body of work [5,13,53,115,116] demonstratess that sum rates close to sum capacity can be achieved with much lower computational complexity. However,
these results assume perfect CSI at the base station and the users.
The problem of lack of channel CSI is usually studied by considering one
of the following two settings. As discussed before, in the first setting, CSI at
users is assumed to be available and a limited feedback link is assumed to exist
from the users to the base station. In [8, 54, 61, 62, 114, 136] such a setting is
considered. In [61], the authors show that at high signal to noise ratios (SNRs),
the feedback rate required per user must grow linearly with the SNR (in dB) in
order to obtain the full MIMO BC multiplexing gain. The main result in [136]
is that the extent of CSI feedback can be reduced by exploiting multi-user
diversity. In [8] it is shown that nonrandom vector quantizers can significantly
increase the MIMO downlink throughput. In [54], the authors design a joint
CSI quantization, beamforming and scheduling algorithm to attain optimal
throughput scaling. In the next setting, time-division duplex systems are
considered and channel training and estimation error are accounted for in the
net achievable rate. This approach is used in [20, 46, 65, 84]. In [84], the
authors give a lower bound on sum capacity and demonstrate that it is always
beneficial to increase the number of antennas at the base station. In [65],
the authors study a heterogeneous user setting and present scheduling and
precoding methods for this setting. In [46], the authors consider two-way
training and propose two variants of linear MMSE precoders as alternatives to
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linear zero-forcing precoder used in [84]. Single-cell analysis of TDD systems
are also provided in [20].
Given this extensive body of literature in single-cell systems, our main
contribution is in understanding multi-cell systems with channel training. Its
emphasis is on TDD systems, which are arguably poorly studied compared to
FDD systems. Specifically, the main contributions are to demonstrate the pilot
contamination problem associated with uplink training, understand its impact
on the operation of multi-cell MIMO TDD cellular systems, and develop a new
precoding method to mitigate this problem.
7.1.3

Organization
In Section 7.2, we describe the multi-cell system model. In Section 7.3,

we explain the communication scheme and the technique to obtain achievable
rates. We analyze the effect of pilot contamination in Section 7.4, and give the
details of the new precoding method in Section 7.5. We present few numerical
results in Section 7.6. The proofs of the theorems are given in Appendix C.

7.2

Multi-Cell TDD System Model
We consider a cellular system with L cells numbered 1, 2, · · · , L. Each

cell consists of one base station with M antennas and K(≤ M) single-antenna
users. Let the average power (during transmission) at the base station be
pf and the average power (during transmission) at each user be pr . The
propagation factor between the m-th base station antenna of the l-th cell
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Cell-j
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Figure 7.2: System model showing the base station in l-th cell and the k-th
user in j-th cell
and the k-th user of the j-th cell is

p

βjlk hjlkm,2 where {βjlk } are non-negative

constants and assumed to be known to everybody, and {hjlkm} are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean, circularly-symmetric complex
Gaussian CN(0, 1) random variables and known to nobody. This system model
is shown in Figure 7.2. The above assumptions are fairly accurate and justified
due to the following reason. The {βjlk } values model path-loss and shadowing
that change slowly and can be learned over long period of time, while the
{hjlkm} values model fading that change relatively fast and must be learned
and used very quickly. Since the cell layout and shadowing are captured using
the constant {βjlk } values, for the purpose of analysis, the specific details of the
2

For compact notation, we do not separate the subscript or superscript indices using
commas.
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cell layout and shadowing model are irrelevant. In other words, any cell layout
and any shadowing model can be incorporated with the above abstraction.
We assume channel reciprocity for the forward and reverse links, i.e.,
p
the propagation factor βjlk hjlkm is same for both forward and reverse links,
and block fading, i.e., {hjlkm} remains constant for a duration of T symbols.

Note that we allow for a constant factor variation in forward and reverse
propagation factors through the different average power constraints at the base
stations and the users. The additive noises at all terminals are i.i.d. CN(0, 1)
random variables. The system equations describing the signals received at the
base station and the users are given in the next section.

7.3

Communication Scheme
The communication scheme consists of two phases: uplink training and

data transmission. Uplink training phase consists of users transmitting training pilots, and base stations obtaining channel estimates. Data transmission
phase consists of base stations transmitting data to the users through transmit precoding. Next, we describe these phases briefly and provide a set of
achievable data rates using a given precoding method.
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7.3.1

Uplink Training

At the beginning of every coherence interval, all users (in all cells)
√
transmit training sequences, which are τ length column vectors.3 Let τ ψ jk
(normalized such that ψ †jk ψ jk = 1) be the training vector transmitted by the
k-th user in the j-th cell. Consider the base station of the l-th cell. The τ
length column vector received at the m-th antenna of this base station is
ylm

L X
K
X
p
pr τ βjlk hjlkmψ jk + wlm ,
=

(7.1)

j=1 k=1

where wlm is the additive noise. Let Yl = [yl1 yl2 · · · ylM ] (τ × M matrix),
Wl = [wl1 wl2 · · · wlM ] (τ × M matrix), Ψj = [ψ j1 ψ j2 · · · ψ jK ] (τ × K
matrix), Djl = diag{[βjl1 βjl2 · · · βjlK ]}, and


hjl11 · · · hjl1M


..
..
Hjl =  ...
.
.
.
hjlK1 · · · hjlKM

From (7.1), the signal received at this base station can be expressed as
Yl =

√

pr τ

L 
X
j=1


1
Ψj Djl2 Hjl + Wl .

The MMSE estimate of the channel Hil given Yl in (7.2) is
!−1
L
X
1
√
Ĥjl = pr τ Djl2 Ψ†j I + pr τ
Ψi Dil Ψ†i
Yl .

(7.2)

(7.3)

i=1

This MMSE estimate in (7.3) follows from standard results in estimation theory (for example see [72]). We denote the MMSE estimate of the channel
3

We assume that there is time synchronization present in the system for coherent uplink
transmission.
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between this base station and all users by Ĥl = [Ĥ1l Ĥ2l · · · ĤLl ]. This notation is used later in Section 7.4.
7.3.2

Downlink Transmission
Consider the base station of the l-th cell. Let the information symbols

to be transmitted to users in the l-th cell be ql = [ql1 ql2 · · · qlK ]T and the
M × K linear precoding matrix be Al = f (Ĥl ). The function f (·) corresponds
to the specific (linear) precoding method performed at the base station. The
signal vector transmitted by this base station is Al ql . We consider transmission symbols and precoding methods such that E[ql ] = 0, E[ql q†l ] = I, and
tr(A†l Al ) = 1. These (sufficient) conditions imply that the average power
constraint at the base station is satisfied.
Now, consider the users in the j-th cell. The noisy signal vector received
by these users is
xj =

L
X
√

1

pf Djl2 Hjl Al ql + zj ,

(7.4)

l=1

where zj is the additive noise. From (7.4), the signal received by the k-th user
can be expressed as
xjk =

L X
K
X
p
l=1 i=1

pf βjlk [hjlk1 hjlk2 · · · hjlkM ]ali qli + zjk ,

(7.5)

where ali is the i-th column of the precoding matrix Al and zjk is the k-th
element of zj .
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7.3.3

Achievable Rates
Next, we provide a set of achievable rates using the method suggested

in [84]. With the above communication scheme, the base stations have channel estimates while the users do not have any channel estimate. Therefore,
the achievable rates we derive have a different structure compared to typical
rate expressions. In particular, the effective noise term has channel variations
around the mean in addition to typical terms.
Let glijk =
form
xjk =

p

pf βjlk [hjlk1 · · · hjlkM ] ali . Now, (7.5) can be written in the

M X
K
X

glijk qli + zjk ,

l=1 i=1


h i
h i
jk
jk
jk
qjk +
qjk + gjk
− E gjk
= E gjk

X

glijk qli + zjk .

(7.6)

(l,i)6=(j,k)

In (7.6), the effective noise is defined as

h i
′
jk
jk
qjk +
zjk = gjk
− E gjk

X

glijk qli + zjk .

(7.7)

(l,i)6=(j,k)

Now, the effective point-to-point channel described by (7.6) can be written in
the familiar form
xjk

h i
′
jk
qjk + zjk ,
= E gjk

(7.8)

h i
jk
is the known channel and
where qjk is the input, xjk is the output, E gjk
h i
′
jk
is known as it only depends on the channel
zjk is the additive noise. E gjk
distribution and not the instantaneous channel. However, the additive noise
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is neither independent nor Gaussian. We use the result in [52] that shows that
worst-case uncorrelated additive noise is independent Gaussian noise of same
variance to derive the following achievable rates.
Theorem 7.1. Consider the point-to-point communication channels given by
(7.8). Then, the following set of rates are achievable:


h i2
jk
E gjk





,
Rjk = C 
n o P
2 
jk
jk
1 + var gjk + (l,i)6=(j,k) E gli

(7.9)

where C(θ) = log2 (1 + θ).

Proof. Please see Appendix C.1.
Remark 7.1. The set of achievable rates given by (7.9) is valid for any linear
precoding method, and depends on the precoding method through the expectation
and variance terms appearing in (7.9).
Similar achievable rates are used in the single-cell setting as well to
study and/or compare precoding methods. Next, we perform pilot contamination analysis using these achievable rates.

7.4

Pilot Contamination Analysis
We analyze the pilot contamination problem in the following setting:

one user per cell (K = 1), same training sequence used by all users (ψ j1 =
ψ, ∀j) and matched-filter (MF) precoding. We consider this setting as it captures the primary effect of pilot contamination which is the correlation between
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the precoding matrix (vector in this setting) used by the base station in a cell
and channel to users in other cells. We provide simple and insightful analytical results in this setting. As mentioned earlier, we emphasize that the
pilot contamination problem results from uplink training with non-orthogonal
training sequences, and hence, it is not specific to the setting considered here.
However, the level of its impact on the achievable rates would vary depending
on the system settings.
In order to simplify notation, we drop the subscripts associated with
the users in every cell. In this section, Hjl , Ĥjl and Al are vectors and we
denote these using hjl , ĥjl and al , respectively. The matched-filter used at the
base station in the l-th cell is given by al = ĥ†ll /kĥll k. The user in the j-th cell
receives signal from its base station and from other base stations. From (7.4),
this received signal is
xjk =

p

pf βjj hjj aj qj +

Xp
pf βjl hjl al ql + zj .

(7.10)

l6=j

We compute first and second order moments of the effective channel gain and
the inter-cell interference and use these to obtain a simple expression for the
achievable rate given by (7.9).
In the setting considered here, the MMSE estimate of hjl based on Yl
given by (7.3) can be simplified using matrix inversion lemma and the fact
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that ψ † ψ = 1 as follows:
ĥjl

p
pr τ βjl ψ †
=

I + ψ pr τ

L
X

βil

!

ψ†

!−1

Yl ,

i=1
 

PL
ψ pr τ i=1 βil ψ †
p
†
 Yl ,
=
pr τ βjl ψ I −
P
1 + pr τ Li=1 βil




P
pr τ Li=1 βil
p
=
ψ †  Yl ,
pr τ βjl ψ † −
P
1 + pr τ Li=1 βil
p
pr τ βjl
ψ † Yl .
=
PL
1 + pr τ i=1 βil



Remark 7.2. The above channel estimates clearly suggest the graveness of the
pilot contamination impairment. For a given base station, its estimate of every
channel is simply a scaled version of the same vector ψ † Yl . Thus, it cannot
distinguish between the channel to its user and other users, which makes pilot
contamination a fundamental problem in multi-cell systems.
Since ψ † Yl is proportional to the MMSE estimate of hjl for any j, we
have

Using (7.11), we obtain

ĥ†jl
kĥjl k

=

Yl† ψ
, ∀j.
kψ † Yl k

hjl al = hjl

=

ĥ†jl
ĥ†jl

ĥ†jl
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(7.11)

,

+ h̃jl

ĥ†jl
ĥ†jl

,

(7.12)

where h̃jl = hjl − ĥjl . From the properties of MMSE estimation, we know that
ĥjl is independent of h̃jl ,
ĥjl ∼ CN 0,
and
h̃jl ∼ CN 0,

!

pr τ βjl
I ,
P
1 + pr τ Li=1 βil
1 + pr τ

P

1 + pr τ

i6=j βil
I
PL
i=1 βil

h

,

These results are used next.

!

.

From (7.12), we get
E [hjl al ] = E ĥ†jl
s
=

where θ =
have

qP
M

m=1

i

pr τ βjl
E [θ] ,
P
1 + pr τ Li=1 βil

(7.13)

|um |2 and {um } is i.i.d. CN(0, 1). From (7.12), we also




E khjl al k2 = E



ĥ†jl

2





+ E

ĥjl
ĥ†jl

h̃†jl h̃jl

ĥ†jl
ĥ†jl



,

P
1 + pr τ i6=j βil
pr τ βjl
2
=
E[θ ] +
.
P
P
1 + pr τ Li=1 βil
1 + pr τ Li=1 βil

(7.14)

Next, we state two lemmas required to obtain a closed-form expression
for the achievable rate.
Lemma 7.2. The effective channel gain in (7.10) has expectation
E

hp

i

pf βjj hjj aj =

pr τ βjj
pf βjj
P
1 + pr τ Li=1 βij
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!1/2

E[θ]

and variance

!
P
1 + pr τ i6=j βij
pr τ βjj
var{θ} +
.
P
P
1 + pr τ Li=1 βij
1 + pr τ Li=1 βij

o
np
pf βjj hjj aj = pf βjj
var

Proof. The proof follows from (7.13) and (7.14). Note that var{θ} = E[θ2 ] −
(E[θ])2 by definition.
Lemma 7.3. For both signal and interference terms in (7.10), the first and
second order moments are as follows:
E

E



p

pf βjl hjl al ql

2



hp

= pf βjl

i
pf βjl hjl al ql = 0,

!
P
1
+
p
τ
β
pr τ βjl
r
i6=j il
E[θ2 ] +
.
PL
PL
1 + pr τ i=1 βil
1 + pr τ i=1 βil

Proof. Since E[ql ] = 0 and ql is independent of hjl and al , it is clear that
E

hp

i
pf βjl hjl al ql = 0.

The proof of the second order moment follows directly from (7.14).
The main result of this section is given in the next theorem. This
theorem provides a closed-form expression for the achievable rates under the
setting considered in this section, i.e., one user per cell (K = 1), same training
sequence used by all users (ψ j1 = ψ, ∀j) and matched-filter (MF) precoding.
Theorem 7.4. For the setting considered, the achievable rate of the user in
the j-th cell Rj during downlink transmission in (7.9) is given by
!
p τβ
pf βjj r κj jj E2 [θ]
C P
,
pr τ βjl
2] + ζ
p
β
E[θ
f
jl
l6=j
κl
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(7.15)

where

P
L
X
1 + pr τ i6=j βil
pr τ βjj
var{θ} +
pf βjl
,
ζ = 1 + pf βjj
κj
κl
l=1

κj = 1 + pr τ

PL

i=1 βij , E[θ] =

Γ(M + 12 )
,
Γ(M )

E[θ2 ] = M and var{θ} = M − E2 [θ].

Here, Γ(·) is the Gamma function. For large M, the following limiting expression for achievable rate can be obtained:

lim Rj = C  P

1+pr τ

M →∞

l6=j



2
βjj
PL

i=1 βij
2
βjl
PL
1+pr τ i=1

βil

.

(7.16)

Proof. Please see Appendix C.2.

For large M, the value of var{θ} (≈ 1/4) is insignificant compared to M.
The results of the above theorem show that the performance does saturate with
P
M. Typically, the reverse link is interference-limited, i.e., pr τ Li=1 βil ≫ 1, ∀j.
P
The term Li=1 βil is the expected sum of squares of the propagation coefficients
P
between the base station in the j-th cell and all users. Therefore, Li=1 βil is
generally constant with respect to j. Using these approximations in (7.16), we

get
Rj ≈ C

P

2
βjj
l6=j

βjl2

!

.

This clearly show that the impact of pilot contamination can be very significant
if cross gains (between cells) are of the same order of direct gains (within the
same cell). It suggests frequency/time reuse and pilot reuse techniques to
reduce the cross gains (in the same frequency/time) relative to the direct
gains.
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Remark 7.3. Our result in Theorem 7.4 is not an asymptotic result. The
expression in (7.15) is exact for any value of the number of antennas M at
the base stations. Hence, this expression can be used to find the appropriate
frequency/time reuse scheme for any given value of M and other system parameters. We do not focus on this, as this would depend largely on the actual
system parameters including the cell layout and the shadowing model.
Remark 7.4. The result in Theorem 7.4 is for the setting with one user per
cell. In the general setting with K users per cell, a similar analysis can be
performed, however, it need not simplify to a simple closed-form expression.
The achievable rate in (7.9) can be numerically evaluated in the general setting,
and this can be used to numerically study the impact of pilot contamination.
To summarize, the impact of uplink training with non-orthogonal pilots
can be serious when the cross-gains are not small compared to the direct gains.
This pilot contamination problem is often neglected in theory and even in many
large-scale simulations. The analysis in this section shows the need to account
for this impact especially in systems with high reuse of training sequences. In
addition to uplink training in TDD systems, the pilot contamination problem
would appear in other scenarios as well as it is fundamental to training with
non-orthogonal pilots.
Next, we proceed to develop a new precoding method referred to as the
multi-cell MMSE-based precoding.
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7.5

Multi-Cell MMSE-Based Precoding
In the previous section, we show that pilot contamination severely im-

pacts the system performance by increasing the inter-cell interference. In particular, we show that the inter-cell interference grows like the intended signal
with the number of antennas M at the base stations while using zero-forcing
precoding. Therefore, in the presence of pilot contamination, in addition to
frequency/time/pilot reuse schemes, it is crucial to account for inter-cell interference while designing a precoding method. Furthermore, since pilot contamination is originating from the non-orthogonal training sequences, it is
important to account for the training sequence allocation while designing a
precoding method. The approach of accounting for inter-cell interference while
designing a precoding method is common, while the approach of accounting
for the training sequence allocation is not. Again, the usual approach is to
decouple the channel estimation and precoding completely. However, while using non-orthogonal pilots, this is not the right approach. These observations
follow from our pilot contamination analysis in the previous section.
The precoding problem cannot be directly formulated as a joint optimization problem as different base stations have different received training
signals. In other words, the problem is decentralized in nature. Therefore,
one approach is to apply single-cell precoding methods. For example, since
we assume orthogonal training sequences in every cell, we can perform zeroforcing on the users in every cell. The precoding matrix corresponding to this
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zero-forcing approach is given by
Ĝ†ll



Ĝll Ĝ†ll

−1

Al = s 
,
−1 

tr Ĝll Ĝ†ll
where Ĝll =

√

(7.17)

1

pf Dll2 Ĥll . However, this zero-forcing precoding or other single-

cell precoding methods do not account for the training sequence allocation,
which is potentially the right approach to mitigate the pilot contamination
problem. We explore this next.
In order to determine the precoding matrices, we formulate an optimization problem for each precoding matrix. Consider the j-th cell. The signal
received by the users in this cell given by (7.4) is a function of all the precoding matrices (used at all the base stations). Therefore, the MMSE-based
precoding methods for single-cell setting considered in [46] does not extend
(directly) to this setting. Let us consider the signal and interference terms
corresponding to the base station in the l-th cell. Based on these terms, we
formulate the following optimization problem to obtain the precoding matrix
1
1
√
√
Al . We use the following notation: Fjl = pf Djl2 Hjl , F̂jl = pf Djl2 Ĥjl and
F̃jl = Fjl − F̂jl for all j and l. The optimization problem is:
"
#
X
kαl γ(Fjl Al ql )k2 F̂jl (7.18)
min EF̃jl ,zl ,ql kαl (Fll Al ql + zl ) − ql k2 +
Al ,αl

j6=l

subject to tr(A†l Al ) = 1. This objective function is very intuitive. The objective function of the problem (7.18) consists of two parts: (i ) the sum of squares
of “errors” seen by the users in the l-th cell, and (ii ) the sum of squares of
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interference seen by the users in all other cells. The parameter γ of the optimization problem “controls” the relative weights associated with these two
parts. The real scalar parameter αl is important as it “virtually” corresponds
to the potential scaling that can be performed at the users. The optimal solution to the problem (7.18) denoted by Aopt
is the multi-cell MMSE-based
l
precoding matrix.
The main result of this section is given by the following theorem. This
theorem provides a closed-form expression for the multi-cell MMSE-based precoding matrix.
Theorem 7.5. The optimal solution to the problem (7.18) is
!−1
X
1
F̂†jl F̂jl + ηIM
F̂†ll ,
Aopt
= opt F̂†ll F̂ll + γ 2
l
αl
j6=l

(7.19)

where
η = δll + γ 2

X

δjl + K,

j6=l

δjl is given by (C.9) and αlopt is such that tr



Aopt
l

†


= 1.
Aopt
l

Proof. Please see Appendix C.3
The precoding described above is primarily suited for maximizing the
minimum of the rates achieved by all the users. This is because all users are
treated equally without differentiating them based on the channels. Therefore, when the performance metric of interest is sum rate, this precoding can
be combined with power control, scheduling, and other similar techniques to
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enhance the net performance. Since our main concern is the inter-cell interference resulting from pilot contamination, and to avoid too complicated systems,
we do not use this possibility. In the next section, all numerical results and
comparisons are performed without power control.

7.6

Numerical Results
Multi-Cell MMSE precoding denotes the new precoding method given

in (7.19) with parameter γ set to unity.4 ZF precoding denotes the popular
zero-forcing precoding given in (7.17). GPS denotes the single-cell precoding
method suggested in [46], which is a special case of the precoding given in (7.19)
with parameter γ set to zero. In all the plots, we average the performance
metric over 103 i.i.d. channel realizations.
7.6.1

Two-cell System
We consider a basic two-cell example to understand the impact of pilot

contamination on the total system throughput (sum rate). In particular, we
consider a two-cell system with pf = 20 dB, pr = 10 dB and K = 4 users in
both cells. We set all the direct gains to 1 and all cross gains to a, i.e., for all
k, βjlk = 1 if j = l and βjlk = a if j 6= l. We capture the main observations
using two plots.
First, in Figure 7.3, we use cross gain value of a = 0.8 and plot sum rate
4

In our simulations, we have observed that the performance is not that sensitive to the
value of this parameter γ.
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Figure 7.3: Sum rate with and without pilot contamination for the two-cell
system; Sum rate saturates in the presence of contamination
versus number of antennas M with zero-forcing for training lengths of τ = 4
(scenario with pilot contamination) and τ = 8 (scenario without contamination). With τ = 4, the orthogonal training sequences used in the 1-st is reused
in the 2-nd cell. With τ = 8, all users in the system are given orthogonal
pilots. In Figure 7.3, we can clearly observe the saturation of total throughput
in the presence of pilot contamination. Note that both scenarios deal with
interference. In many practical systems, we cannot necessarily keep τ large
(τ = 8 in this example) as the coherence interval is typically very short, which
requires using small τ .
In the presence of pilot contamination (τ = 4), neither GPS nor multicell MMSE provide noticeable improvement in total throughput (except for
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of schemes with orthogonal pilots; Multi-cell MMSE
performs inter-cell interference mitigation leading to improved sum rate
small values of M). This is not surprising as pilot contamination is an indispensable5 problem in this example. For M = 4 to M = 12, the improvement
using GPS and multi-cell MMSE is reasonable. This improvement results
from using MMSE instead of zero-forcing, and hence both GPS and multi-cell
MMSE provide very similar performance.6
In the absence of pilot contamination (τ = 8), the story is different
as shown in Figure 7.4. Multi-cell MMSE outperforms both the single-cell
schemes (GPS and zero-forcing) by a huge margin. This is possible as multicell MMSE is capable of performing efficient inter-cell interference mitigation.
5
6

We can overcome pilot contamination using frequency/time reuse.
This plot is not provided as it is not the main focus.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of ZF and multi-cell MMSE; a and b correspond to
different cross-gains and R denotes the minimum rate achieved by all users
Note that this inter-cell interference mitigation is achieved using the channel
estimates obtained in a distributed manner. This clearly shows the advantage
of multi-cell MMSE. However, this example only focuses on the scenario without pilot contamination. Therefore, a natural question is whether multi-cell
MMSE can provide throughput gains in a mixed scenario, which is addressed
next.
7.6.2

Multi-cell System
We consider a multi-cell system with L = 4 cells, M = 8 antennas at

all base stations, K = 2 users in every cell and training length of τ = 4. We
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of GPS and multi-cell MMSE with a = 0.8 and b =
0.1a; R denotes the minimum rate achieved by all users
consider pf = 20 dB and pr = 10 dB. Orthogonal training sequences are collectively used within the 1-st and 2-nd cells. The training sequences used in the
1-st (2-nd) cell are reused in the 3-rd (4-th) cell. Thus, we model a scenario
where training sequences are reused. We keep the propagation factors as follows: for all k, βjlk = 1 if j = l, βjlk = a if (j, l) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 4), (4, 3)},
and βjlk = b for all other values of j and l. “Frequency reuse” is handled
semi-quantitatively by adjusting the cross-gains.
Another performance metric of interest is the minimum rate achieved
by all users denoted by R = minjk Rjk . In Figure 7.5, we plot the performance
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of GPS and multi-cell MMSE with a = 0.8 and b =
0.1a; Pilots in cells 1 and 3 (2 and 4) are not reused but rotated by 45 degrees
of ZF and multi-cell MMSE precoding methods for different values of a and b.
We observe significant advantage of using multi-cell MMSE precoding for wide
range of values of a and b. In Figure 7.6, we plot the performance of GPS and
multi-cell MMSE precoding methods as a function of the number of antennas
M. We also consider the scenario when pilots in cells 1 and 3 (2 and 4) are
not reused but rotated by 45 degrees. This comparison is given in Figure 7.7.
In both cases, we observe significant advantages in using our multi-cell MMSE
precoding. Thus, the multi-cell MMSE scheme is capable of handling different
scenarios as it utilizes training sequences for precoder design to mitigate inter193
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of schemes with a = 0.8, b = 0.1a, τ = 8; Each cell
has K = 4 users; Sum rate corresponds to total sum throughput of all cells
cell interference even in the presence of pilot contamination. Note that in both
cases the performance of ZF and GPS are almost indistinguishable, and hence
we have omitted ZF in these plots.
Finally, we consider a system with reused pilots, K = 4 users in every
cell and training length of τ = 8. In Figure 7.8, we plot the total sum throughput of different precoding methods as a function of the number of antennas
M. In summary, all the numerical results show that the new multi-cell MMSE
precoding offers significant performance gains.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion

Any communication network predominantly deals with compression
and transmission of sources over channels. Hence, it is natural to envisage
source and channel aware resource allocation for any communication network.
However, this could complicate network design, and therefore, such an approach is desirable only if there are far-reaching consequences. In the context
of wireless networks, this is definitely the case due to the following reasons.
From a source perspective, the fraction of video content being transferred is
steadily growing along with the tremendous growth of overall traffic. From a
channel perspective, the interference issue is worsening as a result of decreasing
cell-sizes along with aggressive frequency reuse.
In this dissertation, we formulate and study the problem of source and
channel aware resource allocation for wireless networks, and solve it in various
scenarios. Some of these results have already been published in [63, 64, 67–70].
In Chapter 2, we develop a framework for this by incorporating lossy compression into network resource allocation. Then, we provide a provably optimal
layered architecture for performing network optimization with minimal deviation from existing architecture: (i ) an application-layer with compression
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control, (ii ) a transport-layer with congestion control, and (iii ) a networklayer with scheduling. We focus on the compression control problem in this
chapter, and develop insights into this problem. In the context of existing networks, our findings suggest a re-design of network architecture with dynamic
compression control along with congestion control, and limited exchange of
control information across layers. This calls for further study and raises important questions: How to connect the simple source abstraction studied with
complicated sources such as video? What are appropriate utility functions in
the context of video, and more importantly, in the context of a mixture of
different types of traffic?
Next, we focus on two important aspects of network-layer scheduling
that have not been sufficiently studied in existing literature. In Chapter 3, we
study the problem of developing throughput-optimal network algorithms for
cooperative relay networks. These networks are fundamentally different from
traditional capacitated and non-cooperative wireless networks, as they require
physical-layer coordination. This physical-coordination cannot be abstracted
out at the network-layer in terms of bits-in-bits-out models, and thus a stability
analysis that incorporates both the physical-layer encoding and the networklayer dynamics is needed. We develop encoding-based queue-architecture for
cooperative relay networks. This is a succinct representation needed for generating network-stabilizing algorithms. Using this queue-architecture, we show
that throughput-optimal network algorithms can be developed even when the
fade-distribution and input queue distributions are unknown. Even though
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the queue-architecture we developed brings cooperative schemes closer to reality, there are many challenges yet to be addressed before actual deployment
of such schemes. Specifically, future research needs focus on both developing
efficient cooperative schemes that require limited coordination, and developing backhaul protocols that provide the coordination required for cooperative
schemes.
In Chapter 4, we explore techniques to develop distributed algorithms
for the inherently centralized scheduling problem. We successfully extend
the current state-of-the-art approach for distributed on-off scheduling to perform distributed rate allocation. These algorithms use local sensing-based and
queue-length information, thus, resulting in distributed operation while being
aware of its neighborhood. Surprisingly, these algorithms match the throughput performance of optimal centralized algorithms. As known in literature,
this algorithmic framework can be combined with network resource allocation,
i.e., the arrival rates can be adaptively chosen such that a certain (convex)
utility function is maximized as discussed in Chapter 2. Our approach can
even be applied to similar problems in other areas, for example, in performing
resource allocation in energy networks. However, further research is required
in improving delay performance. This has to be addressed for specific classes
of network configurations. Additionally, in the context of wireless ad hoc
networks, the channel measurement framework introduced motivates further
research. First, we need to better understand the feasibility of channel measurement with existing and newly developed radios. This needs development
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of good physical-layer architectures that minimize the probability of inaccurate measurement and measurement delay. Further, we need to study the
impact of imperfect channel measurement on throughput. We have already
made progress along this direction for 802.11 networks in [11], which validates
the applicability of channel measurement in practice.
Finally, we make progress in our understanding of maximum achievable
data-rates for important classes of interference networks. In Chapter 5, we develop a family of outer bounds for the K-user Gaussian interference channel
based on constructing multiple-antenna genie-MAC receivers. This formulation results in an optimization problem that may not be easy to solve in the
general case. However, we subsequently show that this family of outer bounds
determine the exact sum-capacity of the class of degraded channels, and provide closed-form expression for the sum-capacity. Many intriguing questions
stem from this result. Are genie-MAC bounds optimal for other classes of
networks? Are there techniques to extend the sum capacity result to nondegraded networks?
In Chapter 6, we study linear precoding for multiple antenna interference channels under channel uncertainty as robust optimization problems. We
adopt an alternating optimization approach to solve the original non-convex
problems, wherein convex sub-problems are solved at each step. Due to their
convexity, the sub-problems can be solved optimally and we enjoy guaranteed
convergence. As a result, we develop new schemes that gracefully degrade with
increasing channel uncertainty. Based on genie-MACs, we provide computable
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outer bounds. There are many open problems that need further study. Even
if we focus on linear schemes, as we do in this chapter, efficient algorithms to
design optimal precoding matrices do not exist to date. Another open problem
is in deriving reasonable bounds on the gap from optimality while restricting
to linear schemes. Finally, of course, the open problem of utmost importance
is the entire capacity region of these interference networks.
In Chapter 7, we characterize the impact of corrupted channel estimates caused by pilot contamination in time-division-duplex systems. When
non-orthogonal training sequences are assigned to users, the precoding matrix used at a (multiple antenna) base station becomes correlated with the
channel to users in other cells (referred to as pilot contamination). We show
that, in the presence of pilot contamination, rates achieved by users saturate
with the number of base station antennas. We conclude that appropriate frequency/time reuse techniques have to be employed to overcome this saturation
effect. We develop a multi-cell MMSE-based precoding that depends on the
set of training sequences assigned to the users. We obtain this precoding as
the solution to an optimization problem whose objective function consists of
two parts: (i ) the mean-square error of signals received at the users in the
same cell, and (ii ) the mean-square interference caused at the users in other
cells. Through numerical results, we show that our method outperforms popular single-cell precoding methods. Thus, our results suggest that efficient
interference management provide significant gains in practice.
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Appendix A
Proofs of Lemmas for Chapter 3

A.1

Proof of Lemma 3.1
Consider any static split rule characterized by am,g
and bm,g
. Note that
f
f

am,g
is the fraction of time for which packets corresponding to encoding scheme
f
m and state g is transmitted from the source to the relays when the system is in
fading state f. Similarly, bm,g
is the fraction of time for which these packets are
f
transmitted from the relays to the destinations. Now, this is a valid static split
rule only if the following conditions are satisfied: flow conservation constraint
for the source in (3.5), flow conservation constraint for each encoding scheme
and state in (3.6), and the time conservation constraint for each fading-state
in (3.7). A central controller with the knowledge of the fading distribution can
also achieve these rates using static time-division. Hence, these are necessary
and sufficient conditions.
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A.2

Proof of Lemma 3.4
Since λ + ǫ1 is in the throughput region, from Lemma 3.1, there exists

âm,g
≥ 0 and b̂m,g
≥ 0 for all m ∈ M, g ∈ F̂ and f ∈ F̂ such that
f
f
λ + ǫ1 =
X

X

πf âm,g
rm 1{(f ,g)∈I1 } 1{(m,g)∈I} ,
f

(A.1)

πf b̂m,g
1{(f ,g)∈I2 } , ∀(m, g) ∈ I,
f

(A.2)

m,g,f

πf âm,g
1{(f ,g)∈I1 } =
f

f ∈F̂

X
f ∈F̂

X
m,g

âm,g
+ b̂m,g
≤ 1, ∀f.
f
f

Consider ām,g
and b̄m,g
obtained as follows:
f
f
ām,g
= 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I1 , ∀(m, g) ∈
/ I,
f

(A.3)

ām,g
= âm,g
, otherwise, and,
f
f
b̄m,g
= 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I2 , ∀(m, g) ∈
/ I,
f

(A.4)

b̄m,g
= b̂m,g
, otherwise.
f
f
Due to the indicator functions in (A.1) and (A.2), and the fact that 0 ≤ ām,g
≤
f
âm,g
and 0 ≤ b̄m,g
≤ b̂m,g
, the following constraints are satisfied:
f
f
f

X
f ∈F̂

πf ām,g
f

≤

X
m,g

X

πf ām,g
rm ,
f

(A.5)

πf b̄m,g
, ∀(m, g),
f

(A.6)

ām,g
+ b̄m,g
≤ 1, ∀f.
f
f

(A.7)

λ + ǫ1 ≤
X
f ∈F̂

m,g,f

Next, consider the following trivial assignment for ām,g
and b̄m,g
that
f
f
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satisfy (A.3)-(A.4) and (A.6)-(A.7):
ām,g
= 0, ∀(f, g),
f
b̄m,g
= 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I2 , ∀(m, g) ∈
/ I,
f
b̄m,g
=
f

1

|M||F̂|

, otherwise.

Since ǫ > 0, there exists φ < 1 such that λ ≤ φ(λ + ǫ1). Now, since (A.3)(A.4) and (A.6)-(A.7) are linear constraints, the following convex combination
will also satisfy these constraints:
am,g
= 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I1 , ∀(m, g) ∈
/ I,
f
=
am,g
f

φ + 1 m,g
â , otherwise,
2 f

bm,g
= 0, ∀(f, g) ∈
/ I2 , ∀(m, g) ∈
/ I.
f

φ + 1 m,g 1 − φ 1
, otherwise.
b̂
+
2 f
2 |M||F̂|

bm,g
=
f
From (A.5), we get
λk <

X
φ+1
k
(λk + ǫ) ≤
πf am,g
rm
, ∀k.
f
2
m,g,f

From (A.2), we get
X

πf am,g
=
f

φ+1X
πf âm,g
1{(f ,g)∈I1 } 1{(m,g)∈I}
f
2
f ∈F̂

f ∈F̂

=
=

φ+1X
2

X
f ∈F̂

<

X
f ∈F̂

πf b̂m,g
1{(f ,g)∈I2 } 1{(m,g)∈I}
f

f ∈F̂

πf bm,g
−
f

1−φ 1 X
πf 1{(f ,g)∈I2 } 1{(m,g)∈I}
2 |M||F̂|
f ∈F̂

πf bm,g
, ∀(m, g).
f
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In the last step, the strict inequality requires that

P

f ∈F̂

πf 1{(f ,g)∈I2 } 1{(m,g)∈I} >

0. If this is not the case for any given (m, g), those virtual queues can be
neglected from the analysis as it does not affect the throughput region. Thus,
we have constructed am,g
and bm,g
that satisfy all the conditions stated in the
f
f
lemma.
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Appendix B
Proofs of Lemmas for Chapter 4

The proofs given in this Appendix are generalizations of proofs in [57,
58] to multi-state framework. Since we cannot directly apply existing results,
we provide the complete proofs here.

B.1

Proof of Lemma 4.4
The steps involved are the following. First, we prove that, for any fixed

λ ∈ Rn+ , the objective function F (v, λ) is strictly concave in v. Next, we show
that for any fixed λ ∈ Roc , the optimal value v∗ lies inside a compact subset
of Rn . These two statements show the existence of a unique solution that is
finite. This along with certain necessary condition for optimality completes
the proof.
For notational simplicity, we denote F (v, λ) by F (v) and the normalP
ization constant or partition function by Z(v) := r∈R exp(r · v). Using calculus, it is straightforward to obtain the gradient (first-order partial derivatives)

and the Hessian (second-order partial derivatives) of F (v) in the following
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form:
∇F (v) = λ − Eπv [r]
= λ − sv ;
 
 
H(F (v)) = − Eπv rrT − Eπv [r] Eπv rT .

(B.1)

(B.2)

Here, sv in (B.1) is the offered service rate vector given by (4.13), and Eπv [Φ] :=
P
r∈R πv (r)Φ for any matrix, vector or scalar Φ.

In order to establish that F (v) is strictly concave in v, we show that

the Hessian H is negative definite, i.e., for any non-zero η ∈ Rn , η T Hη < 0.
Since H is the negative of a covariance matrix, it is clear that H is negative
semi-definite, i.e., from (B.2),


η T Hη = −Eπv η T (r − Eπv [r])(r − Eπv [r])T η
h
2 i
T
≤ 0.
= −Eπv η (r − Eπv [r])

(B.3)

We next prove that the Hessian H is negative definite by contradiction. Consider a fixed v. Suppose that there exists η 6= 0 such that η T Hη = 0. Then,
from (B.3), it follows that the random variable η T (r − Eπv [r]) is zero with
probability 1. For any fixed v, all feasible states have non-zero probability. In
particular, πv (0) > 0 and πv (ci ei ) > 0 for all i ∈ L. Therefore, the random
variable must evaluate to zero at r = 0 and r = ci ei , i.e.,
−η T Eπv [r] = ηi ci − η T Eπv [r] = 0,
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which implies η = 0. This provides a contradiction and establishes that the
Hessian H is negative definite.
Next, we prove that the optimal value v∗ belongs to a compact set.
Let λ + δ K̄1 ∈ Rc for some 0 < δ < 1. Note that for any λ ∈ Roc there
exists such a δ. Consider a v ∈ Rn . Define vmin = mini vi , l = arg mini vi , and
vmax = maxi vi . Let
λ̂ = λ − min(δ K̄, λmin)I(vmin < 0)el .
Clearly, λ̂ + min(δ K̄, λmin )1 ∈ Rc , and hence, there exists a distribution µ on
R such that λ̂ + min(δ K̄, λmin ) = Eµ [r]. Since λ̂ ≤ K̄1, we have
λ̂ ≤
and

X
λ̂ + min(δ K̄, λmin)
µ(r)r
=
1 + min(δ, λmin /K̄) r∈R 1 + min(δ, λmin /K̄)

X
r∈R

(B.4)

1
µ(r)
=
1 + min(δ, λmin/K̄)
1 + min(δ, λmin/K̄)
< 1−

min(δ, λmin /K̄)
.
2

(B.5)

From (B.4), (B.5) and the fact that 0, ci ei ∈ R, it follows that there exists a
P
P
non-negative measure µ̂ on R such that λ̂ = r∈R µ̂(r)r with r∈R µ̂(r) =
1 − 0.5 min(δ, λmin /K̄). Now, define a distribution

min(δ,λmin /K̄)
I(vmin < 0),
if r = cl el ,
 µ̂(cl el ) +
4
min(δ,λmin /K̄)
µ̃(r) =
(2 − I(vmin < 0)) , if r = 0,
4
 µ̂(0) +
µ̂(r),
otherwise.
Define λ̃ = Eµ̃ [r]. Now, we have

cl 
min(δ K̄, λmin)I(vmin < 0)el .
λ̃ = λ − 1 −
4K̄
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Clearly, λ · v ≤ λ̃ · v. Substituting these inequalities in (4.15), we obtain
F (v) = λ · v − log Z(v)
≤ λ̃ · v − log Z(v)
X
X
exp(r · v)
=
µ̃(r)r · v − log Z(v) =
µ̃(r) log
Z(v)
r∈R
r∈R


(a)
exp(cl el · v)
exp(0 · v)
≤ min µ̃(cl el ) log
, µ̃(0) log
Z(v)
Z(v)

(b)
exp(K̄vmin )
min(δ, λmin /K̄)I(vmin < 0)
log
,
≤ min
4
1

min(δ, λmin /K̄)
1
.
log
4
exp(Kvmax )

(B.6)

Here, (a) follows from exp(r · v) ≤ Z(v) for any r ∈ R, and (b) follows from
K ≤ ci ≤ K̄ for any i ∈ L. Let v∗ = supv∈Rn F (v). Then, by definition,
F (v∗ ) ≥ F (0) = − log |R|. From (B.6), we obtain the bounds
∗
vmax
≤

4 log |R|
K min(δ, λmin /K̄)

(B.7)

4 log |R|
.
K̄ min(δ, λmin /K̄)

(B.8)

and
∗
vmin
≥−

Thus, there exists a unique solution which is finite. Finally, the necessary
condition in (B.1) for optimality completes the proof.

B.2

Proof of Lemma 4.5
The first part of the proof follows directly from Lemma 4.4. The second

part also follows from the proof of Lemma 4.4 as explained next. In the proof,
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replace λ with λ + 4ǫ 1 and choose δ =

ǫ
.
4K̄

Now from (B.7), (B.8) and (4.6),

we obtain
kv∗ k∞



4nK̄ log 2K̄/ǫ 1

.
≤
min 4ǫ , λmin K

(B.9)

This follows from K ≤ K̄. If ǫ ≤ 4λmin, then (B.9) simplifies to (4.23).

B.3

Proof of Lemma 4.6
Consider the matrix P̂ = exp(P − I). It is fairly straightforward to

verify that P̂ corresponds the probability transmission matrix of a reversible
Markov chain with the same stationary distribution π v . Now, the steps involved to complete the proof are the following. We need to obtain a lower
bound on the conductance associated with P̂ and apply Result 4.2. Then, we
can apply Result 4.1 to P̂ at τ = ⌊At⌋.
From (4.14), πv (r) = (exp(r · v))/Z(v), where the partition function
Z(v) =

X
r∈R

exp(r · v).


n
From (4.6), it is clear that Z(v) ≤ 2K̄/ǫ exp(K̄nkvk∞ ). In addition, exp(r·
v) ≥ exp(−K̄nkvk∞ ). Therefore, for all r ∈ R,
πv (r) ≥

exp(−2K̄nkvk∞ )

n
.
2K̄/ǫ

(B.10)

Consider two states that differ in one dimension, i.e., r, r̂ ∈ R, kr−r̂k0 =
1, then the transition probability P̂ (r, r̂) is lower bounded by the product
of the probability that a Poisson random variable with parameter 1 is one
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and P (r, r̂). This follows from the fact that these two (independent) events
together contribute to the transition probability P̂ (r, r̂). Hence,
P̂ (r, r̂) ≥ e−1 P (r, r̂)

f (r, r̂)
A
exp(−2K̄kvk∞ )
≥
,
ne
= e−1

where f (r, r̂) is given by (4.24) and A = n exp(K̄kvk∞ ). To lower bound
conductance in (4.4), the following observation can be used. If both S and Sc
are non-empty, then there is at least one state in S and another state in Sc that
differ in one dimension alone. This follows from the fact that the state-space
is connected through these one dimensional transitions alone. Applying this,
we obtain
Φ≥

exp(−2K̄(n + 1)kvk∞ )

n
.
ne 2K̄/ǫ

(B.11)

Using (4.5), and substituting (B.11), (B.10) in (4.3), we have the required
result kµ(t) − π v kT V ≤ ρ1 if

 

1
1
t = exp Θ nkvk∞ + n log
log .
ǫ
ρ1

This completes the proof.
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B.4

Proof of Lemma 4.7
In the proof, we suppress l in the notation, denote sv by s, and denote

πv by π. From triangle inequality and linearity of expectations, we have
E

h

λ̂(l) − λ

1

i

+ E [kŝ(l) − sv (l)k1 ] ≤
n
X
i=1

n
X
i=1

E [|ŝi − E[ŝi ]|] +

h
i
E |λ̂i − λi | +
n
X
i=1

|E[ŝi ] − si |.

(B.12)

Now, we focus on i-th link and upper bound each of the three terms on the
RHS of (B.12) corresponding to this link separately by ρ2 /3n.
For bounding the first term in (B.12), denote the arrivals over integral
times as {ξk }Tk=1. From our assumption on arrival processes, these are i.i.d.
random variables with variance at most K 2 . Hence,
i 21
h
i
 h
2
E |λ̂i − λi | ≤ E (λ̂i − λi )
 
!2  12
T
X
1
= E 
ξ k − λi  
T
k=1

K
≤ √ .
T

(B.13)

Next, we consider the expected offered service rate under distribution
µ(t), where µ(t) denotes the distribution over R given by the algorithm at
time t. From (4.13), we have
|Eµ(t) [ri ] − si | = |Eµ(t) [ri ] − Eπ [ri ]|
≤ 2K̄kµ(t) − πkT V .
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(B.14)

If we look at two times z and y such that 0 ≤ z ≤ y, then
E[ri (z)ri (y)] = E[ri (z)E[ri (y)|ri (z)]]
≤ E[ri (z)] max E[ri (y)|ri (z) = β].
β∈Ri

(B.15)

We use (B.14) and (B.15) along with Lemma 4.6 to obtain bounds on the last
two terms in (B.12). Let B(ρ1 ) be large enough time such that it satisfies
(4.26).
For the second term in (B.12), using (4.8), we have


(E [|ŝi − E[ŝi ]|])2 ≤ E (ŝi − E[ŝi ])2


= E (ŝi )2 − (E[ŝi ])2
" Z
2 #   Z T
2
T
1
1
=E
ri (z)dz
− E
ri (z)dz
T 0
T 0
Z TZ T
1
(E [ri (z)ri (y)] − E [ri (z)] E [ri (y)]) dydz
= 2
T 0 0
Z TZ T
2
= 2
(E [ri (z)ri (y)] − E [ri (z)] E [ri (y)]) dydz
T 0 z
Z T
2
ˆ
E[ri (z)]Idz,
≤ 2
T 0

(B.16)

where the inner integral
Iˆ =

Z

z

T



max E[ri (y)|ri (z) = β] − E [ri (y)] dy.
β∈Ri

Here, we used (B.15). Now, from (B.14) and Lemma 4.6 on mixing time, both
maxβ∈Ri E[ri (y)|ri (z) = β] and E [ri (y)] are close to si by total variation ρ1
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each if y ≥ z + B(ρ1 ). Formally, we bound Iˆ as follows:
Z z+B(ρ1 )
Z T
ˆ
I ≤
K̄dy +
4ρ1 K̄dy
z

z+B(ρ1 )

≤ B(ρ1 )K̄ + 4ρ1 K̄T.

Substituting (B.17)in (B.16), we obtain
 Z T
 21
2
E [|ŝi − E[ŝi ]|] ≤
E[ri (z)](B(ρ1 )K̄ + 4ρ1 K̄T )dz
T2 0

 21
2 2
2
≤
K̄ B(ρ1 ) + 8K̄ ρ1 ,
T

(B.17)

(B.18)

where we used E[ri (z)] ≤ K̄.
For the third term, from (4.8) and (B.14) and using techniques applied
above, we obtain
Z
1 T
E [ri (z)] dz − si
|E[ŝi ] − si | =
T 0
K̄B(ρ1 )
≤
+ 2K̄ρ1 .
T

(B.19)

With ρ1 = ρ22 /(144n2K̄ 2 ) and the choice of

 
1
1
,
T = exp Θ nkvk∞ + n log
ǫ
ρ2
it is fairly straightforward to see that RHS of (B.13), (B.18) and (B.19) can
be made smaller than ρ2 /3n. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7.

B.5

Proof of Lemma 4.8
For simplicity, we denote v(τl ) by vl . Define G(v) := Fǫ (v) − kv −

v∗ k22 . Let [θ]D denote component-wise [θi ]D . This function has the following
monotone property.
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Lemma B.1. Consider any v ∈ [−D, D]n , ∆v ∈ [−1, 1]n . Then, G([v +
∆v]D ) ≥ G(v + ∆v). Also, 0 ≥ G(v) ≥ −7nD 2 .
Proof. Please see Section B.5.1.
Let the error term in the l-th time interval be
el = (λ̂(l) − ŝ(l)) − (λ − svl )
and êl = α(∇Fǫ (vl ) + el ). From Lemma 4.5, the update equation in (4.9) can
be written as vl+1 = vl + êl . We have ∇Fǫ (vl ) ∈ [−K̄, K̄]n , el ∈ [−K̄ and
vl , v∗ ∈ [−D, D]n . Therefore, kêl k∞ ≤ α(2K̄ + K) ≤ 1. From Lemma B.1
and Taylor’s expansion, we obtain
G(vl+1 ) = G([vl + êl ]D )
≥ G(vl + êl )
= Fǫ (vl + êl ) − kvl + êl − v∗ k22

1
= G(vl ) + ∇Fǫ (vl ) · êl + êl Hêl
2
−kêl k22 − 2(vl − v∗ ) · êl ,

(B.20)

where H is the Hessian of Fǫ (·) evaluated at some ṽ around vl . The elements
of the matrix H belong to [−K̄ 2 , K̄ 2 ], el ∈ [−K̄, K]n , ∇Fǫ (vl ) ∈ [−K̄, K̄]n
and vl , v∗ ∈ [−D, D]n . Therefore, kêl k∞ ≤ α(2K̄ + K). Using these, we have
1
êl Hêl − kêl k22 ≥ −α2 c,
2
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where c = (2K̄ + K)2



K̄ 2 n2
2


+ n . Since Fǫ (v) is concave with optimum v∗ ,

Fǫ (v∗ ) ≤ Fǫ (vl ) + ∇Fǫ (vl ) · (vl − v∗ ).
It follows that ∇Fǫ (vl ) · (vl − v∗ ) ≥ 0. Applying these to (B.20), we obtain
G(vl+1 ) ≥ G(vl ) + αk∇Fǫ (vl )k22 + α∇Fǫ (vl ) · el − α2 c
−2α(vl − v∗ ) · ∇Fǫ (vl ) − 2α(vl − v∗ ) · el ,
≥ G(vl ) + αk∇Fǫ (vl )k22 − αK̄kel k1 − α2 c
−4αDkel k1 ,
≥ G(vl ) + αk∇Fǫ (vl )k22 − 5αDkel k1 − α2 c.
Here, we used K̄ ≤ D.
Next, performing telescopic sum and then using G(v1 ) ≥ −7nD 2 from
Lemma B.1, we obtain,
G(vN +1 ) =

N
X

(G(vl+1 ) − G(vl )) + G(v1 )

l=1
N
X

≥ α

l=1
2

k∇Fǫ (vl )k22 − 5αD
2

−α cN − 7nD .

N
X
l=1

kel k1

Since G(vN +1 ) ≤ 0, and then applying (4.27), we get
N
N
1 X
5D X
7nD 2
2
k∇Fǫ (vl )k2 ≤
kel k1 + αc +
N
N
αN
l=1

l=1

≤ 5Dρ2 + αc +
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7nD 2
.
αN

(B.21)

Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
N
N
1 X
1 X
E [∇Fǫ (vl )] ≤
E [k∇Fǫ (vl )k2 ] 1
N l=1
N l=1
v
u
N
u1 X
t
≤
(E [k∇Fǫ (vl )k2 ])2 1
N
l=1
v
u
N
u1 X
t
≤
E [k∇Fǫ (vl )k22 ]1
N l=1
r
7nD 2
5Dρ2 + αc +
≤
1.
αN

(B.22)

Next, we look at the average of the empirical service rates over N
update intervals. From (4.27) and Lemma 4.5, we obtain
N
N
1 X
1 X
E [ŝ(l)] − λ =
E [svl − λ + ŝ(l) − svl ]
N l=1
N l=1
N
1 X
≥
E [svl − λ] − ρ2 1
N l=1

N
i
1 X hǫ
=
E 1 − ∇Fǫ (vl ) − ρ2 1.
N l=1
4

Substituting (B.22) and proceeding, we obtain
!
r
N
2
X
1
ǫ
7nD
E [ŝ(l)] − λ ≥
− 5Dρ2 + αc +
− ρ2 1.
N l=1
4
αN
2

Now, choose ρ2 = 5×3ǫ 5 D . Then,
r

r
7nD 2
ǫ2
ǫ2
ǫ2
5Dρ2 + αc +
=
+
+
5
αN
35 35
r3
ǫ2
ǫ
=
=
.
34
9

It is easy to check ρ2 +

ǫ
9

≤ 8ǫ . This completes the proof.
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(B.23)

B.5.1

Proof of Lemma B.1
Let v̂ = v + ∆v. Clearly, kv̂k∞ ≤ D + 1. In order to prove G([v̂]D ) ≥

G(v̂), it is sufficient to prove the following. Along any dimension i ∈ L,
G([v̂]D,i ) ≥ G(v̂), where [v̂]D,i is defined as: the i-th component of [v̂]D,i is
same as the i-th component of [v̂]D , and all other components of [v̂]D,i are
same as the corresponding components of v̂. It is sufficient to prove this
as we can repeatedly apply G([v̂]D,i ) ≥ G(v̂) along all dimensions to obtain
G([v̂]D ) ≥ G(v̂).
Consider any i ∈ L. If v̂i ∈ [−D, D], then G([v̂]D,i ) = G(v̂). Therefore,
the only non-trivial cases are v̂i ∈ (D, D + 1] and v̂i ∈ [−(D + 1), −D). We
consider these cases separately, and apply |∂Fǫ /∂vi | ≤ K̄, and kv∗ k∞ ≤ D−K̄.
For v̂i ∈ (D, D + 1], we have
G([v̂]D,i ) − G(v̂) =
Fǫ ([v̂]D,i ) − Fǫ (v̂) − ((D − vi∗ )2 − (v̂i − vi∗ )2 )
≥ −K̄(v̂i − D) + (v̂i − D)(v̂i + D − 2vi∗)
≥ (v̂i − D)(−K̄ + v̂i + D − 2vi∗ ) ≥ 0.
The other case follows from similar arguments.
Since Fǫ (v) ≤ 0, clearly G(v) ≤ 0. Next, we obtain a simple lower
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bound on G(v) as follows:
G(v) = Fǫ (v) − kv − v∗ k22

X

!

ǫ
exp(r̃ · v) − kv − v∗ k22
= (λ + 1) · v − log
4
r̃∈R

n

≥ −K̄nD − log 2K̄/ǫ exp(K̄nD) − n(2D)2



= −n 2K̄D + log 2K̄/ǫ + 4D 2

≥ −7nD 2 .
This completes the proof.
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Appendix C
Proofs for Chapter 7

C.1

Proof of Theorem 7.1
Consider complex Gaussian CN(0, 1) distributions for all inputs Qjk .1

Then, the resulting mutual information with this (not necessarily maximizing)
input distribution I(Qjk ; Xjk ) is an achievable rate. However, this does not
result in a computable expression. To obtain a computable lower bound to
′

this rate, we observe that input random variable Qjk and effective noise Zjk
given by (7.7) are uncorrelated base on the following: The input distributions
are such that Qjk is clearly independent of Qli for all (l, i) 6= (j, k) and Zjk .
Furthermore, Qjk is independent of Gjk
jk . Therefore,
ii 
i
h
h
i
h
h

jk
jk
jk
2
E |Qjk |2 = 0.
=
E
G
−
E
G
|Q
|
E Gjk
−
E
G
jk
jk
jk
jk
jk
The variance of the effective noise is
o
n
h ′ i
X
E |Zjk |2 = var Gjk
jk +

(l,i)6=(j,k)

i
h
2
+ 1.
E |Gjk
|
li

Now, from [52] (Theorem 1), we know the result that the channel with independent Gaussian noise Ẑjk with same variance given by
i
h
jk
X̂jk = E Gjk Qjk + Ẑjk
1

Upper case symbols are used in this proof to emphasize that these are random variables.
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is worse, i.e.,
I(Qjk ; Xjk ) ≥ I(Qjk ; X̂jk )
= h(X̂jk ) − h(X̂jk |Qjk )
= h(X̂jk ) − h(Ẑjk )


= log2 
1 +

n

o

1 + var Gjk
jk +

This completes the proof.

C.2

E

h

Gjk
jk

P

i

2

(l,i)6=(j,k)

E



Gjk
li

2





.

Proof of Theorem 7.4

The proof of (7.15) follows by substituting the results of Lemma 7.2 and
√
Lemma 7.3 in (7.9). Since θ has a scaled (by a factor of 1/ 2) chi distribution
with 2M degrees of freedom, it is straightforward to see that
E[θ] =

Γ(M + 12 )
,
Γ(M)

E[θ2 ] = M
and
var{θ} = M − E2 [θ].
Using the duplication formula


√
1
Γ(z)Γ z +
= 2(1−2z) πΓ(2z)
2
and Stirling’s formula
lim √

n→∞

n!
= 1,
2πnnn e−n
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we obtain

1 Γ M + 21
lim √
M →∞
M Γ(M)
r
(2M − 1)!
π (1−2M )
= lim
2
,
M →∞
M
(M − 1)!(M − 1)!
p
r
π (1−2M ) 2π(2M − 1)(2M − 1)(2M −1) e1−2M
= lim
2
,
M →∞
M
2π(M − 1)(M − 1)2(M −1) e2(1−M )
r

2M −1
2M − 1
1
1+
e−1 ,
= lim
M →∞
2M
2(M − 1)
= 1.

Therefore,
E2 [θ]
=1
M →∞ M
lim

and
var{θ}
= 0.
M →∞
M
lim

This completes the proof of (7.16).

C.3

Proof of Theorem 7.5
First, we simplify the objective function J(Al , αl ) of the problem (7.18)

as follows:
"

J(Al , αl ) = E kαl (Fll Al ql + zl ) − ql k2 +
"

2

= E k(αl Fll Al − IK ) ql k +
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X
j6=l

X
j6=l

#

kαl γFjl Al ql k2 F̂jl ,
2

#

kαl γFjl Al ql k F̂jl + αl2 K.

Now, by switching linear operators (trace and expectation), we further simplify
J(Al , αl ):
( "

J(Al , αl ) = tr E (αl Fll Al − IK )† (αl Fll Al − IK )
+

X

αl2 γ 2 A†l F†jl Fjl Al

F̂jl

j6=l

(

#)

+ αl2 K,

h
i
h
i
X
= tr αl2 A†l E F†ll Fll F̂jl Al +
αl2 γ 2 A†l E F†jl Fjl F̂jl Al
−αl A†l F̂†ll − αl F̂ll Al
= tr

(

F̂†ll F̂ll

αl2 A†l

)

+γ

−αl A†l F̂†ll − αl F̂ll Al

2

)

j6=l


+ αl2 + 1 K,
X

F̂†jl F̂jl

+

j6=l

δll + γ

2

X
j6=l


+ αl2 + 1 K.

δjl

!

IM

!

Al

The last step follows from Lemma C.1.
Now, consider the Lagrangian formulation
 n
o

L (Al , αl , λ) = J (Al , αl ) + λ tr A†l Al − 1
for the problem (7.18). Let
R=

F̂†ll F̂ll

+ γ2

X

F̂†jl F̂jl

+

j6=l

1

δll + γ 2

X
j6=l

λ
δjl + 2
αl

!

IM ,

1

U = αl R 2 Al and V = R− 2 F̂†ll . We have
o
n

L (Al , αl , λ) = kU − Vk2 − tr F̂ll R−1 F̂†ll + αl2 + 1 K − λ.
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(C.1)

This can be easily verified by expanding the right hand side. It is clear from
(C.1) that, for any given αl and λ, L(Al , αl , λ) is minimized if and only if
U = V. Hence, we obtain
Aopt
=
l

1 −1 †
R F̂ll .
αl

(C.2)

Let L(αl , λ) = L(Aopt
l , αl , λ). Now, we have
o
n

L(αl , λ) = − tr F̂ll R−1 F̂†ll + αl2 + 1 K − λ.

(C.3)

Note that
F̂†ll F̂ll + γ 2

X

F̂†jl F̂jl

j6=l

can be factorized in the form

S† diag{[c1 c2 · · · cM ]}S,
where S† S = IM . Let δ = δll + γ 2

R

−1

P

j6=l δjl .

Therefore,

 −1

λ
,
=
S diag{[c1 c2 · · · cM ]}S + δ + 2 IM
αl


 −1
λ
λ
λ
†
=
S diag c1 + δ + 2 c2 + δ + 2 · · · cM + δ + 2
S
,
αl
αl
αl
("
−1 
−1
λ
λ
†
c2 + δ + 2
···
c1 + δ + 2
= S diag
αl
αl

−1 #)
λ
cM + δ + 2
S.
(C.4)
αl


†
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Substituting (C.4) in (C.3), we get
L(αl , λ) = −

M
X

dm
c +δ+
m=1 m

λ
α2l

+ (αl2 + 1)K − λ,

(C.5)

where dm is the (m, m)-th entry of SF̂†ll F̂ll S† . Consider the equations obtained
by differentiating (C.5) w.r.t. αl and λ and equating to zero:
M
X

m=1

−

M
X



dm
cm + δ +

dm

m=1 cm + δ +

λ
α2l

Substituting (C.6) in (C.7), we get

λ
α2l

2

2

1
= 1,
αl2

(C.6)

2λ
+ 2αl K = 0.
αl3

(C.7)

λ
= K.
αl2

(C.8)

Combining the results in (C.2), (C.4), and (C.8), we have
Aopt
l

1
= opt
αl

F̂†ll F̂ll + γ 2

X

F̂†jl F̂jl +

δll + γ 2

X

δjl + K

j6=l

j6=l

!

IM

!−1

F̂†ll ,

2
where αlopt is such that kAopt
l k = 1. This completes the proof.

Lemma C.1. Consider the optimization problem (7.18). For all j and l,
i
h
E F̃†jl F̃jl F̂jl = δjl IM ,

where

and




1 −1
1
†
2
2
,
δjl = pf tr Djl IK + pr τ Djl Ψj Λjl Ψj Djl
Λjl =

I + pr τ

X
i6=j
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Ψi Dil Ψ†i

!−1

.

(C.9)

Proof. Let f̃jlm denote the m-th column of F̃jl . Similarly, we define hjlm and
ĥjlm . From (7.3), we have
√

1

pf Djl2 (hjlm − ĥjlm ),

1
1
√
√
=
pf Djl2 hjlm − pr τ Djl2 Ψ†j

f̃jlm =

I + pr τ

L
X

Ψi Dil Ψ†i

i=1

!−1

where ylm is given by (7.1). For given j and l, it is clear that
i.i.d. zero-mean CN distributed. Hence,

n



ylm  ,

f̃jlm

oM

m=1

is

i
h
E F̃†jl F̃jl F̂jl = δjl IM
with
h
i
†
δjl = E f̃jlm
f̃jlm F̂jl ,
i 1 o
n 1
h
†
2
= pf tr Djl IK − E ĥjlm ĥjlm F̂jl Djl2 ,
n 1
1
1o
1
= pf tr Djl2 IK − pr τ Djl2 Ψ†j Λjl Ψj Djl2 Djl2 ,


1 
1
1 −1
1
†
2
2
2
2
= pf tr Djl IK + pr τ Djl Ψj Λjl Ψj Djl
Djl ,
where
Λjl =

I + pr τ

X
i6=j

Ψi Dil Ψ†i

!−1

.

The last step follows from matrix inversion lemma. This completes the proof
of the lemma.
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